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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

This invention provides a novel wavelength-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus that uses a

diffraction grating to separate a rnulti-wavelength optical signal by wavelength into multiple

spectral channels, which are then focused onto an array of corresponding channel

micromirrors. The channel micromirrors are individually controllable and continuously

pivotable to reflect the spectral channeis into selected output ports: As such, the inventive

WSR apparatus is capable of routing the spectral channels on a channel-by-channel basis and

coupling any spectral channel into any one of the output ports. The WSR apparatus of the

present invention may be further equipped with servo-control and spectral power--

rnanagcmcnt capabilities, thereby maintaining the coupling efficiencies of the spectral

channels into the output ports at desired values. The WSR apparatus of the present invention

can be used to construct a novel class of dynamically reconfigurable optical add—drop

multiplexers (OADMS) for WDM optical networking applications.
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Docket No. 2102393-991101

PATENT APPLICATION

RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP MULTIPLEXERS WITH SERVO

CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES

INVENTOR

Jeffrey P. Wilde

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS I

This application claims priority of US. Provisional Patent Application No. 60!2'?”;‘,21?, filed

19 March 2001, which is incorporated herein by reference. ‘>

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to optical communication systems. More specifically, it

relates to a novel class of dynamically reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers

(OADMS) for wavelength division multiplexed optical networking applications.

BACKGROUND

As fiber-optic communication networks rapidly spread into every walk of modern life, there

is a growing demand for optical components and subsystems that enable the fiber-optic

communications networks to be increasingly scalable, versatile, robust, and cost-effective.

Contemporary fiber-optic communications networks commonly employ wavelength division

multiplexing (WDM), for it allows multiple information (or data) channels to be

simultaneously transmitted on a single optical fiber by using different wavelengths and

thereby significantly enhances the infonnation bandwidth of the fiber. The prevalence of

- WDM technology has made optical add-drop multiplexers indispensable building blocks of

modern fiber-optic communication networks. An optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM)
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serves to selectively remove (or drop) one or more wavelengths from a multiplicity of

wavelengths on an optical fiber, hence taking away one or more data channels from the tratfic

stream on the fiber. It further adds one or more wavelengths back onto the fiber, thereby

inserting new data channels in the same stream of traffic. As such, an OADM makes it

possible to launch and retrieve multiple data channels (each characterized by a distinct

wavelength) onto and from an optical fiber respectively, without disrupting the overall trafiic

flow along the fiber. Indeed, careful placement of the OADMs can dramatically improve an -

optical communication networlc’s flexibility and robustness, while providing significant cost

advantages.

Conventional 0ADMs in the art typically _ employ multiplexersfdemultiplexers (e.g,

waveguide grating routers or arrayed-waveguide gratings), tunable filters, optical switches,

and optical circulators in a parallel or serial architecture to accomplish the add and drop

functions. In the parallel architecture, as exemplified in U.S. Patent 5,974,203’, a

demultiplexer (e.g., a waveguide grating router) first separates a multi-wavelength signal into

its constituent spectral components. A wavelength switching/routing means (e.g., a

combination of optical switches and optical circulators) then serves to drop selective

wavelengths and add others. Finally, a multiplexer combines the remaining (i.e., the pass-

through) wavelengths into an output multi-wavelength optical signal. In the serial

architecture. as exemplified in U.S. Patent 6,205,269, tunable filters (e.g., Bragg fiber

gratings) in combination with optical circulators are used to separate the drop wavelengths

from the pass-through wavelengths and subsequently launch the add channels into the pass-

through path. And if multiple wavelengths are to be added and dropped, additional

multiplexers and demultiplexers are required to dernultiplex the drop wavelengths and

multiplex the add wavelengths, respectively. Irrespective of the underlying architecture, the

OADMS currently in the art are characteristically high in cost, and prone to significant optical

loss accumulation. Moreover, the designs of tl'1ese.0ADMs are such that it is inherently

difficult to reconfigure them in a dynamic fashion.
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U.S. Patent 6,204,946 to Askyuk et al. discloses an OADM that makes use of free-space

optics in a parallel construction. In this case, a rnulti-wavelengtli optical signal emerging

from an input port is incident onto a ruled diffraction grating. The constituent spectral

channels thus separated are then focused by a focusing lens onto a linear array of binary

micromachined mirrors. Each rnicromirror is configured to operate between two discrete

states, such that it either retroreflects its corresponding spectral channel back into the input

port as a pass-tiuough channel, or directs its spectral channel to an output port as a drop
channel. As such, the pass-through signal (i.e., the combined pass-through channels) shares

the same input port as the input signal. An optical circulator is therefore coupled to the input

port, to provide necessary routing of these two signals. Likewise, the drop channels share the

output port with the add channels. An additional optical circulator is thereby coupled to the _

output port, from which the drop channels exit and the add channels are introduced into the

output port. The add channels are subsequently combined with the pass-through signal by

way of the diffraction grating and the binary micromirrors.

Although the aforementioned OADM disclosed by Askyuk et a]. has the advantage of

performing wavelength separating and routing in free space and thereby incurring less optical

loss, it suffers a number of limitations. First, it requires that the pass-through signal share the

same portffiber as the input signal. An optical circulator therefore has to be implemented, to

provide necessary routing of these two signals. Likewise, all the add and drop channels enter

and leave the OADM through the same output port, hence the need for another optical

circulator. Moreover, additional means must be provided to multiplex the add channels

before entering the system and to demultiplex the drop channels after exiting the system.

This additional multiplexing/demultiplexing requirement adds more cost and complexity that

can restrict the versatility of the OADM thus-constructed. Second, the optical circulators

implemented in this OADM for various routing purposes introduce additional optical losses,

which can accumulate to a substantial amount. Third, the constituent optical components

must be in a precise alignment, in order for the system to achieve its intended purpose. There

are, however, no provisions provided for maintaining the requisite -alignment; and no

mechanisms implemented for overcoming degradation in the alignment owing to

3
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environmental effects such as thermal and mechanical disturbances over the course of

operation.

U.S. Patent 5,906,133 to Tomlinson discloses an OADM that makes use of a design similar to

that of Aksyuk et at. There are input, output, drop and add ports implemented in this case.

By positioning the four ports in a specific arrangement, each micromirror, notwithstanding

switchable between two discrete positions, either reflects its corresponding channel (coming

from the input port) to the output port, or concomitantly reflects its channel to the drop port

and an incident add channel to the output port. As such, this OADM is able to perforrn both

‘the add and drop functions without involving additional optical components_(such as optical

circulators used in the system of Al-zsyuk et al.). However, because a single drop port is

designated for all the drop channeis and a single add port is designated for all the add I

channels, the add channels would have to be multiplexed before entering the add port and the

drop channels likewise need to be demutiplxed upon exiting from the drop port. Moreover,

as in the case of Askyuk et 31., there are no provisions provided for maintaining requisite

optical alignment in the system, and no mechanisms implemented for combating degradation

in the alignment due to environmental effects over the course of operation.

As such, the prevailing drawbacks suffered by the OADMS currently in the art are

summarized as follows:

1) The wavelength routing is intrinsically static, rendering it difiicult to dynarnicaliy

reconfigure these OADMS.

2) Add andfor drop channels often need to be_ multiplexed andfor demultiplexed, thereby

I imposing additional complexity and cost. '

Stringent fabrication tolerance and painstaking optical alignment are required.

Moreover, the optical alignment is not actively maintained, rendering it susceptible to

environmental effects such as thermal and mechanical disturbances over the course of

operation.

In an optical communication network, OADMs are typically in a ring or cascaded

configuration. In order to mitigate the interference amongst OADMs, which often
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adversely affects the overall performance of the network, it is essential that the power

levels of spectral channels entering and exiting each OADM be managed in a

systematic way, for instance, by introducing power (or gain) equalization at each

stage. Such a power equalization capability is also needed for compensating for non-

uniform gain caused by optical amplifiers (e.g., erbium doped fiber amplifiers) in the

network. There lacks, however, a systematic and dynamic management of the power

levels of various spectral channels in these OADMs.

The inherent high cost and heavy optical loss further impede the wide application of
these OADMS.

In view of the foregoing, there is an urgent need in the art for optical add-drop multiplexers

that overcome the aforementioned shortcomings in a simple, effective, and economical-
construction.

SUMMARY

The present invention provides a wavelength-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus and

method which employ an array of fiber collirnators serving as an input port and a plurality of

output ports; a wavelength-separator; a beam-focuser; and an array of channel micrornirrors.

In operation, a multi—waveleng’r.h optical signal emerges From the input port. The wavelength-

separator separates the rnulti-wavelength optical signal into multiple spectral channels, each

characterized by a distinct center wavelength and associated bandwidth. The beam-focuser

focuses the spectral channels into corresponding spectral spots. The channel micromirrors

are positioned such that each channel micrornirror receives one of the spectral channels. The

channel micromirrors are individually controllable and movable, e.g., continuously pivotable

(or rotatable), so as to reflect the spectral channels into selected ones of the output ports. As

such, each channel micrornin-or is assigned to a specific spectral channel, hence the name

“channel micromirror”. And each output port may receive any number of the reflected

spectral charmels.
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A distinct feature of the channel micromirrors in the present invention, in contrast to those

used in the- prior art, is that the motion, e.g., pivoting (or rotation), of each channel

mic-romirror is under analog control such that its pivoting angle can be continuously adjusted.

This enables each channel micromirror to scan its corresponding spectral channel across all

possible output ports and thereby direct the spectra] channel to any desired output port.

In the WSR apparatus of the present invention, the wavelength-separator may be provided by

a ruled diffraction grating, a holographic diffraction grating, an echelle grating, a curved

diffraction grating, a dispersing prism, or other wavelength-separating means known in the

art. The beam-focuser may be a single lens, an assembly of lenses, or other beam-focusing

means known in the art. The channel micromirrors may be provided by silicon

micrornachined mirrors, reflective ribbons (or membranes), or other types of beam-deflecting

means known in the art. And each channel micrornirror may be pivotable about one or two

axes. The fiber coliimators serving as the input and output ports may be arranged in a one-

dimensional or two-dimensional array. In the latter case, the channel microntirrors must be

pivotable biaxially.

The WSR apparatus of the present invention may fiirther comprise an array of collimator-

aiignment mirrors, in optical communication with the wavelengthseparator and the fiber

collimators, for adjusting the alignment of the input multi-wavelength signal and directing the

spectral channels into the selected output ports by way of angular control of the coilimatcd

beams. Each collimatonalignment mirror may be rotatable about one or two axes. The

collimator-alignment mirrors may be arranged in a one-dimensional or two-dimensional

array. First and second arrays of imaging lenses may additionally be optically interposed

between the coltimator-aligitrnent mirrors and the fiber collimators in a telecentric

arrangement, thereby ‘‘imaging‘‘ the collimator-alignment mirrors onto the corresponding

fiber collimators to ensure an optimal alignment.

The WSR apparatus of the present invention may further include a servo-control assembly. in

communication with the channel micromirrors and the output ports. The servo-control
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assembly serves to monitor the power levels of the spectral channels coupled into the output

ports and further provide control of the channel micromirrors on an individual basis, so as to
maintain a predetermined coupling efficiency of each spectral channel in one of the output

ports. As such, the servo-control assembly provides dynamic control of the coupling of the
spectral channels into the respective output ports and actively manages the power levels of
the spectral channels coupled into the output ports. (If the WSR apparatus includes an array
of collimator-alignment mirrors as described above, the servo-control assembly may

additionally provide dynamic control of the coI1i_mator—alignment mirrors.) Moreover, the
utilization of such a servo-control assembly effectively relaxes the requisite fabrication

tolerances and the precision of optical alignment during assembly of a WSR apparatus of the

present invention, and further enables the system to correct for shift in optical alignment over
the course of operation. A WSR apparatus incorporating a servo-control assembly thus

described is termed a WSR-S apparatus, thereinafter in the present invention.

Accordingly, the WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus of the present invention may be used to
construct a variety of optical devices, including a novel class of dynamically reconfigurable

optical add-drop multiplexers (0ADMs), as exemplified in the following embodiments.

One embodiment of an OADM of the present invention comprises an aforementioned WSR-S

(or WSR) apparatus and an optical combiner. The output ports of the WSR-S apparatus

include a pass-through port and one or more drop ports, each carrying any number of the

spectral channels. The optical combiner is coupled to the pass-through port, serving to
combine the pass-through channels with one or more add spectral channels. The combined

optical signal constitutes an output signal of the system. The optical combiner may be an

Nxl (N 2 2) broadband fiber~optic coupler, for instance, which also serves the purpose of

multiplexing a multiplicity of add spectral channels to be coupled into the system.

In another embodiment of an OADM of the present invention, a first WSR-S (or WSR)

apparatus is cascaded with a second WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus. The output ports of the

first WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus include a pass-through port and one or more drop ports.

7
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The second WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus includes a plurality of input ports and an exiting

port. The configuration is such that the pass-through channels from the first WSR-S

apparatus and one or more add channels are directed into the input ports of the second WSR-

S apparatus, and consequently multiplexed into an output multi—wavelengtl1 optical signal

directed into the exiting port of the second WSR-S apparatus. That is to say that in this

embodiment, one WSR~S apparatus (e.g., the first one) effectiveiy performs a dynamic drop

function, whereas the other WSR-S apparatus (e.g., the second one) carries out a dynamic add

function. And there are essentially no fundamental restrictions on the wavelengths that can

be added or dropped, other than those imposed by the overall communication system.

Moreover, the underlying OADM architecture thus presented is intrinsically scalable and can

be readily extended to any number of the WSR-S (or WSR) systems, if‘so desired for

performing intricate add and drop functions in a network environment.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that the aforementioned embodiments provide only two

of many embodiments of a dynamically reconfigurable OADM according to the present

invention. Various changes, substitutions, and alternations can be made herein, without

departing from the principles and the scope of the invention. Accordingly, a skilled artisan

can design an OADM in accordance with the present invention, to best suit a given

application.

' All in all, the 0ADMs of the present invention provide many advantages over the prior

devices. notably:

1) By advantageously employing an array of channel micromirrors that are individually

and continuously controllable, an OADM of the present invention is capable of

routing the spectral channels on a channel—by«channel basis and directing any spectral I

channel into any one of the output ports. As such, its underlying operation is

dynamically reconfigurable, and its underlying architecture is intrinsically scalable to

a large number of channel counts.
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2) The add and drop spectral channels need not be multiplexed and demultiplexed before

entering and after leaving the OADM respectively. And there are not fundamental

restrictions on the wavelengths to be added or dropped.

The coupling of the spectral channels into the output ports is dynamically controlled

by a servo-control assembly, rendering the OADM less susceptible to environmental

effects (such as thennal and mechanical disturbances) and therefore more robust in

performance. By maintaining an optimal optical alignment, the optical losses incurred

by the spectral channels are also significantly reduced.

The power levels of the Spectral channels coupled into the output ports can be,

dynamically managed according to demand, or maintained at desired values (e.g.,

equalized at a predetermined value) by way of the servo-control assembly. This

spectral power'-management capability as an integral part of the OADM will be

particularly desirable in WDM optical networking applications.

The use of free-space optics provides a simple, low loss, and cost-effective

construction. Moreover, the utilization of the servo-control assembly effectively

relaxes the requisite fabrication tolerances and the precision of optical alignment

‘during initial assembly, enabling the OADM to be simpler and more adaptable in

structure, lower in cost and optical loss.

The underlying OADM architecture allows a multiplicity of the OADMs according to

the present invention to be readily assembled (e.g., cascaded) for WDM optical

networking applications. ‘

The novel features of this invention, as well as the invention itself, will be best understood

from the foilowing drawings and detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIGS. IA-1D show a first embodiment of a wavelengtb-separatingrouting (WSR) apparatus
according to the present invention, and the modeling results demonstrating the
performance of the WSR apparatus;

FIGS. 2A—2C depict second and third embodiments of a WSR apparatus according to the
present invention;
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FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR apparatus according to the present invention;

FIGS. 4A-4B show schematic illustrations of two embodiments of a WSR-S apparatus

comprising a WSR apparatus and a servo-control assembly, according to the present

invention;

FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM)

according to the present invention; and

FIG. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of an OADM according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In this specification and appending claims, a “spectral channel” is characterized by a distinct

center wavelength and associated bandwidth. Each spectral channel may carry a unique

information signal, as in WDM optical networking applications.

FIG. 1A depicts a firstembodiment of a wavelength-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus

according to the present invention. By way of example to illustrate the general principles and

the topological structure of a wavelength-separatingwouting [WSR) apparatus of the present

invention, the WSR apparatus 100 comprises multiple input/output ports which may be in the

form of an array of fiber collimators 110, providing an input port 110-1 and a plurality of

output ports 110-2 through 110-N (N 2 3) ; a wavelength-separator which in one form may be

andiffraction grating 101; a beam-focuser in the form of a focusing lens 102; and an array of

channel micromirrors 1-03.

In operation, a multi-wavelength optical signal emerges from the input port 110-]. The

diffraction grating 101 angularly separates the niulti-wavelength optical signal into multiple

spectral channels, which are in turn focused by the focusing lens 102 into a spatial array of

distinct spectral spots (not shown in FIG. 1A) in a one-to-one correspondence. The channel

micromirrors 103 are positioned in accordance with the spatial array formed by the spectral

spots, such that each channel rnicrolmirror receives one of the spectral channels. The channel

rnicromirrors 103 are individually controllable and movable, e.g., pivotable (or rotatable)

under analog (or continuous) control, such that, upon reflection, the spectral channels are

directed into selected ones of the output ports 110-2 through 110-N by way of the focusing

10
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lens 102 and the diffraction grating 101. As such, each channel micrornirror is assigned to a

specific spectral channel, hence the name “channel micromirror”. Each output port may

receive any number of the reflected spectral channels.

For purposes of illustration and clarity, only a selective few (e.g., three) of the spectral

channels, along with the input multi-wavelength optical signal, are graphically illustrated in

FIG. IA and the following figures. It should be noted, however, that there can be any number

of the spectral channels in a WSR apparatus of the present invention (so long as the number

of spectral channels does not exceed the number of channel mirrors employed in the system).

It should also be noted that the optical beams representing the spectral charmels shown in

FIG. IA and the following figures are provided for illustrative purpose only. That is, their

sizes and shapes may not be drawn according to scale. For instance, the input beam and the

corresponding diffracted beams generally have different cross-sectional shapes, so long as the '

angle of incidence upon the diffraction grating is not equal to the angle of difttaction, as is
known to those skilled in the art. I

In the embodiment of FIG. IA, it is preferable that the diffraction grating 101 and the channel

micromirrors 103 are placed respectively at the first and second (i.e., the front and back) focal

points (on the opposing sides) of the focusing lens 102. Such a telecentric arrangement

allows the chief rays of the focused beams to be parallel to each other and generally parallel

to the optical axis. In this application, the telecentric configuration further allows the

reflected spectral channels to be efficiently coupled into the respective output ports, thereby

minimizing various translational walk-off effects that may otherwise arise. Moreover, the

input multi-wavelength optical signal is preferably collimated and circular in cross-section.

The corresponding spectral channels diffracted from the diffraction grating 101 are generally
elliptical in cross-section; they may be of the same size as the input beam in one dimension
and elongated in the other dimension.

It is known that the diffraction efficiency of a diffraction grating is generally polarization-

dependent. That is, the diffraction efficiency of a grating in a standard mounting

ll
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configuration may be considerably higher for II’-polarization that is perpendicular to the

groove lines on the grating than for S-polarization that is orthogonal to P-polarization,

especially as the number of groove lines (per unit length) increases. To mitigate such

polarization-sensitive effects, a quarter-wave plate 104 may be optically interposed between

the diffraction grating 101 and the channel micromirrors I03, and preferably placed between

the diffraction grating 101 and the focusing lens 102 as is shown in FIG. 1A. In this way,

each spectral channel experiences a total of approximately 90-degree rotation in polarization

upon traversing the quarter-wave plate_ 104 twice. (That is, if a beam of light has P-

polarization when first encountering the diffraction grating, it would have predominantly (if

not all) S-polarization upon the second encountering, and vice Versa.) This ensures that all

the spectral channels incur nearly the same amount of round—trip polarization dependent loss.

In the WSR apparatus 100 of FIG. 1A, the diffraction grating 101, by way of example, is

oriented such that the focused spots of the spectral channels fall onto the channel

micromirrors 103 in a horizontal array, as illustrated in FIG. 1B.

Depicted in FIG. 1B is a ciose—up view of the channel rnicromirrors 103 shown in the

embodiment of‘ FIG. 1A. By way of example, the channel rnicromirrors 103 are arranged in a

one-dimensional array along the x-axis (i.e., the horizontal direction in the figure), so as to

receive the focused spots of the spatially separated spectral channels in a one-to-one

correspondence. (As in the case of FIG. IA, only three spectral channels are illustrated, each

represented by a converging beam.) Let the reflective surface of each channel micron-rirror lie

in the x-y plane as defined in the figure and be movable, e.g., pivotable (or deflectable) about

the x-axis in an analog (or continuous) manner. Each spectral channel, upon reflection, is

deflected in the y-direction (e.g., downward) relative to its incident direction, so to be

directed into one of the output ports 110-2 through 110-N shown in FIG. 1A.

As described above, a unique feature of the present invention is that the motion of each

channel micrornirror is individually and continuously controllable, such that its position, e.g.,

pivoting angle, can be continuously adjusted. This enables each channel micromirror to scan

12
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its corresponding spectral channel across all possible output ports and thereby direct the

spectral channel to any desired output port. To illustrate this capability, FIG. 1C shows a plot

of coupling efficiency as a fimction of a charmel micromirror’s pivoting angle 6, provided by

a ray-tracing model of a WSR apparatus in the embodiment of FIG. 1A. As used herein, the

coupling efficiency for a spectral channel is defined as the ratio of the amount of optical

power coupled into the fiber core in an output port to the total amount of optical power

incident upon the entrance surface of the fiber (associated with the fiber collimator serving as

the output port). In the ray-tracing model, the input optical signal is incident upon a

diffraction grating with 700 lines per millimeter at a gazing angle of 85 degrees, where the

grating is blazed to optimize the diffraction efficiency for the “——l" order. The focusing lens

has a focal length of 100 mm. Each output port is provided by a quarter-pitch GRIN lens (2

mm in diameter) coupled to an optical fiber (see FIG. ID). As displayed in FIG. 1C, the

coupling efficiency varies with the pivoting angle 9, and it requires about a 0.2-degree change

in 8 for the coupling efficiency to become practically negligible in this exemplary case. As

such, each spectral charuiel may practically acquire any coupling efficiency value by way of

controlling the pivoting angle of its corresponding channel micrornirror. This is also to say

that variable optical attenuation at the granularity of a single wavelength can be obtained in a

WSR apparatus of the present invention. FIG. 1D provides ray-tracing illustrations of two

extreme points on the coupling efficiency vs. 9 curve of FIG. 1C: on-axis coupling

corresponding to 8 = 0, where the coupling efficiency is maximum; and off-axis coupling

corresponding to 9 : 0.2 degrees, where the representative collimated beam (representing an

exemplary spectral channel) undergoes a significant translational walk-off and renders the

coupling efficiency practically negligible. All in all, the exemplary modeling results thus

described demonstrate the unique capabilities of the WSR apparatus of the present invention.

FIG. 1A provides one of many embodiments of a WSR apparatus according to the present

invention. In general, the wavelength-separator is a wavelength-separating means that may

be a ruled diffraction grating, a holographic diffraction grating, an echelle grating, a

dispersing prism, or other types of spectral-separating means known in the art. The beam-

focuser may be a focusing lens, an assembly of lenses, or other beam-focusing means known

13
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in the art. The focusing function may also be accomplished by using a curved diffraction

grating as the wavelength-separator. The channel micromirrors may be provided by silicon

micromachined mirrors, reflective ribbons (or membranes), or other types of beam-deflecting _

elements knownin the art. And each micrornirror may be pivoted about one or two axes.

What is important is that the pivoting (or rotational) motion of each channel micromirror be I

individually controllable in an analog manner, whereby the pivoting angle can be

continuously adjusted so as to enable the channel rnicromirror to scan a spectral channel

across all possible output ports. The underlying fabrication techniques for micromachined

mirrors and associated actuation mechanisms are well documented in the art, see U.S. Patent

5,629,790 for example. Moreover, a fiber collimator is typically in the form of a collimating

lens (such as a GRIN lens) and a ferrule-rnounted fiber packaged together in-a mechanically

rigid stainless steel (or glass) tube. The fiber collimators serving as the input and output ports _

may be arranged in a one-dimensional array, a two—dimensional array, or other desired spatial

pattern. For instance, they may be conveniently mounted in a linear array along a V—groove

fabricated on a substrate made of silicon, plastic, or ceramic, as commonly practiced in the

art. It should be noted, however, that the input port and the output ports need not necessarily

be in close spatial proximity with each other, such as in an array configuration (although a

close packing would reduce the rotational range required for each channel micromirror).

Those skilled in the art will know how to design a WSR apparatus according to the present

invention, to best suit-a given application.

A WSR apparatus of the present invention may further comprise an array of collimator-

alignment mirrors, for adjusting the aligmnent of the input multi-wavelength optical signal

and facilitating the coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output ports, as

shown in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3.

Depicted in FIG. 2A is a second embodiment of a WSR apparatus according to the present

invention. By way of example, WSR apparatus 200 is built upon and hence shares a number

of the elements used in the embodiment of FIG. IA, as identified by those labeled with

identical numerals. Moreover, a one-dimensional array 220 of collimator-alignment mirrors

14
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220-1 through 220-N is optically interposed between the diffraction grating 101 and the fiber

collimator array 110. The collimator-alignment mirror 220-] is designated to correspond

with the input port 110-1, for adjusting the alignment of the input multi-wavelength optical

signal and therefore ensuring that the spectral channels impinge onto the corresponding

channel micromirrors. The collimatoralignment mirrors 220-2 through 220-N are designated

to the output ports 110-2 through 110-N in-a one-to-one correspondence, sewing to provide

angular control of the collimated beams of the reflected spectral channels and thereby

facilitating the coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output ports according to

desired coupling efficiencies. Each collimator-alignment mirror maybe rotatable about one

axis, or two axes.

The embodiment of FIG. 2A is attractive in applications where the fiber collirnators (serving

as the input and output ports) are desired to be placed in close proximity to the collimator-

alignment mirror array 220. To best facilitate the coupling of the spectral channels into the

output ports, arrays of imaging lenses may be implemented between the collimator-alignment

mirror array 220 and the fiber collimator array 110, as depicted in FIG. 213. .By way of

example, WSR apparatus 250 of FIG. 2B is built upon and hence shares many of the elements

used in the embodiment of FIG. 2A, as identified by those labeled with identical numerals.

Additionally, first and second arrays 260, 270 of imaging lenses are placed in a 4-f telecentric

arrangement with respect to the collimatonalignmcnt mirror array 220 and the fiber

collimator array 110. The dashed box 280 shown in FIG. 2C provides a top view of such a

telecentric arrangement. In this case, the imaging lenses in the first and second arrays 260,

270 all have the same focal length f. The collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220-N

are placed at the respective first (or front) focal points of the imaging lenses in the first array

260. Likewise, the fiber collimators 110-1 through 110-N are placed at the respective second

(or back) focal points of the imaging lenses in the second array 270. And the separation

between the first and second arrays 260, 270 of imaging lenses is 2f. In this way, the

collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220—N are effectively imaged onto the respective

entrance surfaces (i.e., the front focal planes) of the GRIN lenses in the corresponding fiber

collirnators 110-1 through 110-N. Such a telecentric imaging system substantially eliminates
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translational walk-off of the collimated beams at the output ports that may otherwise occur as

the mirror angles change.

FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR apparatus according to the present invention.

By way of example, WSR apparatus 300 is built upon and hence shares a number of the

elements used in' the embodiment of FIG. 213, as identified by those labeled with identical

numerals. In this case, the one-dirnensional fiber collimator array 110 of FIG. 2B is replaced

by a two-dimensional array 350 of fiber oollimators, providing for an input-port and a

plurality of output ports. Accordingly, the one—dimensional collimator-alignment mirror

array 220 of FIG. 2B is replaced by a two-dimensional array 320 of collimator—align1nent

mirrors, and first and second one-dimensional arrays 260, 270 of imaging lenses of FIG. 2B

are likewise replaced by first and second two-dimensional arrays 360, 370 of imagining I

lenses respectively. As in the case of the embodiment of FIG. 2B, the first and second two-

dimensional arrays 360, 370 of imaging lenses are placed in a 4-f telecentric arrangement

with respect to the two-dimensional collimator-alignment mirror array 320 and the two-

dimensional fiber collimator array 350. The channel micromirrors 103 must be pivotable

biaxially in this case (in order to direct its corresponding spectral channel to any one of the

output ports). As such, the WSR apparatus 300 is equipped to support a-greater number of

the output ports.

In addition to facilitating the coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output ports

as described above, the collimator-alignment mirrors in the above embodiments also serve to

compensate for misalignment (e.g., due to fabrication and assembly errors) in the fiber

collimators that provide for the input and output ports. For instance, relative misalignment

between the fiber cores and their respective collirnating lenses in the fiber collimators can

lead to pointing errors in the collimated beams, which may be corrected for by the collimator-

alignment mirrors. For these reasons, the collimator-alignment mirrors are preferably

rotatable about two axes. They may be siliconmicromachined mirrors, for fast rotational

speeds. They may also be other types of mirrors or beam-deflecting elements known in the
art.
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To optimize the coupling of the spectral channels into the output ports and further maintain

the optimal optical alignment against environmental effects such as temperature variations

and mechanical instabilities over the course of operation, a WSR apparatus of the present

invention may incorporate a servo-control assembly, for providing dynamic control of the

coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output ports on a channel-by-channel

basis. A WSR apparatus incorporating a servo-control assembly is termed a WSR-S

apparatus, thereinafier in this specification.

FIG. 4A depicts a schematic illustration of a first embodiment of a WSR-S apparatus

according to the present invention. The WSR-S apparatus 400 comprises a WSR apparatus

410 and a servo-control assembly 440. The WSR 410 may be in the embodiment of FIG. 1A,

or any other embodiment in accordance with the present invention. The servo—control

assembly 440 includes a spectral monitor 460, for monitoring the power levels of the spectral

channels coupled into the output ports 420-1 through 420—N of the WSR apparatus 410. By

way of example,‘ the spectral monitor 460 is coupled to the output ports 420-1 through 420-N

by way of fiber-optic couplers 420-1-C through 420-N-C, wherein each fiber-optic coupler

serves to tap off a predetermined fraction of the optical signal in the corresponding output

port. The servo-control assembly 440 further includes a processing unit 470, in

communication with the spectral monitor 460 and the channel rnicrornirrors 430 of the WSR

apparatus 410. The processing unit 470 uses the power measurements from the spectral

monitor 460 to provide feedback control of the channel micromirrors 430 on an individual

basis, so as to maintain a desired coupling efficiency for each spectral charuiel into a selected

output port. As such, the servo—control assembly 440 provides dynamic control of the

coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output ports on a channel-by-channel

basis and thereby manages the power levels of the spectral channels coupled into the output

ports. The power levels of the spectral channels in the output ports may be dynamically

managed according to demand, or maintained at desired values (e.g., equalized at a

predetermined value) in the present invention. Such a spectral power-management capability

is essential in WDM optical networking applications, as discussed above.
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FIG. 4B depicts a schematic illustration of a second embodiment of a WSR-S apparatus

according to the present invention. The WSR-S apparatus 450 comprises a WSR apparatus

480 and a servo—ccntrol assembly 490. In addition to the channel micromirrors 430 (and

I other elements identified by the same numerals as those used in FIG. 4A.), the WSR apparatus

480 further includes a plurality of collirnatonalignment mirrors 485, and may be configured.

according to the embodiment of FIG. 2A, 2B, 3, or any other embodiment in accordance with

the present invention. By way of example, the servo-control assembly 490 includes the

spectral monitor 460 as described in the embodiment of FIG. 4A, and a processing unit 495.

In this case, the processing unit 495 is in communication with the channel micromitrors 430

and the collimator-alignment mirrors 485 of the WSR apparatus 480, as well as the spectral

monitor 460. The processing unit 495 uses the power measurements from the spectral

monitor 460 to provide dynamic control of the channel micromirrors 430 along with the

collimator-alignment mirrors 485, so to maintain the coupling efficiencies of the spectral

channels into the output ports at desired values.

In the embodiment of FIG. 4A or 4B, the spectral monitor 460 may be one of spectral power

monitoring devices known in the art that is capable of detecting the power levels of spectral

components in a multi-wavelength optical signal. Such devices are typically in the form of a

wavelength-separating means (e.g., a diffraction grating) that spatially separates a multi-

wavelength optical signal by wavelength into constituent spectral components, and one or

more optical sensors (e.g., an array of photodiodes) thatare configured such to detect the

power levels of these spectral components. The processing unit 470 in FIG. 4A (or the

processing unit 495 in FIG. 4B) typically includes electrical circuits and signal processing

programs for processing the power measurements received from the spectral monitor 460 and

generating appropriate control signals to be applied to the channel micromirrors 430 (and the

collimator-aligmnent mirrors 485 in the case of FIG. 4B), so to maintain the coupling

efficiencies of the spectral channels into the output ports at desired values. The electronic

circuitry and the associated signal processing algorithmfsofiware for such processing unit in a

servo—contro1 system are known in the art. A skilled artisan will know how to implement a
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suitable spectral monitor along with an appropriate processing unit to provide a servo—control
assembly in a WSP-S apparatus according to the present invention, for a given application.

The incorporation of a servo—control assembly provides _additional advantages of effectively

relaxing the requisite fabrication tolerances and the precision of optical alignment during

initial assembly of a WSR apparatus of the present invention, and further enabling the system

to correct for shift in the alignment over the course of operation. By maintaining an optimal

optical alignment, the optical losses incurred by the spectral channels are also significantly

reduced. As such, the WSR-S apparatus thus constructed is simpler and more adaptable in

structure, more robust in performance, and lower in cost and optical loss. Accordingly, the

WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus of the-present invention may be used to construct a variety of

optical devices and utilized in many applications.

For instance, by directing the spectral channels into the output ports in a one-channel-per~port

fashion and coupling the output ports of a WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus to an array of optical

sensors (e.g., photodiodes), or a single optical sensor that is capable of scanning across the

output ports, a dynamic and versatile spectral power monitor {or channel analyzer) is

provided, which would be highly desired in WDM optical networking applications.
Moreover, a novel class of optical add-drop multiplexers (OADMs) may be built upon the

WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus of the present invention, as exemplified in the following

embodiments.

FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM)

according to the present invention. By way of example, OADM 500 comprises a WSR—S (or

WS_R) apparatus 510 and an optical combiner 550. An input port 520 of the WSR-S
apparatus 510 transmits a multi-wavelength optical signal. The constituent spectral channels

are subsequently separatedand routed into a plurality of output ports, including a pass-

through port 530 and one or more drop ports 540-1 -through 540-N (N 2 1). The pass-through

port 530 may receive any number of the spectral channels (i.e., the pass-through spectral
channels). Each drop port may also receive any number of the spectral channels (i.e., the
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drop spectral channels). The pass-through port 530 is optically coupled to the optical
combiner 550, which serves to combine the pass-through spectral channels with one or more

add spectral channels provided by one or more add ports 560-1 through 560-M (M 2 1). The
combined optical signal is then routed into an existing port 570, providing an output multi-
wavelength optical signal.

In the above embodiment, the optical combiner 550 may be a Kxl (K 2 2) broadband fiber-
optic coupler, wherein there are K input-ends and one output-end. The pass-through spectral
charmels and the add spectral channels are fed into the K input-ends (e.g., in a one—to-one
correspondence) and the combined optical signal exits from the output-end of the K><1 fiber-

optic coupler as the output multi-wavelength optical signal of the system. Such a multiple-
input coupler also serves the purpose of multiplexing a multiplicity of add spectral channels I
to be coupled into the OADM 500. If the power levels of the spectral channels in the output
multi-wavelength optical signal are desired to be actively managed, such as being equalized
at a predetermined value, two spectral monitors may be utilized. As a way of example, the
first spectral monitor may receive optical signals tapped off from the pass-through port 530
and the drop ports 540-1 through S40-N (e.g., by way of fiber-optic couplers as depicted in
FIG. 4A or 4B). The second spectral monitor receives optical signals tapped off from the
exiting port 570. A servo-control system may be constructed accordingly for rnonitoring and
controlling the pass-through, drop and add spectral channels. As such, the embodiment of
FIG. 5 provides a versatile optical add-drop multiplexer in a simple and low-cost assembly,
while providing multiple physically separate dropladd ports in a dynamically reconfigurable
fashion.

FIG. 6 depicts an alternative embodiment of an optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM)
according to the present invention. By way of example, OADM 600 comprises a first WSR-S

20
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through 640-N (N 2 1). The pass-through spectral channels from the pass-through port 630

are further coupled to the second WSR-S apparatus 650, along with one or more add spectral

channels emerging -from add ports 660-1 through 660-M (M 2 1). In this exemplary case, the

pass-through port 630 and the add ports 660-1 through 660-M constitute the input ports for

the second WSR-S apparatus 650. By way of its constituent wavelength-separator (e.g., a

diffraction grating} and channel nticrornirrors (not shown in FIG. 6), the second WSR-S

apparatus 650 serves to multiplex the pass-through spectral channels and the add spectral

channels, and route the multiplexed optical signal into an exiting port 770 to provide an

output signal of the system.

In the embodiment of FIG. 6, one WSR-S apparatus (e.g., the first WSR-S apparatus 610)

effectively performs dynamic drop function, whereas the other WSR-S apparatus (c.g., the

second WSR-S apparatus 650) carries out dynamic add function. And there are essentially no

fiindarnental restrictions on the wavelengths that can be added or dropped (other than those

imposed by the overall communication system). Moreover, the underlying OADM

architecture thus presented is intrinsically scalable and can be readily extended to any number

of cascaded WSR-S (or WSR) systems, if so desired for performing intricate add and drop

functions. Additionally, the OADM of FIG. 6 may be operated in reverse direction, by using

the input ports as the output ports, the drop ports as the add ports, and vice versa.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that the aforementioned embodiments provide only two

of many embodiments of a dynamically reconfigurable OADM according to the present

invention. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that various changes, substitutions, and

alternations can be made herein without departing from the principles and the scope of the

invention as defined in the appended claims. Accordingly, a skilled artisan can design an

OADM in accordance with the principles of the present invention, to best suit a given

application.

Although the present invention and its advantages have been described in detail, it should be

understood that various changes, substitutions, and alternations can be made herein without

21
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departing from the principles and the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of the

present invention should be determined by the following claims and their legai equivalents.
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What is claimed is:

,_a A wavelength-separating-routing apparatus, comprising:

a) multiple fiber collimators, providing an input port for a multi—wavelength

optical signal and a plurality of output ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said rnulti-wavelength optical signal

from said input port into multiple spectral channels;

0) a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding' spectral
spots; and

a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such that _each channel I

1

2

3

4

5

6

'2'

8

9
micromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micrornirrors

>-—I 3
being individually and continuously controllable to reflect said spectral

channels into selected ones of said output ports.

r—I DJ

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim '1 further comprising a servo~

control assembly, in communication with said chatmel rnicromirrors and said output

ports, for providing control of said channel micromirrors and thereby maintaining a

predetermined coupling of each reflected spectral channel into one of said output

ports.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 2 wherein said servo-control

assembly comprises a spectral monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral

channels coupled into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said

power levels for providing control of said channel micromirrors.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 3 wherein said servo-control

assembly maintains said power levels at a predetermined value.
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5. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 fiirther comprising an array

of collimator-alignment mirrors, in optical communication with said wavelength-

separator and said fiber coiiirnators, for adjusting an aligmnent of said multi-

wavelength optical signal from said input port and directing said reflected spectral

channels into said output ports.

The wavelength—separaticg-routing apparatus of claim 5 wherein each collimator-

alignment mirror is rotatable about one axis.>-Ln.)|’«..)*---'O\L-P‘I-IE»-L-I-3l\JP—‘
The wave]ength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 5 wherein each collimator-

alignment mirror is rotatable about two axes.

The wavelength—separating—routing apparatus of claim 5 further comprising first and

second arrays of imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-

alignment mirrors and said fiber collimators.

The waveleng‘th-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein each channel

rnicromirror is continuously pivotable about one axis.

10. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein each channel

micrornirror is pivotable about two axes.

The wavelength-separating-routirig apparatus of claim 10 wherein said fiber

collimatots are arranged in a two-dimensional array.

The waveiength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein each channel

micromirror is a silicon rnicrornachined mirror.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein said fiber

collirnators are arranged in a one-dimensional array.
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21.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim I wherein said beam-focuser

comprises a focusing lens having first and second focal points.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 14 wherein said wavelength-

separator and said channel micromirrors are placed respectively at said first and

second focal points of said focusing lens.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein said beam~focuser

comprises an assembly of lenses.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein said wavelength-

separator comprises an element selected from the group consisting of ruled diffraction

gratings, holographic difitaction gratings, echclle gratings, curved diffraction gratings,

and dispersing prisms.

The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 further cornprisinga quarter-

wave plate optically interposed between said vvave1ength—separator and said channel

micrornirrors. -

The Wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim 1 wherein each output port

carries a single one of said spectral channels.

The wavelength-separating—routing apparatus of claim 19 further comprising one or

more optical sensors, optically coupled to said output ports.

A servo-based. optical apparatus comprising:

a) multiple fiber collimators, providing an input port for a multi-waveiength

optical signal and a plurality of output ports;
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b)

C)

a wavelength-separator, for separating said rnulti-wavelength optical signal

from said input port into multiple spectral channels;

a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding spectral

spots;

a spatial array of channel rnicrornirrors positioned such that each channel

micromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually controilable to reflect said spectral channels into selected

ones of said output ports; and

a servo-control assembly, in communication with said channel micromirrors

and said output ports, for maintaining a predetermined coupling of each

reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein said servo-control assembly

comprises a spectral monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral channels

coupled into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said power levels

for providing control of said channel micromirrors.

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 22 wherein said servo-control assembly

maintains said power levels at a predetermined value-

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 Further comprising an array of

collimator-alignment mirrors, in optical communication with said wavelength-

separator and said fiber collimators, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-

wavelength optical signal from said input port and directing said reflected spectral

-channels into said output ports.

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 24 further comprising first and second

arrays of imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-alignment
mirrors and said fiber collirnators.
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The serv

mirror is rotatable about at least one axis.

The servo-bas

continuously pivotable about at least one axis.

o-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein each channel rnicromirror is a
silicon micromachined mirror.

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein said wavelength-se
comprises an element selected from the group consisting of ruled diffraction gratings,
holographic diffiaction gratings, echelle gratings, curved diffraction gratings, and
dispersing prisms.

The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein said beam-focuser comprises
one or more lenses.

An optical apparatus co prising:

a) an array of fiber collirnators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength
optical signal and a lurality of output ports;

b) a wavelength-separat , for separating said rnulti-wavelength optical signal‘
from said input port in 1 pie spectral channels;

a beam-focuser, for f ing said spectral channels into corresponding

spectral spots;

a spatial array of channel icromirrors positioned such that each channel
rnicromirror receives one of 5 ‘cl spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually controllable

ones of said output ports; and
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13

14

12 e) a one-dimensional array o colli ator-alignment mirrors, for adjusting an

9% , alignment of said mult’
directing said reflected spectra hannels into said output ports.

._. (Jr

The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising a servo‘-control assembly, in

communication with said channel micromirrors, said collimator-alignment mirrors,

and said output ports, for providing control of said channel micromirrors along with

said collimator—alignment mirrors and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling

of each reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

The optical apparatus of claim 32 wherein said servo-control assembly comprises a

spectral monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled into-

said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said power levels for providing

control of said channel micromirrors and said collimator-alignment mirrors.

The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each channel micromirror is continuously

pivotable about at least one axis.

1
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p.-
The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each collimator-aligmnent mirror is

rotatable about at least one axis.

I-LaJI\.'-‘
The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising first and second arrays of

imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-alignment mirrors

and said fiber collimators.

An optical apparatus co prising:

a) an array of fiber c ll" at rs, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength

optical signal and a p ' of output ports;

b) a wavelength-se arator, for separating said multi—wavelength optical
l.)1-«I3DJIN.>I-«HLUJINJ

signal from said input port 'nto multiple spectral channels;
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c) a beam-focuser, for fodpsing said spectral channels into corresponding spectral1

spots;
a spatial array of charm I micromirrors positioned such that each channel

micrornirror receives one o ai spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually controlla _ reflect said spectral channels into selected

ones. of said output ports; an

a two-dimensional array of llilmator-alignment mirrors, for adjusting an

alignment of said multi-wavele gth optical signal from said input port and

directing said reflected spectral c nnels into said output ports.

The optical apparatus of claim 37 further comprising a servo-control assembly, in

communication with said channel micromirrors, said collimator-alignment mirrors,

and said output ports, for providing control of said channel micromirrors along with

said coliirnator-alignment mirrors and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling

of each reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

The optical apparatus of claim 38 wherein said servo-control assembly comprises a

spectral monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled into

said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said power levels for providing

control of said channel micromirrors and said collimator-alignment mirrors.

The optical apparatus of claim 37 wherein each collimator-alignment mirror is

rotatable about at least one axis.

The optical apparatus of ciaim 37 wherein each channel micromirror is continuously

pivotable about at least one axis.

The optical apparatus of claim 41 wherein each channel mieromirrors is pivotable

about two axes, and wherein said fiber collimators are arranged in a two-dimensional

array.
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43. The optical apparatus of claim 3'? further comprising first and second arrays of

imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-alignment mirrors
and said fiber collirnators.

44. An optical system comprising a wavelength~separating-routing apparatus, wherein

said wavelength-scparating-routing apparatus includes:

a) an array of fiber collirnators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength

optical signal and a plurality of output ports including a pass-through port and

one or more drop ports;

a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-wavelength optical signal

from said input port into multiple spectral channels;

a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding
spectral spots; and I

a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such that each channel

rnicromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel rnicrornirrors

being individually and continuously pivotable to reflect said spectral channels

into selected ones of said output ports, whereby said pass-through port

receives a subset of said spectral channels.

The optical system of claim 44 further corr1prising.a servo-control assembly, in
communication with said channel micrornirrors and said output ports, for providing

control of said channel micrcmirrors and thereby maintaining a predetermined

coupling of each reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

The optical system of claim 45 wherein said servo—control assembly comprises a

spectral monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled into

said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said power levels for providing
control of said channel micromirrors.
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47. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an array of collimator-alignment

mirrors, in optical communication with said wavelength-separator and said fiber

collimators, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-wavelength optical signal from

said input port and directing said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

The optical system of claim 47 further comprising first and second arrays of imaging

lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator—aligmnent mirrors and said

fiber collirnators.

The optical system of claim 47 wherein each collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable

about at least one axis.

The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel micromirror is pivotable about

at least one axis.

The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel micromirror is a silicon

micrornachined mirror.

The optical system of claim 44 wherein said beam-focuser comprises a focusing lens

having first and second focal points, and wherein said wavelength-separator and said

channel micromirrors are placed respectively at said first and second focal points.

The optical system of claim 44 wherein said wavelength-separator comprises an

eiement selected from the group consisting of ruled diffraction gratings, holographic

diffraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved diffraction gratings, and dispersing

prisms.

The optical system of claim 44 fiirther comprising a quarter-wave plate optically

interposed between said wavelength-separator and said channel rnicromirrors.
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S5. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an auxiliary wavelength-

separating-routing apparatus, including:

a) multiple auxiliary fiber collirnators, providing a plurality of auxiliary input

ports and an exiting port;

b) an auxiliary wavelength-separator;

c) an auxiliary beam-focuser; and

d) a spatial array of auxiliary channel rnicromirrors;

wherein said subset of said spectral channels in said pass-through port and one or

more add spectral channels are directed into said auxiliary input ports, and

multiplexed into an output optical signal directed into said exiting port by way of

said auxiliary wavelength-separator, said auxiliary beam-focuser and said
auxiliary channel micromirrors.

The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary channel micrornirrors are

individually pivotabie.

The optical system of claim 55 wherein each auxiliary channel rnicromirror is

pivotable continuously about at least one axis.

The optical system of claim 55 wherein each auxiliary channel micromirror is a

silicon micromachined mirror.

The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary wavelength-separator comprises

an element selected from the gT0up consisting of ruled diffraction gratings,

holographic diffraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved diffraction gratings, and

dispersing prisms.

The optical system of claim 55 wherein said pass-through port constitutes one of said

auxiliary input ports.
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67.

A method of performing dynamic wavelength separating and routing, comprising:

a) receiving a multi-wavelength optical signal from an input port;

b) separating said multi-wavelength optical signal into multiple spectral channels;

c) focusing said spectral channels_ onto a spatial array of corresponding beam-

defleeting elements, whereby each beam-deflecting element receives one of

said spectral channels; and

dynamically and continuously controlling said beam-deflecting elements,

thereby directing said spectral channeis into a plurality of output ports."

The method of claim 61 further comprising the step of providing feedback control of

said beam-deflecting elements, thereby maintaining a predetermining coupling of each

spectral channel directed into one of said output ports.

The method of claim 62 fiirther comprising the step of maintaining power levels of

said spectral channels directed into said output ports at a prcdetennining value.

The method of claim 61 wherein each spectral channel is directed into a separate

output port.

The method of claim 61 wherein a subset of said spectral channels is directed into one

of said output ports, thereby providing one or more pass-through spectral channels. .

The method of claim 65 further comprising the step of multiplexing said pass—through

spectral channels with one or more add spectral channels, so as to provide an output

optical signal.

The method of claim 61 wherein said beam-deflecting elements comprise an array of

silicon micromachined mirrors.
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Application No. Appllcantisi

091938 426 WILDE JEFFREY P.

Notice ofAiiowabiiity _ Examine, A... U...“ -
— The MAILING DATE or this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

All claims being aliowabte. PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS {OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed}, a Notice oi Aliowance {PTOL~85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or uponpetition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1303.

1. El This ccrnmunication is responsive toj
2. E The allowed claim(s) isiare _1;§_7.

3. I2] The drawings filed on 2;: August 2001 are accepted by the Examiner.

4. I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119{a)-id] or (i).
a} El All b] I] Some‘ c} [:1 None ofthe:

1. Cl Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. 1:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. [:1 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

international Bureau (PCT Rule '1?.2{a}).
* Certified copies not received:j.

5. E Acknowledgment is made ofa claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § ‘l19(e) (to a provisional application).

(a) I:I The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

6. I] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 andior 12?.

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements noted
beiow. Failure to timely comply will result in ABAN DON MENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

7. CI A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAM|NER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION [PTO-152) which gives reasonisi why the oath or declaration is deficient.

3. I3 conescnac DRAWINGS must be submitted.

(a) I] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948} attached

1) El hereto or 2) I] to Paper No. _.

(b) [I including changes required by the proposed drawing correction Iiled j. which has been approved by the Examiner.
(c) CI including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of Paper No.‘

Identifying Indlcla such as the application number (see 3'.’ CFR ‘l.8il.[c]) should be written on the drawings In the top margin [not the back}
of each sheet. The drawings shouid be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftsperson.

9. I] DEPOSIT OF andior INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BtOLOGlCAL MATERIAL.

Attachmentis)

1 Notice of References Cited [PTO-892) 2E3 Notice of Infonnal Patent Application {PTO-152)
3|:I Notice of Draftperscn's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-943) 4C] Interview Summary {PTO-413). Paper No.__ .
5l'_'| Information Disclosure Statements {PTO-1449), Paper No. :. BC] Examiners Arnendrnenticomment
T[:l Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8|] Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

of Biological Material 9E] Other . gram
-an "I I Ngo

Primary Examiner
Ari Unit: 2874

1.1.5. Patent and Traderrarn Oillce
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Applicationlcontrol No. W "AppIIcant{s)iPatant UnderReexamination
09933-425 WILDE. JEFFREY P.

Notice of References Cited Examiner
Hung N Ngo

U.5. PATENT DOCUMENTS

D me tN mber Date I. I 
US 6 263 135 07-2001 Wade, Ruben Kent 359F130

us-6,209,155 . 09-2001 Wade. Robert Kent 3:35:33

H c us-5,413,250 07-2002" Corbosiero at al. 3591124
I
I

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher. Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages}

-ii* ,,0
‘E

“El
of this reference is noi being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § f0T.U5{e).)

Dates in MM-YYYY format are pubiloatlon dates. Giassifrcailons may be US or foreign.

U.§_Paten1ena Trademark Olflce '
PTO-B92 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Pan of Paper No. 3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPA OF GOMIMIRCEUnilruul Stain! Flinn: and "I'nIcIIIIuuIt Offluo
AIJIIJIIII OONHHJHSIOITER bl‘ PATRQTE AND TEADELERRKE

Wuhinaton. no. H1423:
www-.un'jIm.gIW

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

T590 04!‘! U200!

David Alberti WW“
Gtay Cary Ware & Freidenrich HEALY, BRIAN
I755 Embarcadero Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303 ' CH5‘-""5"“°'-=*‘-‘S
'2 M4 3 35 4124000

DATE MAILED: IIIl."21I2(l(l3-

HUNG 0*” "=“T"W=°'N"B“T°“
OW.‘-'3S,42fi 08-'2‘_'..|"2l.'|0‘i Jeffiey P. Wilde 210393-991 I01 258':-'

TITLE OF INVENTION: RECCINFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP MULTIPLEXERS WITH SERVO CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES

‘ APPLN. was PUBLICATION FEE 'l’O'i'AL Fun: s} ons nnm nunNO
nonpmvisinnal $1300 $300 $1600 _ f!7.I"2 1.-‘Z003

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
E DH THE MERIIEIS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR [.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN IHREE MQUIHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. ILLIS SIATLIIIQRI
EERIDJ1 .CA]1I.N.OI HE .SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE REFLECTS A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-858 {OR AN EQUIVALENT)
MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL BE REGARDED AS
ABANDONED.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current It‘ the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status:

fig If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S} DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or21 (W0.

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above and notify the claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check the box below and enclose
United States Patent and Trademark Office of the change in status, or the PUBLICATION FEE and N2 the ISSUE FEE shown above.

|:| Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.
See 37 CFR l .27.

II. PART B - FEE[S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required}. Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Paxt B -' Fee[s} Transmittal should be
completed and returned. If you are charging the f'ee{s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(sJ Transmittal should be
completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application. number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. '

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It Is paten_tee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of-1

PTOl»85 (REV. 04-02} Approved for use t.l1rm.1gh 0133132004.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable feels), to: Mail Box ISSUE FEECommissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 2023]

En: (703)746-4000 I
".1 ._ or mmmitung , -- m_[]3_ Tl0_ q_I.i_ . _ ll"H'|_B -.-. . eeompe w e

riate. All further uonespnn ' rig the Patent. advance orders andnotification of riiaintenenee fees will e mails to the current eori-e_s nilenee addi-eiIi_s as
ted onlpss cot-lrgotetii below or directed otherwise in Block 1. by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; a.ndi"m: (b) indiizating a separate ADDRESS foreenott ca one. _

" ote:i:ettteateo ntetmg 1 5' -'
Feo(s) Traniiinittal. ‘Dos certi.fic_atze eanriot be used _

. . accom yiijig papers. Each additional pager, sueli as an assignroent or
David Alba‘-ti to drawing, iriosthave its own eertifica ofrnailiirgoi-ti-ansmission.
Gray Cary Ware 3:. Freidenrioh Certificate ofltdsltlng or Transmission
“'55 B“‘*’“‘°""°‘° 3°“ t:.‘iii£°s”l=:ié‘§“po.‘i‘..?i‘s.i“r‘iis§'?»°iii §[i’i??c%'=‘”§3i‘”o$&g‘l°%“3§‘a;‘§i‘éi‘;§§”n$ii‘%n‘l‘°n
P3-19 Aha; CA 94303 envelope addressed to the Box Issue Fee a dress above, or being fat‘-siniiletransrnitted to the USPTO, on the date indicated below.

i\Pl‘l.lCA'|‘lON NO. mtmo mm ATTORNEY oooitsr No. CONFIRMATION NO.
093933.426 t'Ill.I'23f2iltl1 Ieffiey P. Wilde 210393-9'91 101 253?‘

TITLE OF INVENTION: RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP MULTLPLEXERS WITI-l SERVO CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES '

PUB*«'°**“°““E "°'1=“-FEWDUBNO
ntnrtltrovisiortal $1300 $300 3 [600 Mi’? 132603

WW” 0'-A55-SUBCWS
HEALY. BRIAN 2874 335-024000 _

1. Chan -e ofeorresponderice address or indication of "Fee Address" (3? 2. For printing on the patent front page, list (1)
CFR 1. 63). the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys

‘ _ _ or agents OR, alternatively. (2) the name of a
3s‘§'Se“§‘§'Fa3§.°i?vi‘3‘/§?a’}i‘E‘i§iii§‘3’hii?.‘°’”‘““*’°“f°°”“"°“d”““" firm (having as a mnmber a resistered

_ , _ , _ _ ttorney or agent) and the names of up to 2
E't"1*ee Address" lIlt.'i.I(‘.li.lOl't (or "Fee Address" Indication tiirm Lu‘-‘awed Pam“ mcmcys m. ‘gnu If no Mme
fa‘! or more recent) attached. Use at a Customer is limd‘ no mm: Wm ha FTERML

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE ¥'ATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an east ‘nae is ideritifiect below, no assigns: data will appear on thepatept. lnclusiori or assignee data is only appropriate when an assignment hasbeen previously submitted to the SPTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion u this form is NOT a substitute for E v an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE‘. (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

~

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) Cl individual Cl corporation or other private group entity C] govemmmt
lie. The following l'ee(s) are enclosed: 4|}. Payn1entofFee(s):

0 mm F“ El A check in the amount of the fee(s) is enclosed.
D Pubflcafim Fee CI Payrrierit by credit card. Form ‘PTO-2038 is attached

an Advance om: - n u‘f'Copi.esgm - g$;;fgggg;g§°§gug_t;=r=w authorized W 533; D5;h:n==;1;i;=§9339 -t,;;=;=g;,;*ri_*)f-nr ovcnwrmmfv
Commissioner for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (ifanyl or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application identified above.

(Authorized Signatune) {Date}

NOTE; The Katie Ree 8.l.'la_fiEiIl:ltlCIl'1 Fee iii required] will not Ee accepted Em an one
other t.'rian the ap liesnt; a registered attom or areal; or the assignee or other p y ininterest as shown 3' the records of the Uniteli tates latent and Trademark Office.

s_t:ti etion o orntatiotn is re e y . . i oirnation Ls require to
obtain or retain a benefit by the p lie which is to file (and b the USPTO to process) an
apgilcfiltflrl. Corlfidentiali 1! govexmed by_3-5 U.S.C. 112 and 3 CFR Lid. Tl-iia collection is
es mated to talr._e 1; mini: to Cflltfiiflte including gatlrering. preparing, and subniitting thecompleted application rm to the spto. Time Wlli vary depertdin upon the individual
case. Any comments on the amou.n1'of time you require to_ com ete this form andtor
su tgestioris for reduoin - this burden, should be sent to the Chief ormation Otllicer U5.
Pa and Trademark ffioe. 11.5. D aitmei-it of Contrnerc Washiri t .D.C. 2023i. DO
NOT SEND FEES OR COIN-lPl.E ED FORMS TO T is AD RESS. SEND TO:
Coirirttiasionecr for Patents. Waslringlnn, DC 20231.

Under jhe Paperwork lteduetion not of 1995. no are raquji-ed to respond to acollectson of tnfomtatimt unless It displays .1 valid 0 control riurnber.
TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEELS]

US. Patent and Trademark Offiee; U.S. DEHLRTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Uwrren STATES PATENT ,«t_Ng Thanzmau Or-nae " IKITEII. ‘"175. ; .E~‘F':‘r‘n-‘E'r".m xuaq““"“.
Julia-tilts» '-liln ...'.. ....-. .; ..'..:.,._ org iulru-a:0|'JI. ‘NIH; I'avl’\‘I. ..;.| I’) . \|:|g“_Akg_gWe'll. 4.: . ‘JLIYJI

III". ‘p

.-trrttc.-mormo.  I'IRS1'Na\M5DlN\I't-.ut:n:t = r- ' ' i t_:tl.\II":|tn|.-\‘rt(}uNo_
091938.-$26 D832 31200] leffiey F.Wi.1de —‘m 2537

' ‘mo wzmouo

David Albert}

Gray Cary Ware &. Freidenrich
I755 Emharcadero Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303

DATl'iM.=\l|.l-.'lJ. ...; ‘L ‘|'|I..

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (I1)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) ‘

The patent term adjustment to date is 0 days. If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the m tiling
date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half months) alter
the mailing date of this notice, the term adjustment will be 0 days.

If a continued prosecution application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines patent tem1 adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) system. (ltttp:r';‘pair.uspto.gov)

Any questions regarding the patent termextension or adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (703)3|JS~l 383.

PTO].-H5 (RI-E\.I'_ 04-III} Itppnsvctl for use llnough fllfilflflfl-II.
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UNITED S1wrs:5 PATENT AND TRADEMARK Ounce: UNITED STATE! DR‘l"AB.'.i'lt{E!N’I' DF COHMERGE
Unitud Sudan Patent and "I.'eI.|'IIunI eh Uffiuu
Aaltlxelr. ODHBILBBIONIIR OP PA'!'.ENT8AN'D TBADEMRREB

Walhlmflom, DD. 20331www.IIlpfn.fiIw

rrasr NAMED IN'VEN'l‘0F. A'I'l'0RNEY nocnsr NO. CONFI RMJLTION N0.
09!93i],4‘26 l'IBl23.I’2fli}l Jeffrey P. Wilde 2103 93«99l I01 258?

mu Mzmnrn

David Alherti H5A’-'Yn 3313-"

Gray Cary Wane & Freidenrich
1755 Embarcadero Road
P810 Alto, CA 94303 2374UNITED STATES

DATE MMLED: 04.I'2‘li'2I)D3

Notice of Fee Increase on January 1, 2003

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after January 1, 2003, then the
amount due will be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" since there will be an increase
in fees effective on January 1, 2003. See Rgxision Qfflatem and Inadgmads, I-Lees for Eisgal in: 2003;. Final Rule, 61? Fed.
Reg. 7084?, 70849 (November 27, 2002).

The current fee schedule is accessible from: 

If the issue fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice ofAllowance and Fee(s) Due," but not the correct amount

in view of the fee increase, a "Notice to Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid
processing delays associated with mailing of a "Notice to Pay Balance of Issue Fee," if the response to the Notice of
Allowance and Fee(s) due form is to be filed on or after January 1, 2003 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or
after January 1, 2003}, the issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was
previously paid, and the response to the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a
previously-paid issue fee to the issue fee now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at thc'time the

response is filed and the previously paid issue fee should be paid. 5;; Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section
1308.01 (Eighth Edition, August 2001).

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center

ofthe Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305»8283.

PTOL-B5 (asv. 04412) Appmyca for use through nus l.l‘2l'.ItJ-L
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. Attorney Dr at No. 2102393-991101

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Serial No. 09;’93 8,426 Group Art" Unit: 2874

Filed: August 23, 2001 Examiner: Garland, Steven R

Title: RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD~DROP MULTIPLEXERS WITH SERVO

CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES

I hereby certyfy that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Porto!

Service with sufiicientposrage as FIRST CLASS MAIL in an envelope addressed to: Com-
missioner ofParents and Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 2023!, BOXRCE ' on October 3,
2002.

Date: October 8. 2002 Signature

5' on C. Pingue

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION

PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R. §1.114

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear SirfMadarn:

Applicant hereby requests, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §l.114, continued examination of the

above-identified application for consideration of the references listed on the Information

Disclosure Statement being submitted herewith on PTO form 1499. Copies of those references

are enclosed.

One of the references, i.e., U.S. Patent No. 6,204,946 of Aksyuk et al., was used to reject

claims in co~pending, related U.S. application serial number 103005314. This reference and all

other references contained in the Information Disclosure Statement were cited and discussed in

the specification of the present application. However, out of an abundance of caution, Applicant

is nevertheless submitting these references in the form of an Information Disclosure Statement,

and respectfully requests that the Examiner consider them in this application. Applicant's

1
Graycary/\EM\T123921.l
210239339: 101
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Attorney D: et No. 2102393991 101

er, as an admission that they ar

the right to argue that any at.

submission of these references should not be construed, howev

from analogous arts or material. Applicant specifically reserves

these references are not material at a later date should the need arise.

Applicant encloses herewith a check in the amount of $370.00 to cover the fee set forth in
ornmissioner to charge any other fees

37 CPR. §l .17(e). Applicant hereby authorizes the c

required to the PTO Deposit Account Number 07-1896.

If the Examiner has any questions, the Examiner is invited to contact Applicant’s attorney

at the following address or telephone number:

David Alberti

cfo Patent Department -

GRAY CARY WARE & FREIDENRICH LLP
1755 Embarcadero Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Telephone: (650) 833-2052

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: October _£_ ,2o02 C}""""(’
David Albeiti

Reg. No. 43 ,465

Gray Cnr3r\EM\‘ll 23922.-.
2102393-991101 -
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It
ti
'3'

__.- INU ED EXAMINATION (RCE]
TRANSMITTAL

Subsection {In} of 35 U.5.C. § 132. efleclivo on May 29, 2000,
provides for continued oxanttnatton of an utility or plant

application filed on or after June 8, 1995.
See The Amerlcan Inventors Proteotton Act of 1999 {AIPA}.

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114 of the above-identified application.
NQTQ 3? C.F.R. § 1.1 14 is effective on May 29. 2000. it the above-identified application was filed prior to May 29, 2000. apptioent‘ may wish to
consider tiling a cortlirtued prosecution application (CPA) under 3? C.F.R. 5 1.53m) (PTOISB/29) instead of s RCE to be eiigihle for the patent term
adjustment provisions of the AtPA. See Changes to Application Examination and Provistoneulppiication Praciioe. Final Rule, 65 Fed. Reg. 50092
(Aug. 16. zoom; intertm Ruie. as Fed. Reg. 14555 (Mar. 20. zoom. 1233 car. saz. Pat. once 4? (Apr. 1 1. 2000), which established RCE practice.

1, Submission required under 3? C.F.R. § 1.114

Previously submitted

Consider the ernendmenttsltreply under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116 previously filed on .
(Any urrentered arncndmentts} referred to above will be entered). '1 5 ' '

l"

Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brlef previously fitted on _ 5';. to . ‘tj

Other 5 __ -~
Enclosed "
AmendmentlReply

Aifidavit(s)tDeclarat1on(s)
Information Disclosure Statement (lDS)
Oil‘! Br

2. Miscellaneous '

a. Cl Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 C,F.R. § 1.103(c] tor a period of
months. (Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months: Fee under 3'.’ C.F.R. § 1.1?(i) required)

 
i
in
i‘.\__'.':.

b. D Other

3- The ROE fee under 37 C.F.R. § 1.1r(e) is required by 37 C.F,R. § 1.114 when the RC5 is filed.
3» E The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the following fees. or credit any overpayments. to Deposit

Account No. 07-1896

s. RCE fee required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17{e}

II. [1 Extension of time fee (37 C.F.R. §§ 1.136 and 1.17)

iil. El other

b. E Check in the amount ol enclosed$ 370.00 is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted.

ENRICH LLP
Attorney Name David L. Alberli
Reg. No. 43.465

l0{l6I2 02 EHGUYEH 00000109 09930426 Attorneys for Applicanus)

01 Feet! 1 37g_go up ' Gray Cary were 8. Freidenrich. 1755 Embarcadero Road, Paio Alto. CA 94303
550-333-2052

CER'l"IFlCATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION

I hereby certily that this correspondence is belngfleposlted with the United States Postal Service with sultiotent postage as tirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Box ROE, Washington. DC 20231. or tacslrnlle transmitted to the 1.1.3. Patent and Trademark Office on:

-1. °=t°be=8=2°°2
' t
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musasaagosoag
turuuuumgnou.-amen: uummuaa

U.3.PIIn1u mama-mu: can-. u.s.osrAa1m£rrroroam.xeacs
-hrupondInaI:ckdhnof|nkI1nuiu10n|eI1R -- Ivcldoflilwrmlmmhs.

Angus: 23. 2001
»‘°"'°vP“-‘"63

“°°'V- 3"“
El2102393-99110‘

ENCLOSURES (Chat an ant apply)

Drlwhgta) ' E] '

TRANSMITTAL
FORM

tranonuflfurnllcunapmdnrneodluhvfllhgj

Fan Trlnsnitlnl FOII11

Qfpulcuu-u11un|a:aIlontoBnardAppeahund Inwfmmaa .

Ioumumitiflmtoatuu
poiNofia.IvIvI'.lIpIylrIuf)p

Proptlemry Infonmfion

slams Lotta:

FnAI!aclIad- 5952.00

Aanendmantfiiepty

E] Aflnr I-‘inai

C] Amdavlhtdudamumtaj

Umnahu-Iefalod Plpwa

PBIWDI1

Pafilanlucmvurltol
Pruvlsionll-Millie-IIIOII

EX‘-:'p?"a?mIb%.a“°£mm.s
Tormlnai Disdaimar

RIIIIJIII Eur Rufund

CD. Nuflaar at CD(u)

?.=*.n-.s.?:.:*.e::,:W-=-
1. Part B - Fu{s}‘rrnnamiI1nI{+ copy):
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PTOISBI1 7 10-0?)

Compfete if Known

__ E TRANSMITTAL 091933.421;-._
1 for FY 2002

"1

11:1 '

I Grou Ari Unit

m 37000 Attorney Docket No.
i .

METHOD OF PAYMENT FEE CALCULATION (continued) .
The Commisslaner is hereby auihoflzed to charge ._ _

1 ' E indicated fees and credil any everpaymenls to‘. 3' ADDITIONAL FEES t '
news“ Largo Entity Small Entity
Account 074 896 CF31. Fig; cF:dea. I-31¢ Fee Deecrlpti En: -Numb r . "-

Dapo; 11:15 1311 2115 as Surmarge-latefilingfeeoreelh -
Arficuur1t Gray Cary Ware 8. Freidenfich LLP 12? so 227 25 Surcharge -late prov1'sio1'1a|fili1gfeearcc!verame

E chargem ecid|tic1na|FeeRequ|red 139 131: 139 130 Non-Englshspedficaticrl
Under3T FR1.1eand1.17 1“, 2520 Fdfimannwbrw 5 I “onA licant c1aIrns ernall entil stalus. . . -
5§§3,CFR1_2.i, V 112 920 ReqL1e§grngptfii1r2fimofS|Rpriab
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UNITED S'n-er:-:3 Pxmnrr mun 'Ih.-.DEi.v1ARx Omen ‘UN 9|".l‘A A T-!'N'l‘ OB‘ (ERUnlmd Benton Patent and '1‘:-ndunnrll Ofliun

Mann. OOM'M'l'98[ONEfi OB’ PA'l'EN'l'fl ANTI TR.l\[IE7M4'\F-‘RB
Wuhinclnn, no. 1:02:11vnu'w.urp¢o.[U|v

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFQRMKFION N0.

09a'938,426 08.-133200 I Jeffrey P. Wilde 210393-99l 101 2587

7590 l2J'{3Iif2902

David Albcrti

Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
1755 Embarcadero Road

Palo Al1o,CA 94303
WRNWBER

2874

DATE MMLED: l2r‘U4!2002

NGO, HUNG NI-IAT

Please find below andfor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. {]'I—01)
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Application No.

_ o9r93a,425

Office Action Summary Examine,

Hung N Ngo

- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Repiy

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY lS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions oi‘ 3‘! CFR 1.136(3). In no event. however. may a reply be timely filed

alter Six (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days. a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
- If N0 period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (5) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.5.C. § 133).
- Any reply received by the Offioe later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even it timely filed. may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.?04(b]u_
Status

1}Ci Responsive to communication(s) filed onj

Zailfl This action is FINAL. 2b)E] This action is non-final.

3)lj Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 CD. 1'1 . 453 0.63. 213.

Disposition of Claims

MK Clalm(s) 1;§_i_' isiare pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim{s} is.-‘are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:l Claimts)_ isiare allowed.

(HE CIaim(s) 1 21 31 37 and 61 isiare rejected.

‘DE C|aim(s) 2-20 22-30 32-36 38-43 45-60 and 52-67 isiare obiactacl to.

8)[:I C|aim(s) are subject to restriction andior election requirement.
Application Papers

Q)[:] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)[:] The drawing(s) fiied on isiare: a}Ei accepted or b]I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawingls) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR1.85(a}.

11}[] The proposed drawing correction filed on is: a)i:I approved b)i:| disapproved by the Examiner.

If approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12)[] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 u.s.c. §§ 119 and 120

13)i:i Acknowledgment is made of a ctaim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C.,§ 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)l:1 All mi] Some * c}I:I None of:

LI] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _y__

3.|:i Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 1?.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

14) Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119{e) (to a provisional application).

a) I] The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.
15):] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and.-’or 121.

Attachrnentis)

1) Notice of References Cited rmoasz) 4) I] Interview Summary {PTO-413) Paper No(s)._.
2) El Notice of Drattsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-943) 5) E] Notice of informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3] information Disclosure Stelementte) [PTO-1449} Paper Mots) . 6} D Other:

U_S. Patent and Tradernark rtloe
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.,,_‘d I I

form the I. C’ it patent unless -

A person shall be en... --af&fl[_9i'3"]tBd or, M 3‘' ‘he a . , . -‘ ‘ _

{e) the invention was described Ill .. h » 2. :li.‘ .-.- ; __' I ”:"il‘|’!Y 8I_n.m¢ r filed in the
United States before the invention thereu. .., I L r',l'i ,..- emd"."_"‘ "' application
by another who has fulfilled the requirements ol 1». ' " uh" *"'1t 3 Of this
title before the invention thereof by the applicant for pub

The changes made to 35 U.S.C. 102(8) by the American .. \""*'- 1“ ''‘'‘*io to!I
of 1999 (AIPA) do not apply to the examination of this application as the a,. \ fihun
being examined was not (1) filed on or after November 29. 2000, or (2) void.‘ I. 1 ,_

published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b). Therefore, this application is examined under "-1 i, -.>

U.S.C. 102(e) prior to the amendment by the AIPA (pre-AIPA 35 U.S.t.; .-n2ln)). I‘-‘
2. Claims 1, 21. 31. 37 and 61 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(9) as bl':l'-'n__l

anticipated by Aksyul et al (6,204,946). Aksyul et at discloses a polarizaton rotating unit

(56) and a wavelength separator (12).

3. Claims 2~20, 22-30. 32-36. 38-43, 45-60 and 62-67 are objected to as being

dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in
independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening .
claims.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to Hung N Ngo whose telephone number is (703) 308-
0297. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F (8:30-5:00).

if attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiners

supervisor. Rodney Bovernick can be reached on 'r’03-308-4819. The fax phone
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»

Applicationicontrol Number: 09l938.425 Page 3
Art Unit: 2874

numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-

308-7724 for regular communications and 703-308-7724 for After Final

communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-308-

0956.

- /iv’: Ngo//v
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2874

hn

November 2?, 2002
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Applicationtcontrol No. °tppIicant{s}lPatent Under
Reexamination

09r'933»425 WILDE, JEFFREY P.

Notice of References Cited Examiner M Unit

Hung N Ngo 2374 Page 1 °”
u.s. PATENT eocuMENTs

DOCUI'T'aBTil NU|'T‘|bei' D313 ' . .

Country Co-de—Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY c‘355'fi°a“°“

US-5.835.458 11-1993 Bischel et at. 359144.12
Ifl Sr —

Us- - —
1 US- i —
E US- —
Z

I

 
 
 

Document Number
Country Code-Number-Kind Code

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

T

—

U

‘A copy of this reference is not being fernished with this Office action. {See MPEP § ?t)?_(15{a).)
Dates In MM-WYY format are putnlacatlort dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.

]
U.$. Patent and Trademark Office

P7939? (ReV« 01'29‘-'-"11 Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 5
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 21 02393-99110]

IN THE UNITED STATES PAT t - I TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANTS: Jeffrey P. Wilde t__
_ 968.; gm 9

SERIAL N0.: D9f938,426 ‘R to GROUP N0; 2587

FILING DATE: August 23, 2001

TITLE: Reconfigurabie Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers With Servo Control

And Dynamic Spectral Power Management Capabilities

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Box DD

Washington, D .C. 20231

Dear Sir:

In accordance with the provisions of 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, Applicants hereby make of record

the references listed on the accompanying Form PTO-1449 for consideration by the Etxgniiner in

connection with the examination of the above-identified patent application. Copies offie
_ C3

references are enclosed. 1:7;

‘JUC33

at E5}
J. —"' Tn

@AR__1_<__s . 9, 0° 2
In accordance with the provisions of 37 C.F.R, § 1.97, this statement is being filé. Q- :9

1'0
C0

#5}

(CHECK ONE). I

[X] (1) within three (3) months of the Filing Date or hefore the mailing date of a first

Office Action on the merits; or

[ ] (2) after the period defined in (1) but before the mailing date of a Final Rejection or

Notice of Allowance, and

the requisite Statement is below, OR

the requisite fee under Rule 1.'17(p), namely $180.00, is included herein, or

after the mailing date of a Final Rejection or Notice of Allowance but before the

payment of the Issued Fee, AND I

Applicant hereby Petitions the Commissioner to accept and consider the attached

Information Disclosure Statement, AND

the requisite Statement is below, AND

Gray Cary\EM\’l'l292I3.l
210239339] 101
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ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 2102393-991 101 ,

[ ] the requisite petition fee due under Rule 1.17(i), namely $130.00 is included

herein.

It is respectfully requested that each of the references shown on the attached Form PTO-

l449 be made of record in this application.

STATEMENT

As required under §1.97(e), Applicants, through the undersigned, hereby state either that

[check the appropriate space]:

[E]ach item of information contained in the Information Disclosure

Statement was cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a

counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the

filing date of the Information Disclosure Statement; or

[N]o item of information contained in the Information Disclosure

Statement was cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in

a counterpart foreign application, and to the knowledge of the person

signing this Statement after making reasonable inquiry, no item of

information contained in the Information Disclosure Statement was

known to any individual designated in §I .56(c) more than three months

prior to the filing of the Information Disclosure Statement.

FEE AUTHORIZATION

Should any fee associated with the submission of this paper not be attached hereto as a

check, the Commissioner is authorized to charge the missing fee to our Deposit Account No.
07-1896. Any overpayments should be credited to said Deposit Account."

Respectfiilly submitted

Date: December 6, 2002
David Alberti

Reg. No. 43,465

Attorney for Assignee

GRAY CARY WARE & FREIDENRICH
l'?'S5 Embarcadero Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303-3340

Telephone No.: 650-320-7400

Facsimile No.: 650-320-7401

Gray Cary\EM\Ti292l3.l
2102393-991101
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Based on PTOISBIDBA 10-01

Complete If KnownSubslltuta lorforrn 1-auwpro

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

{use as many sheets as nacessary)

Cite - Document Numb” Publication Data “am” *3‘ “*9” 9° °T
Nu. Numb, Klnd Code (If MM-DD-YYYY A°"”°'"‘°'°known Documant ‘

' US-6.263135 31
6' '- US-6,289,155B1

Examlnsr
Initials

Heal r%!Iii-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
. . Pages. columns. Lines.

Eatamlner Cite F°”" " P"“"“ °°°""“°“‘ Publication Date Name at Fatantao or Where Relevant
lnltlals No. KW 5059 MM-DD-YYYY Appllcant oi Cited Document Passages or Retevant(HKMWRJ .

1
x.

R‘
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PTDISBIOBB (U8-00]

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

Group An Unit 2874

(use as many sheets as necessary} Garland‘ Steven
El“21°3393'99“°‘

OTHER PRIOR ART -- NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS
Include name 01 the author (in CAPITAL LE1TERS). 1i!|a a! !he article [when appropriate}. tale of the

Hem (book, magazine. loumai. serial. syn1pnsiurn.ca1elog. atc.).da1e. pageinj. volume-issue number{s}.biisher. cit endiar noun! where uhliehed.

Cite
Ne.

Examiner
lnilieis

SI neiura Considered_

i hereby certify that this canaspondence is being
deposited with the United Slates Pasta! Service with
sufiicient postage as FiRST CLASS MAIL in an enveiope
addressed for Commissioner ofPafents & Tradmedrs;
Weshi 9 on, C20231.

\EM'i129l'i'2.I
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ANDRE P N ETOOFFI AC 

! Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, DC 20231

SirfMaI_:la1'n:

Applicant responds to the outstanding Office Action mailed on December 4, 2002 as
follows:

IN THE LAIMS:

Please amend claims 31 and 37 as follows (a marked up versions of these ciaims are attached

hereto as Appendix A): _  

Claim 31 lamended. claanvcrsionl

An optical apparatus comprising:

\ a) an array of fiber collirnators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength
optical signal and a plurality of output ports;

1
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b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-wavelength optical signai from

said input port into multiple spectral channels;

a bearn—focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding spectral

-spots;

a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such that each channel

micromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually and continuously controllable-to reflect said spectral channels

into selected ones of said output ports; and

a one-dimensional array of collimator-alignment mirrors, for adjusting an

alignment of said multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port and

directing said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

_______ ________________ _____T_______ .__.. ..._..__...._....._._j_.-an

Claim 3'? (amended, clean version)

An optical apparatus comprising:

a) an array of fiber collirnators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength

optical signal anda plurality of output ports;

a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-wavelength optical signal from

said input port into multiple spectral channels;

a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding spectral

spots;

a spatial array of channel rnicromirrors positioned such that each channel

rnicromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually and continuously controllable to reflect said spectral channels

into selected ones of said output polts; and

a two-dimensional array of collimator-alignment minors, for adjusting an

alignment of said multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port and

directing said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

2
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REMARKS

The Examiner rejected claims 1, 21, 31, 37 and 61 under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e) as being

anticipated by United States Patent No. 6,204,946 of Aksyulc et al. ("Aksyulr"). While the

Examiner did not specifically indicate that claim 44 was rejected (or on what grounds it was

rejected), the Examiner did not state that claim 44 was allowable. Thus, Applicant will treat

the ciaim as rejected based on Aksyuk for the purposes of this office action. Claims 2-20, 22-

30, 32-36, 38-43, 45-60 and 62-67 were detennincd to be allowable if rewritten independent

form. Claims 31 and 37 have been amended to clarify that each micromirror in the array is

continuously controllable. For the reasons stated below, Applicant asserts that all of claims

1-67 are allowable in the present form over Aksyuk.

As discussed more fully and completely below, Al-Lsyuk does not teach an optical

method or apparatus including all of the elements of Applicant’s claimed inventions.

Particularly, Aksyuk does not teach an optical method or apparatus, which uses an array of

micromirrors (or beam deflecting elements) that are individually and continuously

controllable to reflect a plurality of spectral channels into a plurality of output ports, as

recited in claims 1, 31, 3?, 44 and 61. Furthermore, Aksyuk does not teach the use of a

servo-control assembly in communication with the ‘rnicromirrors for maintaining a

predetermined coupling. as recited in claim 21. Therefore, Aicsyulc can neither anticipate nor

render obvious any ofclaims 1, 21, 31, 3?, 4-4 and 61.

Claims I, 31, 37, 44 and 6!

Aksyuk does not disclose not suggest the novel optical apparatus of independent claims

1, 31, 3?, 44 and 61. Independent claims 1, 31, 3?, and 44 each require an optical (or

wavelength-separating-routing) apparatus or system having an input port, a plurality of output

ports (which may include a pass-through port and one or more drop ports) and an array of

rnicromirrors that are individually and continuously controllable to reflect a plurality of spectral

channels into selected output ports.

First, Aksyuk does not teach an apparatus that includes an input port and a plurality of

output ports (e.g., drop and pass-through ports). In contrast, Aksyuk teaches that the pass-

through wavelengths are reflected back into the input port and input fiber rather than to a
’ 3
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separate port and tiber. As discussed in column 3, line 51 - column 4, line 5 of Aksyuk, the

WDM switch 10 operates to reflect the pass-through signals back to the input port l6, while

the reflected drop signals are all sent to a single second port 26. Thus, in order to implement

an addfdrop multiplexer, circulators are required at the input and output ports of the claimed

WDM switch 10. (See Aicsyuk Figure 3, column 4, lines 6 - 48).

Moreover, Aksyuk does not disclose an array of microinirrors that are continuously

controllable. Rather, the rnicromirrors of Aksyuk operate in a “binary” or discrete manner.

That is each micromirror is configured to be positionable between two discrete states, such

that it either retroreilects its corresponding wavelength back into the input port as a pass-

through channel, or directs its wavelength to a single output port as a drop channel. (Aksyuk

at column 3, lines 30 ~ 40). As a result, the pass-through channels share the same input port

as the input signal, and the drop channels share the same output port as the add channels,

thereby requiring optical circulators to be coupled to both ports in order to provide an

add!drop multiplexer application.

Applicant describes these fundamental limitations of Aksyuk on page 3 of the pending

application:

Each rnicromirror [of Alcsyuk] is configured to operate between two discrete

states, such that it either retroreflects its corresponding spectral channel back into the

input port as a pass-through channel, or directs its spectral channel to an output port as
a drop channel. As such, the pass-through signal (i.e., the combined pass-through
channels) shares_the same input port as the input signal. An optical circulator is
therefore coupled to the input port, to provide necessary routing of these two signals.
Likewise, the drop channels share the output port with the add channels. An .

additional optical circulator is thereby coupled to the output port, from which the drop
channels exit and the add channels are introduced into the output port. The add

channels are subsequently combined with the pass-through signal by way of the

diffraction grating and the binary micromirrors.

Although the aforementioned OADM disclosed by Aksyuk et al. has the

advantage of performing wavelength separating and routing in free space and thereby
incurring less optical loss, it suffers a number of limitations. First, it requires that the
pass-through signal share the same porflfiber as the input signal. An optical circulator

therefore has to be implemented, to provide necessary routing of these two signals.
Likewise, all the add and drop channels enter and leave the OADM through the same

output port, hence the need for another optical circulator. Moreover, additional means

must be provided to multiplex the add channels before entering the system and to
demultiplex the drop channels after exiting the system. This additional

multiplexingldemultiplexing requirement adds more cost and complexity that can

4
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restrict the versatility of the OADM thus-constructed. Second, the optical circulators
implemented in this OADM for various routing purposes introduce additional optical
losses, which can accumulate to a substantial amount.

‘Applicant also describes the advantages of the claimed optical apparatus, including

multiple output ports and micrornirrors that are continuously controllable to direct the

spectral channels into selected output ports, in the pending application. As explained by

Applicant on pages 12 and 13 of the pending application, “a unique feature of the present

invention is that the motion of each channel rnicromirror is individually and continuously"

controllable, such that its position, e.g., pivoting angle, can be continuously adjusted. This

enables each channel micromirror to scan its corresponding spectral channel across all

possible output ports and thereby direct the spectral channel to any desired output port." By

reflecting all of the pass-through wavelengths as well as the dropped wavelengths to separate

fibers from the input fiber, the claimed devices do not reuse the same optical fiber used to

input the WDM signal. This avoids the necessity for circulators for combining or separating

the multiple wavelengths on a single input and output port as does the claimed devices.

Therefore, the claimed devices have the advantage of being significantly less complicated

than the devices disclosed in the Al-rsyuk patent.

Further advantages of Applicant’s novel, claimed configuration are described on

pages 8 and 9 of the pending application:

1) By advantageously employing an array of channel micromirrors that are
individually and continuously controllable, an OADM of the present invention
is capable of routing the spectral channels on a channel-by-channel basis and
directing any spectral channel into any one of the output ports. As such, its
underlying operation is dynamically reconfigurable, and its underlying
architecture is intrinsically scalable to a large number of channel counts.

The add and drop spectral channels need not be multiplexed and
dernultiplexed before entering and after leaving the OADM respectively. And
there are not fundamental restrictions on the wavelengths to be added or

dropped.

Gray Cary\EM\1l31’I3D.l2102393-991 I01
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In summary, Aksyulv: entirely fails to disclose or suggest multiple elements of claims

1, 31, 3? and 44 (e.g., an input and multiple output ports and an array of micromirrors that are

individually and continuously controllable to reflect a plurality of spectral channels into

selected output ports). For at least these reasons, claims 1, 31, 3? and 44, arepatentable over

Aksyuk.

Claim 61 recites a method for performing dynamic wavelength separating and

routing. Like claims 1, 31, 3'z"and 44. claim 61 requires the use of a separate input port and a

plurality of output ports, and beam-deflecting elements that are dynamically and continuously

controlled to direct" a plurality of spectral channels into a plurality of output ports. As set

forth above, Aksyuk does not disclose or suggest the use of a separate input port and a

plurality of output ports, or continuously controllable beam deflecting elements. For at least

these reasons, claim 61 is allowable over the prior art of record.

CZar'm21

Claim 21 recites a servo-based optical apparatus including an input port, a plurality of

output ports, a micromirror array and a “servo-control assembly, in communication with the

micromirrors and said output ports, for maintaining a predetermined coupling for each

reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.” The servo—control assembly is

shown for example in Figure 4A and is described on pages 17 and 18 of the pending

application. The servo-control assembly allows the power levels of the spectral channels

coupled into the output ports to be dynamically managed. Aksyuk neither discloses or

suggests any type of servo-control assembly whatsoever. Because this element is completely ~

missing from Aksyuk, Aksyuk can neither anticipate not render obvious any of claim 21.

CONCLUSIONS

App1icant’s invention is both novel and nonobvious over the prior art for the reasons set

forth above. None of the prior art of record, either alone or in combination, teaches each and

every element of Applicant’s claimed invention.

For all of these reasons, Applicant respectfully asserts that claims 1-67 are in

condition for allowance. The Examiner’s early reconsideration is respectfully requested. If
6
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the Examiner has any questions, the Examiner is invited to contact Applicant’s attorney at the

following address or telephone number:

David Alberti

cfo Patent Department
GRAY CARY WARE & FREIDENRICI-I LLP

1755 Embarcadcro Road

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Telephone: (650) 833-2052

Respectfinlly submitted,

Dated: Januarygil , 2003
-David Alberti
Reg. No. 43,465

Gray Cary\'E.M\1l'$1'l3U.l
2102393-99110:
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Appendix A

Claim 31 (amended, marked up version}

An optical apparatus comprising:

f) an array of fiber collimators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength

optical signal and a plurality of output ports;

a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-wavelength optical signal from

said input port into multiple spectral channels;

a bearn-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into corresponding spectral

spots;

a spatial array of channel rnicromirrors positioned such that each channel

micromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually and continuously controllable to reflect said spectral channels

into selected ones of said output ports; and

a one-dimensional array of collimator-alignment mirrors, for adjusting an

alignment of said multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port and

directing said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

Claim 37 [amended, marked-up version!

An optical apparatus comprising:

i) an array of fiber collirnators, providing an input port for a multi-wavelength

optical signal and a plurality of output ports;

g) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-wavelength optical signal from

said input port into multiple spectral channels;

h) a beam-focuser, for focusing said ‘spectral channels into corresponding spectral

SD0l:S;
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a spatial airay of channel niicrornirrors positioned such that each channel

micromirror receives one of said spectral channels, said channel micromirrors

being individually and continuously contmllable to reflect said spectral channels

into selected ones of said output ports; and

a two-dimensional array of collimator-alignment mirrors, for adjusting an

alignment of said multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port and

directing said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

Gray CaI'}’\EN|\":' I 3é'l'3|J.12102393-991 101.
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NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE
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David Alberti
Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich woo, HUNG NI-IAT
1755 Embarcadero Road

Palo Alto. CA 94303
1874 3155-{)2-I000

DATE MAILED: omarznoz
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APPLICATION NO. I-‘[Ll'N__G DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.
09393 8,426 __08.I'2'.’u'2l.‘IE|l .Tet'fi'ey P. Wilde 210393-991101 258'.’

TITLE OF INVENTION: RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP MULT[PLE'XERS.WITH SERVO CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES

.-"SM*LLE“““’ ""“”°*"°" “E T°“”““’““E
NO 51280 '$30Ononprovisional $1580 I 0i29I2OD2

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.

 NQ]! IIIE MERIIS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF‘ ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF‘ PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE-OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN IEIREE MQNIHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. IHIS SIAJIHQBX

EERIQI1 BE .SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE REFLECTS A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-35B (OR AN EQUIVALENT)

- MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL BE REGARDED AS
ABANDONED. .

in ' HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. If the SMALL If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
ENTITY is shown as YES. verify your current SMALL ENTITYstatus:

A. Ifthe status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above and notify the
United States Patent and Trademark Office of the change in status, or

B. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FE.E(S) DUE shown B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
above. claiming SMALL ENTITY status. check the box below and enclose

the PUBLICATION FEE and N2 the ISSUE FEE shown above.

D Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.
See 3? CFR 1.27.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - I-‘ee(s} Transmittal should be
completed and returned. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be
completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing an applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1930 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patenteefs responslblilty to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Box ISSUE FEE--- Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231
Ea; (703)746-4000

:T|iisnnsouu " “"“"'°°mF'- - ; . ' ' an ' - ' B
a to riate. All further corre ndence including the Patent advanoe orders andlnotification oi‘ maintenance fees will _ to the current corre" nderice address as
irl) unless corrected ixiiii or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/01' (ll) W5-19311118 I -“PAN?-9 E ADDRESS ll"

gig; 3 y .--- oresiioniaingscte
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for _any other
accompanying papers. Each additional paper such as an assignment or

David funnel drawing, must have its own certificate Dhflfllllng or transmission.

Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

1755 E1-nbm-cfldg-I-0Rgad I here}: certify that this F233 Transmittal is beingfidrzposited with theU ‘ted totes P tal S ' sufficient osta e fo class mail in an

P310 Aim. CA 94303 cnrilelopc addreaissed loci-hvdcfiox issue Fee sabove, or being facsimileti-nrisrnitted to the USPTO on the date indicated below.
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TITLE OF INVENTION: RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP MULTIPLEXERS WITH SERVO CONTROL AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES
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EXAMTNER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

NGO, HUNG NI-{AT 23‘l'4 385-024000

1. Change ofoorrespondence address or indication of "Fee Address" [37 2, For printing on the pgtcnt from page, list (1)
CF“ 1- 533- the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys

0 Change ofcorres ondeiice address (or Change ofCoi-rospondence 0.1, agents OR’ allamativcly’ (2) ml mm.‘ “f a
Address term rrodicriza) attached. Slnsle finn (harms -‘I I member 3 r=sI-Wed

_ _ _ _ , ttcrrney or agent} and the passion of up to 2
El "Fee Address" indication (or "Foe Address" indication form :5 <_ giatered patent attorneys or agents. if no name

or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer is “moi no name will be pfimedl
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT {print oi‘ type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assigrliee is identified below, no assigned data will appear on the patent. inclusion of assignee data is on] _appropriate when an assignment hasbeen previously subrriiited to the SPTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT it substitute for fl rng an assignment.
(A) NAME CIF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE; (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY}

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) El individual C! corporation or other private group entity El government
As. The following fee(s) are enclosed: -lb. Payment cifFee(s):

:3 135'“: pg, 5 A check in the amount ofthe t'ee(s) is enclosed.
3 publication 1:“ El Payment by credit card. Form FTO-203$ is attached.

wv==w=orw- tofcovi-=set ‘3.i‘;:.E2".;tli:i:‘:;.t.l°"***“*"°=r°°‘°r;=i;. ..;'*:.':iir:..;;°t*2:.:::°i,°.;'l.3?"* '°
Commissioner for Patents is requested to apply the issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any pneviousiy paid issue fee to the application identified above.

(Authorized Signature) (Date)

; e issue ‘ee an a _Icat1on Fee 1 require all not accepted in anyone
other than the ap Iicant; a registered atlorneg or aigent; or the assignee or other party ininterest as shown 3; the records of the United tates atom and Trademark Office.

lliisl collection ol tnlormation is l‘€%'i.lIfi By 55 Elli 1.3”. The inloritiaiiori is required to
obtain or retain a ber1_efi_t by the pa lie which is to tile (and lily the USPTO to process) anapplication. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.$.C. 122 and 3 Cl-‘R_1.li4. This collection is
estimated to take 1?. minutes to com lete' including gather-in preparing, and submitting the
completed application form to the SP'lz0._ Time will vary pendi upon the individualcase. A_ny corIu'nents_ on the amount of time you require to corn etc this form sndfor
su tions for redueiri this burden, should be sent to the Chief in onriaiion Officer U.5.Pa ant and Trademark" Pfice, us. Do artmentofCornr:ierce Washiri n n.c. 2023i. Do
NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLE‘ FORMS TO THIS AD R.l§SS. SEND TO:
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 2023 l.

Underthe Fsperworig Reduction Act of 1995, nridgersons are required to respond to acollection of information unless it displays a valid 0 control number.
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APPLICATION NO. FILTNG om; ms-r NAMED !NVE‘.hfI'0R snoamv DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

O9!938,-126 |]3.I'23!2D0l Jeffrey P. Wilde 210393-99] 101 2537
BXJKMINER

7590 07.r‘29a’200‘2

David Albflrfi NGO, HUNG NHAT

Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich
1755 Bmbarcadero Road '’*'’“’~ '‘”'“""5*
Pail) Alto, 23?‘

DATE MATLED: UT/290.002

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (h)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) ‘

The patent tenn adjustment to date is 0 days. It‘ the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the mailing
date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half months) after

the mailing date of this notice, the term adjustment will be 0 days.

If a continued prosecution application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines patent term adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Infoimation Retrieval
(PAIR) system. (http:f!pair.uspto.gov)

Page 3 of 4
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U'H'!"FE:|2I STATE DEPARTMENT OF  GEUnload Sumac Patent and Tndmnnrk Oflln-ts
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APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTCIR A'l'l'ORN'E.Y DOCKET NO. CONT-'|RMtkTION NO.
2537

{}9a’933,426 08.323900! Jeffrey P. Wilde 21033-99110!
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David Alberti “'00- HUNG "HAT

Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrieh
1755 Embarcadero Road
P310 AHO, CA. 2314
UNITED STATES

'_1 

DATE MAILED: 07!29!2(i0’2

Notice of Fee Increase on October 1, 2002

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after October 1, 2002, then the

amount due may be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" since there will be an increase
in fees effective on October 1. 2002. See Restision nfflatent and Irademark Essa tor Eisssl East 2903; blades of

Ezgpgsed Bnlemaking. 67 Fed. Reg. 30634, 30636 (May Tr’, 2002). Although a change to the amount of the publication fee
is not currently proposed for October 2002, if the issue fee or publication fee is to be paid on or alter October 1, 2002.

applicant should check the USPTO web site for the current fees before submitting the payment. The USPTO Intemet
address for the fee schedule is: _

If the issue fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due," but not the correct amount

in view of the fee increase, a "Notice to Pay Batance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid
processing delays associated with mailing of a "Notice to Pay Balance of Issue Fee," if the response to the Notice of
Allowance and Fee(s) due form is to be filed on or after October 1, 2002 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or
after October 1. 2002), the issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was
previously paid, and the response to the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a
previously—paid issue fee to the issue fee now due. then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time t.he
response is filed and the previously paid issue fee should be paid. See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section
1308.0] (Eighth Edition. August 2001).

Effective October I, 2002, 37 CPR 1.18 is proposed to be revised to change the patent issue fees as set forth below. As
stated above, the final fees may be a different amount, and applicant should check the web site given above when paying
the fee.

(a) Issue fee for issuing each original or reissue patent, except a design or plant patent:

By a small entity (Sec. l.27(a))--$655.00

By other than a small entity--$1,310.00

(b) Issue fee for issuing a design patent:

By a small entity (Sec. l.2'?(a))--$235.00

By other than a small entity-$470.00

(c) Issue fee for issuing a plant patent:

By a small entity (Sec. l.27(a))--$315.00

By other than a small entity--$630.00

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center
of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.

Page 4 of 4
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(43) Pub. Date:

(54) RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP
MULTIPLEXERS VVITH SERVO CONTROL
AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAI. POWER
MANAGEMENT CAPAISILITIES

Inventor: Jefirey I’. Wilde, Los Gatos, CA (US)

Correspondence Address:
David Alberti

Gray Cary Ware 8.: Freldenrlch
I755 Eniliarcadem Road
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Related U.S. Application Data

Provisional application No. fith’2'.?'F.2l?, filed on Mar.
19. 2001.

l‘uI)lication Classification

Int. Cl.’ ................................................... .. {:02}! 6/293

(52) U.S. CI. ............................... .. 385t'24; 38.‘-B3; 385-,*'4'a'

(57) ABSTRACT

This invention provides a novel wavelenglh~separaling-
routing (WSR) apparatus that uses a diffraction grating to
separate a niulti-wavelength optical signal by wavelength
into multiple spectral channels, which are then focused onlo
an array of corresponding channel micromirrors. The chan-
nel micrornirrors are individually controllable and continu-
ously pivotable to re flccl the spectral channels into selected
output ports. As such, the inventive WSR apparatus is
capable of routing the spectral channels on a channe1-|Jy-
channel basis and coupling any spectral channel into any one
of the output ports. The WSR apparatus of the present
invention may he further equipped with servo-control and
spectral power-management capabilities. thereby maintain-
ing the coupling eificiencies of the spectral channels into the
output ports at desired values. The WSR apparatus of the
present invention can be used to construct a novel class of
dynamically reconfiguralule optical adcl—drop multiplexers
(()ADMs} for WDM optical networking applications.
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US 2l)(l2;"013 1687 A1

RECONFIGURABLE OPTICAL ADD-DROP
MULTIPLEXERS WITH SERVO CONTROLAND
DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER MANAGEMENT

CAPAB[l..I'I‘ll£S

CROSS RE!-‘|:Zl{ENCl:l TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

{0001] This application claims priority of U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 6{ti277,2l7, filed Mar. [9, 2001,
which is incorporated herein by reference.

l~'Il:‘.[..lJ OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates generally to optical commu-
nication systems. More specifically, it relates to a novel class
of dynamically reconligurable optical add—drop multiplexers
(OADMS) for wavelength division multiplexed optical net-
working applications.

BACKGROUND

[0003] As liber-optic communication networks rapidly
spread into every walk of modem life, there is a growing
demand for optical components and subsystems that enable
the fiber-optic oontmunications networks to be increasingly
scalable, versatile, robust, and cost-eflective.

[tlllt]-1-] Contemporary liher—optic communications net-
works commonly employ wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), for it allows multiple information (or data) chan-
nels to be simultaneously transmitted on a single optical
fiber by using diflerent wavelengths and thereby signifi-
cantly enhances the information bandwidth of the fiber. The
prevalence of WDM technology has made optical add-drop
multiplexers indispensable building blocks of modem fiber-
optie communication networks. An optical add—drop multi-
plexer (OADM) serves to selectively remove (or drop) one
or more wavelengths from a multiplicity of wavelengths on
an optical fiber, hence taking away one or more data
channels from the tralfic stream on the fiber. It further adds

one or more wavelengths back onto the fiber, thereby
inserting new data channels in the same stream of traflic. As
such, an OADM makes it possible to launch and retrieve
multiple data channels (each characterizetl by a distinct
wavelength] onto and from an optical fiber respectively,
without disrupting the overall traflic flow along the fiber.
Indeed, careful placement of the OADMS can dramatically
improve an optical communication network’s flexibility and
robustness, while providing significant cost advantages.

[0005] Conventional ()ADMs in the art typically employ
multiplexersfderrtultiplexers (e.g, waveguide grating routers
or arrayed-wave-guitle gratings), tunable filters, optical
switches, and optical circulators in a parallel or serial
architecture to accomplish the add and drop functions. In the
parallel architecture, as exemplified in US. Pat. No. 5,974,
307, a demultiplexer (e.g., a waveguide grating router) first
separates a multi-wavelength signal into its constituent
spectral components. A wavelength switchingfrouting
means (c.g., a combination of optical switches and optical
circulators) then serves to drop selective wavelengths and
add others. Finally, a multiplexer combines the remaining
{i.e., the pass-through) wavelengths into an output multi-
wavelength optical signal. In the serial architecture. as
exemplified in U..‘-}. Pat. No. 6,205,269, tunable filters (e.g.,
Bragg fiber gratings) in combination with optical circulators
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are used to separate the drop wavelengths from the pass-
through wavelengths and subsequently launch the add chan-
nels into the pass-through path. And if multiple wavelengths
are to be added and dropped, additional multiplexers and
demultiplexc-rs are required to demultiplux the drop wave-
lengths and multiplex the add wavelengths, respectively.
Irrespective of the underlying architecture, the 0ADMs
currently in the art are characteristically high in cost, and
prone to significant optical loss accumulation. Moreover, the
designs of these ()A])Ms are such that it is inherently
difiicult lo reconfigure them in a dynamic fashion.

[0006] U.S. Pat. No. 6,204,946 to Askyuk et al. discloses
an OADM that makes use of ft‘ec—spaoe optics in a parallel
construction. In this case, a rnutti-wavelength optical signal
emerging from an input port is incident onto a ruled dif-
fraction grating. The constituent spectral channels Ihus.sepa-
rated are then focused by a focusing lens onto a linear array
of binary micromachined mirrors. Each micromirror is con-
figured to operate between two discrete states, such that it
either rctrorellects its corresponding spectral channel back
into the input port as a pass—through channel. or directs its
spectral channel to an output port as a drop channel. As such,
the pass-through signal (i.e., the combined pass-through
channels) shares the same input port as the input signal. An
optical circulator is therefore coupled to the input port, to
provide necessary routing of these two signals. Likewise, the
drop channels share the output port with the add channels.
An additional optical circulator is thereby coupled to the
output port, Erom which the drop channels exit and the add
channels are introduced into the output port. The add chan-
nels are subsequently combined with the pass-through signal
by way of the dijfraction grating and the binary micromir-rors.

[0007] Although the aforernentioned OADM disclosed by
Askyuk et al. has the advantage of pcrtonning wavelength
separating and rottting in free space and thereby incurring
less optical loss, it sufl'ers a number of limitations. First, it
requires that the pass-through signal share the same pom’
fiber as the input signal. An optical circulator therefore has
to be implemented, to provide necessary routing ofthese two
signals. Likewise, all the add and drop channels enter and
leave the OADM through the same output port, hence the
need for another optical circulator. Moreover, additional
means must be provided to multiplex the add channels
before entering the system and to demultiplex the drop
channels after exiting the system. This additional multiplex-
ingfdemultiplexing requirement adds more cost and com-
plexily that can restrict the versatility of the OADM thus-
constructed. Second, the optical circulators implemented in
this (JADM for various routing purposes introduce addi-
tional optical losses, which can accumulate to a substantial
amount. Third, the constituent optical components must be
in a precise alignment, in order for the system to achieve its
intended purpose. There are. however, no provisions pro-
vided for maintaining the requisite alignment; and no
mechanisms implemented for overcoming degradation in
the alignment owing to environmental elfects such as ther-
mal and mechanical disturbances over the course of opera-
tion.

[D008] U.S. Pat. No. 5,906,133 to Tomlinson discloses an
OADM that makes use of a design similar to that of Aksyuk
et al. There are input, output, drop and add ports imple-
mented in this case. By positioning the four ports in a
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specific arrangement. each micromirror. notwithstanding
switchable between two discrete positions, either reflects its
corresponding channel (coming from the input port) to the
output port, or concomitantly rellccts its channel to the drop
port and an incident add channel to the output port. As such,
this OADM is able to perform both the add and drop
functions without involving additional optical components
(such as optical circulators used in the system of Aksyuk et
al.}. However, becaum a single drop port is designated for all
the drop channels and a single add port is designated for all
the add channels, the add channels would have to be
multiplexed before entering the add port and the drop
channels likewise need to be demutiplxed upon exiting from
the drop port. Moreover, as in the case ofAsky1.Ik et al., there
are no provisions provided for maintaining requisite optical
alignment in the system, and no mechanisms implemented
for combating degradation in the alignment due to environ-
mental elfects over the course of operation.

[0009] As such, the prevailing drawbacks suffered by the
OADMs currently in the art are summarized as follows:

[0010] 1) The wavelength routing is intrinsically
static, rendering it dilficult to dynamically reconfig-
ure these (JADMs.

[0011] 2) Add andfor drop channels often need to be
multiplexed aodfor demultiplexed, thereby imposing
additional complexity and cost.

[0012] 3) Stringent fabrication tolerance and pains-
taking optical alignment are required. Moreover, the
optical alignment is not actively maintained, render-
ing it susceptible to environmental effects such as
thermal and mechanical disturbances over the course

01' operation.

[0013] 4) In an optical communication network,
()AI)Ms are typically in a ring or cascaded configu-
ration. In order to mitigate the interference amongst
0ADMs, which often adversely affects the overall
performance of the network, it is essential that the
power levels of spectral channels entering and exit-
ing each OADM be managed in a systematic way, for
instance, by introducing power [or gain) equalization
at each stage. Such a power equalization capability is
also needed for compensating for non-uniform gain
caused by optical amplifiers (e.g., erbium doped fiber
amplifiers) in the network. There lacks, however, a
systematic and dynamic management of the power
levels of various spectral channels in these UADMS.

[0014} S} The inherent high cost and heavy optical
loss further impede the wide application of these
0Al}Ms.

{0015] In view of the foregoing, there is an urgent need in
the art for optical add-drop multiplexers that overcome the
aforementioned shortcomings in a simple, eflective. and
eoonornical construction.

SUMMARY

{0016] The present invention provides a wavelength-sepa-
rating-routing (WSR} apparatus and method which employ
an array of fiber collimators serving as an input port and a
plurality of output ports; a wavelength-separator; a beam-
focuser; and an array of channel micromirrors.
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[0017] In operation, a multi-wavelength optical signal
emerges from the input port. The wavelength-separator
separates the multi-wavelength optical signal into multiple
spectral channels, each characterized by a distinct center
wavelength and amoeiatcd bandwidth. The heam—fiicuscr
focuses the spectral channels into corresponding spectral
spots. The channel micromirrors are positioned such that
each channel micromirror receives one of the spectral chan-
nels. 'l‘he channel micromirrors are individually controllable
and movable, e.g., continuously pivotable (or rotatable), so
as to refiect the spectral channels into selected ones of the
output ports. As such. each channel micromirror is assigned
to a specific spectral channel, hence the name "channel
micromirror“. And each output port may receive any number
of the reflected spectral channels.

[0018] A distinct feature of the channel mierorrtirrors in
the present invention, in contrast to those used in the prior
art, is that the motion, e.g., pivoting {or rotation), of each
channel micromirror is under analog control such that its
pivoting angle can be continuously adjusted, This enables
each channel micromirror to scan its corresponding spectral
channel across all possible output ports and thereby direct
the spectral channel to any desired output port.

[0019] In the WSR apparatus ofthe present invention, the
wavelength-separator may be provided by a ruled diflraction
grating, a holographic diffraction grating, an echelle grating,
a curved dilfraction grating, a dispersing prism, or other
wavelength—separating means known in the art. The beam-
focuser may he a single lens, an assembly of lenses, or other
beam-focusing means known in the art. "lhe channel micro-
mirrors may be provided by silicon micromachined mirrors,
reflective ribbons (or membranes), or other types of beam-
defiecting means known in the art.Ar1d each channel micro~
mirror may he pivotablc about one or two axes. The fiber
collimators serving as the input and output ports may be
arranged in a one-dimensional or two-dimensional array. In
the latter case, the channel nticrnmirrors must be pivotattte
biaxially.

[0020] The WSR apparatus of the present invention may
further comprise an array of collimator-alignment mirrors,
in optical communication with the wavelength-separator and
the fiber collimators, for adjusting the alignment of the input
multi-wavelength signal and directing the spectral channels
into the selected output ports by way of angular control of
the collimated beams. Each collimatonalignment mirror
may be rotatable about one or two axes. The collimator-
alignment mirrors may be arranged in a one-dimensional or
two-dimensional array. First and second arrays of imaging
lenses may additionally be optically interposed between the
collimator-alignment mirrors and the fiber collimators in a
telecenlric arrangement, thereby " imaging,” the collimator-
alignment minors onto the corresponding fiber collimators
to ensure an optimal alignment.

[0021] The WSR apparatus of the present invention may
further include a servo-control assembly, in communication
with the channel micrornirrors and the output ports. The
scI‘\«'o—t::ot‘t[l‘ol assembly serves to monitor the power levels of
the spectral channels coupled into the output ports and
further provide control of the channel micromirrors on an
individual basis, so as to maintain a predetemtined coupling
efiiciency of each spectral channel in one of the output ports.
As such, the servo-control assembly provides dynamic con-
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trol of the coupling of the spectral channels into the respec-
tive output ports and actively manages the power levels of
the spectral channels coupled into the output ports. (If the
WSR apparatus includes an array of collimatonalignment
mirrors as described above, the servo-control assembly may
additionally provide dynamic control of the collimator-
alignment mirrors.) Moreover, the utilization of such a
servo-control assembly effectively relaxes the requisite fab-
rication tolerances and the precision of optical alignment
during assembly of a WSR apparatus of the present inven-
tion, and further enables the system to correct for shift in
optical alignment over the course of operation. A WSR
apparatus incorporating a servo-control assembly thus
described is termed a WSR-S apparatus, [hereinafter in the
present invention.

[0022] Accordingly. the WSR-S [or WSR) apparatus of
the present invention may be used to construct a variety of
optical devices, including a novel class of dynamically
reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (OAJJD/ls), as
exemplified in the following embodiments.

[0023] One embodiment of an OADM of the present
invention comprises an aforementioned WSR-S (or WSR)
apparatus and an optical combiner. The output ports of the
WSR-S apparatus include a pass-through port and one or
more drop ports, each carrying any number of the spectral
channels. The optical combiner is coupled to the pass-
through port, serving to combine the pass-through channels
with one or more add spectral channels. The combined
optical signal constitutes an output signal of the system. The
optical combiner may be an Nxt (N32) broadband fiber-
optic coupler, for instance, which also serves the purpose of
multiplexing a multiplicity of add spectral channels to he
coupled into the system.

[0024] In another embodiment of an OADM of the present
invention. a lirsl WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus is cascaded
with a second WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus. The output ports
of the lirst WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus include a pass-
through port and one or more drop ports.

[0025] The second WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus includes a
plurality ofinput ports and an exiting port. The conliguration
is such that the pass—through channels from the lirst WSR-S
apparatus and one or more add channels are directed into the
input ports of the second WSR-S apparatus, and conse-
quently multiplexed into an output multi-wavelength optical
signal directed into the exiting port of the second WSR-S
apparatus. That is to say that in this embodiment, one
WSR-S apparatus (e.g., the first one) elfeclively perfonns a
dynamic drop function, whereas the other WSR-S apparatus
{e.g., the second one) carries out a dynamic add function.
And there are essentially no fundamental restrictions on the
wavelengths that can be added or dropped, other than those
imposed by the overall cornrnunication system. Moreover.
the underlying (JADM architecture thus presented is intrin-
sically scalable and can be readily extended to any number
of the WSR-S (or WSR) systems. if so desired for perform-
ing intricate add and drop functions in a network environ-mcnt.

{0G26] Those skilled in the art will recognize that the
aforementioned embodiments provide only two of many
embodiments of a dynamically reconligurable OADM
according to the present invention. Various changes, substi-
tutions, and alternations can be made herein, without depart-
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ing from the principles and the scope of the invention.
Accordingly, a skilled artisan can design an OADM in
accordance with the present invention, to best suit a given
application.

[0027] All in all, the OADMs of the present invention
provide many advantages over the prior art devices, notably:

[0028] 1) By advantageously employing an array of
channel micromirrors that are individually and con-
tinuously controllable, an (JADM of the present
invention is capable at‘ routing the spectral channels
on a channel-by-channel basis and directing any
spectral channel into any one of the output ports. As
such, its underlying operation is dynamically recon-
figurable, and its underlying architecture is intrinsi-
cally scalable to a large number of channel counts.

[M129] 2) The add and drop spectral channels need
not be multiplexed and demultiplexed before enter-
ing and after leaving the OADM respectively. And
there are not fundamental restrictions on the wave-

lengths to be added or dropped.

[0030] 3) The coupling of the spectral channels into
the output ports is dynamically controlled by a
servo-control assembly, rendering the OADM less
susceptible to environmental effects {such as thermal
and rnecltanical disturbances] and therefore more
robust in performance. By maintaining an optimal
optical alignment, the optical losses incurred by the
spectral channels are also significantly reduced.

[tl03l] 4) The power levels of the spectral channels
coupled into the output ports can be dynamically
managed according to demand, or maintained at
desired values (e.g., equalized at a predetermined
value) by way of the servo-control assembly. This
spectral power-management capability as an integral
part of the OADM will be particularly desirable in
WDM optical networking applications.

[9032] 5) The use of free-space optics provides a
simple, low loss, and cost-elfcetive construction.
Moreover, the utilization of the servo-control assem-
bly etfectively relaxes the requisite fabrication tol-
erances and the precision of optical alignment during
initial assembly. enabling the OADM to be simpler
and more adaptable in structure, lower in cost and
optical loss.

[0033] 6) The underlying OADM architecture allows
a multiplicity of the OADMs according to the
present invention to be readily assembled (c.g., cas-
caded) for WDM optical networking applications.

[0034] The novel features of this invention, as well as the
invention itself, will be best understood from the following
drawings and detailed description.

BRIEF [JI:‘.S(_‘llIl’I‘[0N OF ’l‘l-IE FIGURES

[0035] FIGS. IA-1D show a tirst embodiment of a wave-
length-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus according to the
present invention, and the modeling results demonstrating
the performance of the WSR apparatus;

[0036] FIGS. 2A-2(_‘ depict second and third embodiments
of a WSR apparatus according to the present invention;
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[0037] FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR
apparatus according to the present invention;

[0038] FIGS. 4-A—4B show schematic illustrations of two
embodiments of a WSR-S apparatus comprising a WSR
apparatus and a servo-control assembly, according to the
present invention;

[0039] FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an
optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM) according to the
present invention; and

[0040] FIG. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of an
OADM according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0041] In this specification and appending claims, a "spec-
tral channel" is characterized by a distinct center wavelength
and associated bandwidth. Each spectral channel may carry
a unique inforntation signal. as in WDM optical networking
applications.

[0042] FIG. IA depicts a first embodiment of a wave-
length-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus according to the
present invention. By way of example to illustrate the
general principles and the topological structure of a wave—
length-separating-routing {WSR) apparatus of the present
invention, the WSR apparatus 100 comprises multiple inputx”
output ports which may he in the lhnn of an array of liber
collimators 110, providing an input port 110-1 and a plural-
ity of output ports 110-2 through 110-N (N23); a wave-
length-separator which in one form may be a dilfraction
grating 101; a beam-focuser in the form of a focusing lens
102; and an array of channel micromirrors 103.

{0043] In operation, a multi-wavelength optical signal
emerges from the input port 110-]. The dilfraction grating
101 anguiarly separates the n1ulti—wavete-ngth optical signal
into multiple spectral channels, which are in turn focused by
the focusing lens 102 into a spatial array of distinct spectral
spots (not shown in FIG. 1A) in a one-to-one correspon-
dence. The channel micromirrors 103 are positioned in
accordance with the spatial array formed by the spectral
spots, such that each channel micrornirror receives one of
the spectral channels. The channel micromirrors 103 are
individually controllable and movable, e.g., pivotable (or
rotatable) under analog (or continuous) control, such that,
upon reflection, the spectral channels are directed into
selected ones of the output ports 110-2 through 110-N by
way of the focusing lens 102 and the diffraction grating 101.
As such, each channel micromirror is assigned to a specific
spectral channel. hence the name 37 channel micromirror
38. Each output port may receive any number of the
reflecled spectral channels.

[0044] For purposes of illustration and clarity, only a
selective few (e.g., three) of the spectral channels, along
with the input multi-wavelength optical signal, are graphi-
cally illustrated in FIG. IA and the following figures. It
should be noted, however, that there can be any number of
the spectral channels in a WSR apparatus of the present
invention {so long as the number of spectral channels does
not exceed the number of channel mirrors employed in the
system). It should also be noted that the optical beams
representing the spectral channels shown in FIG. IA and the
following figures are provided for illustrative purpose only.
That is, their sizes and shapes may not be drawn according
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to scale. For instance, the input beam and the corresponding
dilfracted beams generally have different cross-sectional
shapes, so long as the angle ofincidcnce upon the diffraction
grating is not equal to the angle of diffraction, as is known
to those skilled in the art.

[0045] In the embodiment of FIG. IA, it is preferable that
the diffraction grating 101 and the channel micromirrors 103
are placed respectively at the first and second (i.e., the front
and back) focal points [on the opposing sides) of the
focusing lens 102. Such a telecentric arrangement allows the
chief rays of the focused beams to be parallel to each other
and generally parallel to the optical axis. In this application,
the telecentric configuration further allows the reflccted
spectral channels to be elficiently coupled into the respective
output ports, thereby minimizing various translational walk-
oh‘ elfects that may otherwise arise. Moreover, the input
multi-wavelength optical signal is preferably collimated and
circular in cross-section. The corresponding spectral chan-
nels dilfracted from the diffraction grating 101 are generally
elliptical in cross—section; they may be of the same size as
the input beam in one dimension and elongated in the other
dimension.

[0046] It is known that the diffraction efficiency of a
diffraction grating is generally polarizatiomdependcnt. That
is, the diffraction efiiciency of a grating in a standard
mounting configuration may be considerably higher for
P-polarization that is perpendicular to the groove lines on
the grating than for S—polari'.£ation that is orthogonal to
P-polarization, especially as the number of groove lines (per
unit length] increases. To mitigate such polarization—scnsi—
tive effects, a quarter-wave plate 104 may be optically
interposed between the dilfraction grating 101 and the
channel micromirrors 103, and preferably placed between
the diflraction grating 101 and the focusing lens 102 as is
shown in FIG. IA. In this way, each spectral channel
experiences a total of approximately 90-degree rotation in
polarization upon traversing the quarter—wave plate 104
twice, (That is, if a beam of light has P-polarization when
first encountering the dilfraction grating. it would have
predominantly (if not all) S—pntari'zation upon the second
encountering, and vice vcrsa.} This ensures that all the
spectral channels incur nearly the same amount of round-trip
polarization dependent loss.

[0047] In the WSR apparatus 100 of FIG. IA, the dil.‘frac—
lion grating 101, by way of example, is oriented such that the
focused spots of the spectral channels fall onto the channel
micromirrors 103 in a horizontal array, as illustrated in FIG.
1B.

[0048] Depicted in FIG. 1B is a close—up view of the
channel micromirrors 103 shown in the embodiment of FIG.

IA. By way of example, the channel micromirrors 103 are
arranged in a one-dimensional array along the x-axis (i.e.,
the horizontal direction in the figure), so as to receive the
focused spots of the spatially separated spectral channels in
a one—to—one correspondence. (As in the case of FIG. IA,
only three spectral channels are illustrated, each represented
by a converging beam.) Let the reflective surface of each
channel micromirror lie in the x-y plane as defined in the
figure and be movable. e.g., pivotable (or dellectable) about
the x-axis in an analog (or continuous) manner. Each spec-
tral channel, upon reflection, is deflected in the y-direction
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{e.g., downward) relative to iLs incident direction, so to be
directed into one of the output pons 110-2 through 110-N
shown in FIG. IA.

[0049] As described above, a unique feature 0|. the present
invention is that the motion of each channel micromirror is

individually and continuously controllable, such that its
position, e.g., pivoting angle, can be continuously adjusted.
This enables each channel micromirror to scan its corre-

sponding spectral channel across all possible output pons
and thereby direct the spectral channel to any desired output
port. To illustrate this capability. FIG. 1C shows a plot ol"
coupling efficiency as a function of a channel micromirr0r's
pivoting angle (J, provided by a ray-tracing model of a WSR
apparatus in the embodiment of FIG. 1A. As used herein,
the coupling etizieiency for a spectral channel is defined as
the ratio of the amount of optical power coupled into the
liber core in an output port to the total amount 01' optical
power incident upon the entrance surface of the liber (asso-
ciated with the fiber collimator serving as the output port).
In the ray-tracing model, the input optical signal ts incident
upon a dilfraction grating with 700 lines per millimeter at a
grazing angle of 85 degrees, where the grating is blazed to
optimize the dilfraction etliciency for the "-1" order. The
focusing lens has a focal length of 100 mm. Each output port
is provided by a quarter-pitch GRIN lens(3 mm in diameter)
coupled to an optical fiber (see FIG. ID}. As displayed in
FIG. 1C, the coupling efficiency varies with the pivoting
angle 6, and it requires about a 0.2-degree change in U for
the coupling elliciency to become practically negligible in
this exemplary case. As such, each spectral channel may
practically acquire any coupling efiiciency value by way of
controlling the pivoting angle of its corresponding channel
micromirror. This is also to say that variable optical attenu-
ation at the granularity of a single wavelength can be
obtained in a WSR apparatus of the present invention. FIG.
ID provides ray-tracing illustrations of two extreme points
on the coupling efficiency vs. 9 curve of FIG. 1C: on-axis
coupling corresponding to But], where the coupling el]i—
ciency is maximum; and otl‘-axis coupling corresponding to
El=0.2 degrees, where the representative eollimated beam
{representing an exemplary spectral channel) undergoes a
significant translational walk-off and renders the coupling
efficiency practically negligible. All in all, the exemplary
modeling results thus described demonstrate the unique
capabilities of the WSR apparatus of the present invention.

[0050] FIG. IA provides one of many embodiments of a
WSR apparatus according to the present invention. ln gen-
eral, the wavelengtb-separator is a wavelength-separating
means that may be a ruled difl°raction grating, a holographic
dilfraction grating, an cchelle grating, a dispersing prism, or
other types of spectral—separating means known in the art.
The hearn—t’ocu.-;er may be a focusing lens, an assemlily of
lenses, or other beam-focusing means known in the art. The
focusing function may also be accomplished by using a
curved diffraction grating as the wavelength-separator. The
channel micromirrors may be provided by silicon microma-
chined mirrors, reflective ribbons (or membranes), or other
types ol‘ bcam—dellecting elements known in the art. And
each mierornirror may be pivoted about one or two axes.
What is important is that the pivoting (or rotational} motion
of each channel micromirror be individually controllable in
an analog manner, whereby the pivoting angle can be
continuously adjusted so as to enable the channel micromir-
ror to scan a spectral channel across all possible output ports.
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The underlying fabrication techniques for micromachined
mirrors and associated actuation mechanisms are well docu-

mented in the art, sec U.S. Pat. No. 5,629,790 for example.
Moreover. a fiber collimator is typically in the form of a
collimating lens (such as a GRIN lens) and a ferrule-
mounted fiber packaged together in a mechanically rigid
stainless steel (or glass] tube. The fiber collimators serving
as the input and output ports may be arranged in a one-
dimensional array, a two-dimensional array, or other desired
spatial pattern. For instance, they may be conveniently
mounted in a linear array along a V-groove fabricated on a
substrate made of silicon, plastic, or ceramic, as commonly
practiced in the art. It should be noted, however, that the
input port and the output ports need not necessarily be in
close spatial proximity with each other, such as in an array
configuration (although a close packing would reduce the
rotational range required for each channel micromirror).
Those skilled in the an will know how to design a WSR
apparatus according to the present invention, to best suit a
given application.

[0051] A WSR apparatus of the present invention may
further comprise an array of collimator-alignment mirrors,
for adjusting the alignment of the input multi-wavelength
optical signal and facilitating the coupling of the spectral
channels into the respective output ports, as shown in FIGS.
2A-2}! and 3.

[0052] Depicted in FIG. 2A is a second embodiment of a
WSR apparatus according to the present invention. By way
of example, WSR apparatus 200 is built upon and hence
shares a number of the elements used in the embodiment of

FIG. IA, as identified by those labeled with identical
numerals. Moreover. a one-dimensional array 220 ot‘colli-
mator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220-N is optically
interposed between the diffraction grating I01 and the fiber
col limator array 110. The col|imator—alignment mirror 220-]
is designated to correspond with the input port 110-1, for
adjusting the alignment of the input multi-wavelength opti-
cal signal and therefore ensuring that the spectral channels
impinge onto the corresponding channel micromirrors. The
collimator-alignment mirrors 220-2 through 220-N are des-
ignated to the output ports 110-2 through 110-N in a one-
to—one correspondence. serving to provide angular control of
the collimated beams of the reflected spectral channels and
thereby facilitating the coupling of the spectral channels into
the respective output ports according to desired coupling
ellieiencies. Each collit‘t1at0r—align1‘nent mirror may be rotat-
able about one axis, or two axes.

[0053] The embodiment of FIG. 2A is attractive in appli-
cations where the fiber collimators (serving as the input and
output ports) are desired to he placed in close proximity to
the collimator—align1‘nent I‘t1it‘t‘or array 220. To best facilitate
the coupling of the spectral channels into the output ports,
arrays of imaging lenses may be implemented between the
collimator-alignment mirror array 220 and the liber colli-
mator array 110, as depicted in FIG. 2]]-. By way of
example, WSR apparatus 250 of FIG. 2B is built upon and
hence shares many of the elements used in the embodiment
of FIG. 2A, as idcntilled by ll1t:tsc labeled with identical
numerals. Additionally, first and second arrays 2150, 2'70 of
imaging lenses are placed in a 4-1" telecentric arrangement
with respect to the collimator-alignment mirror array 220
and the fiber collimator array 110. The dashed box 280
shown in FIG. 2C provides a top view of such a telecentric
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arrangement. In this case. the imaging lenses in the first and
second arrays 260, 270 all have the same focal length 1'. The
collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220-N are
placed at the respective first (or front} focal points of the
imaging lenses in the lirsl array 260. likewise, the Iibur
collimators 110-1 through 110-N are placed at the respective
second (or back) focal points of the imaging lenses in the
second array 270. And the separation between the lirst and
second arrays 260. 2'30 of imaging lenses is 2f. In this way,
the collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220-N are
ciieclively imaged onto the respective entrance surfaces
tie. the front focal planes) of the GRIN lenses in the
corresponding fiber collimators 110-1 through I10-N. Such
a telecentric imaging system substantially eliminates trans-
lational walk-oil‘ of the oollimated beams at the output ports
that may otherwise occur as the mirror angles change.

£0054] FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR
apparatus according to the present invention. By way of
example, WSR apparatus 300 is built upon and hence shares
a number of the elements used in the embodiment of FIG.

2B, as identified by those labeled with identical numerals. In
this case, the one-dimensional fiber collimator array 110 of
FIG. 2B is replaced by a two-dirnensional array 350 of fiber
collimalors. providing for an input-port and a plurality of
output porLs. Accordingly, the one-dimensional collimator-
alignmcnt mirror array 220 of FIG. 2B is replaced by a
two-dimensional array 320 ofcollimator-alignment mirrors,
and first and second onc—dimensional arrays 260, 270 of
imaging lenses of FIG. 2B are likewise replaced by first and
second two-dimensional arrays 360,370 of imagining lenses
respectively. As in the case of the embodiment of FIG. 2B.
the first and second two-dimensional arrays 360, 370 of
imaging lenses are placed in a 4-f telecentric arrangement
with respect to the two-dimensional collimator-alignment
mirror array 320 and the two-dimensional fiber collimator
array 350. The channel micromirrors 103 must be pivotablc
biaxially in this case (in order to direct its conesponding
spectral channel to any one ofthc output ports). As such. the
WSR apparatus 300 is equipped to support a greater number
of the output ports.

[0055] In addition to facilitating the coupling of the spec-
tral channels into the respective output ports as described
above, the collimator-alignment mirrors in the above
embodiments also serve to compensate for misalignment
{e.g., due to fabrication and assembly errors) in the fiber
collirnators that provide for the input and output ports. For
instance, relative misalignment between the fiber cores and
their respective collimating lenses in the fiber oollimators
can lead to pointing errors in the collimated beams. which
may be corrected for by the collimator-alignment mirrors.
For these reasons, the collimator-alignment mirrors are
preferably rotatable about two axes. They may be silicon
mieromachined mirrors, for fast rotational speeds. They may
also be other types of mirrors or bcam—dellt:cting elements
known in the art.

{0B56] To optimize the coupling of the spectral channels
into the output ports and further maintain the optimal optical
alignment against environmental uflects such as temperature
variations and mechanical instabilities over the course of

operation, a WSR apparatus of the present invention may
incorporate a servo-control assembly, for providing dynamic
control of the coupling of the spectral channels into the
respective output ports on a channel-by-channel basis. A
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WSR apparatus incorporating a servo-control assembly is
tcnncd a WSR-S apparatus. tltereinafter in this specification.

[0057] FIG. 4A depicts a schematic illustration of a lirst
embodiment of a WSR-S apparatus according to the present
invention. The WSR-S apparatus 400 comprises a WSR
apparatus 410 and a scrvo—control assembly 440. The WSR
410 may be in the embodiment ol‘ FIG. 1A. or any other
embodiment in accordance with the present invention. The
servo-control assembly 440 includes a spectral monitor 460,
for monitoring the power levels of the spectral channels
coupled into the output ports 420-l through 420-N of the
WSR apparatus 410. By way of example, the spectral
monitor 460 is coupled to the output ports 420-1 through
420—N by way of l'tb:;r—optic couplers 42l)—l—C through
420-N-C, wherein each fiber-optic coupler Ilas: serves to tap
off a predetermined fraction of the optical signal in the
corresponding output port. The servo-control assembly 440
further includes a processing unit 470, in communication
with the spectral monitor 460 and the channel micromirrors
430 ofthe WSR apparatus 410. The processing unit 470 uses
the power measurements from the spectral monitor 460 to
provide feedback control of the channel micromirrors 430
on an individual basis, so as to maintain a desired coupling
efficiency for each spectral channel into a selected output
port. As. such, the servo-control assembly 440 provides
dynamic control of the coupling of the spectral channels into
the respective output ports on a channel-by-channel basis
and thereby manages the power levels of the spectral chan-
nels coupled into the output ports. The power levels of the
spectral channels in the output ports may be dynamically
managed according to demand. or maintained at desired
values (eg, equalized at a predetermined value) in the
present invention. Such a spectral power-management capa-
bility is essential in WDM optical networking applications,
as discussed above.

[0058] FIG. 4]} depicts a schematic illustration of a sec-
ond embodiment of a WSR-S apparatus according to the
present invention. The WSR-S apparatus 450 comprises a
WSR apparatus 480 and a servo-control assembly 490. in
addition to the channel micromirrors 430 {and other ele-
ments identified by the same numerals as those used in FIG.
4A). the WSR apparatus 480 further includes a plurality of
collimator-alignment mirrors 485. and may be configured
according to the embodiment of FIG. 2A, 2B, 3, or any other
embodiment in accordance with the present invention. By
way of example, the st:rvo—control at-<.st:mli1y 490 includes
the spectral monitor 460 as described in the embodiment of
FIG. 4A, and a processing unit 495. In this case, the
processing unit 495 is in communication with the channel
micromirrors 430 and the collimator-alignment mirrors 485
of the WSR apparatus 480, as well as the spectral monitor
460. The processing unit 495 uses the power measurements
from the spectral monitor 460 to provide dynamic control of
the channel micromirrors 430 along with the collimator-
alignment mirrors 485, so to maintain the coupling el.'ficien-
cies of the spectral channels into the output ports at desired
values.

[0059] In the embodiment oi‘ FIG. 4A or 413, the spectral
monitor 460 may be one of spectral power monitoring
devices known in the an that is capable of detecting the
power levels of spectral components in a multi-wavelength
optical signal. Such devices are typically in the form of a
wavelength-separating means [c.g., a diffraction grating)
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that spatially separates a multi-wavelength optical signal by
wavelength into constituent spectral components, and one or
more optical sensors (e.g., an array of photodiodes) that are
configured such to detect the power levels of these spectral
components. The processing unit 470 in FIG. 4A {or the
processing unit 495 in FIG. 4B) typically includes electrical
circuits and signal processing programs [or processing the
power measurements received from the spectral monitor 460
and generating appropriate control signals to be applied to
the channel micromirrors 430 (and the collimator-alignment
mirrors 485 in the case of FIG. 413), so to maintain the
coupling efficiencies of the spectral channels into the output
porn; at desired values. The electronic circuitry and the
aSStL)Cl3lC(.l signal processing algorithmtsoftware for such
processing unit in a servo-control system are known in the
art.Askilled artisan will know how to implement a suitable
spectral monitor alongwith an appropriate processing unit to
provide a servo-control assembly in a WSP-S apparatus
according to the present invention, for a given application.

[0060] The incorporation ol‘ a servo-control assembly pro-
vides additional advantages of ellbctively relaxing the req-
uisite Fabrication tolerances and the precision of optical
alignment during initial assembly of a WSR apparatus of the
present invention, and further enabling the system to correct
for shift in the alignment over the course of operation. By
maintaining an optimal optical alignment, the optical losses
incurred by the spectral channels are also significantly
reduced. As such, the WSR-S apparatus thus constructed is
simpler and more adaptable in structure, more robust in
performance, and lower in cost and optical loss. Accord-
ingly. the WSR—S {or WSR) apparatus of the present inven-
tion may be used to construct a variety of optical devices and
utilized in many applications.

[0061] For instance, by directing the spectral channels into
the output ports in a one-channel-per-port fashion and cou-
pling the output ports of a WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus to an
array of optical sensors (e.g., photodiodes), or a single
optical sensor that is capable of scanning across the output
ports, a dynamic and versatile spectral power monitor (or
channel analyzer) is provided, which would be highly
desired in WDM optical networking applications. Moreover,
a novel class of optical add-drop multiplexers (()Al)Ms)
may he built upon the WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus of the
present invention, as exemplilied in the following embodi-merits.

[0062] FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an
optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM) according to the
present invention. By way of example, OADM 500 com-
prises a W'SR—S (or WSR) apparatus 510 and an optical
combiner 550. An irtpttt pot‘! 520 of the WSR—S apparatus
510 transmits a multi-wavelength optical signal. The con-
stituent spectral channels are subsequently separated and
routed into a plurality of output ports, including a pass-
through port 530 and one or more drop ports 540-1 through
540-N (N31). ’lhe pass-through port 530 may receive any
number of the spectral channels [i.e., the pass-through
spectral channels). Each drop port may also receive any
number of the spectral channels (i.e., the drop spectral
channels]. The pass-through port 530 is optically coupled to
the optical combiner 550, which serves to combine the
pass-through spectral channels with one or more add spec-
tral channels provided by one or more add ports 560-l
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through 560-M (M31). The combined optical signal is then
routed into an existing port 5'r'0, providing an output multi-
wavelength optical signal.

[0063] in the above embodiment, the optical combiner 551}
may be a K><1 (K32) broadband fiber-optic coupler, wherein
there are K input-ends and one output—cnd. The ])ass—thl'otJgl't
spectral channels and the add spectral channels are fed into
the K input-ends (eg., in a one-to-one correspondence) and
the combined optical signal exits from the output-end of the
Kxl liber-optic coupler as the output multi-wavelength
optical signal of the system. Such a multiple-input coupler
also serves the purpose of multiplexing a multiplicity of add
spectral channels to be coupled into the OADM 500. It‘ the
power levels of the spectral channels in the output multi-
wavelength optical signal are desired to be actively man-
aged, such as being equalized at a predetermined value, two
spectral monitors may be utili'.aed.As a way ofexample, the
first spectral monitor may receive optical signals tapped otf
from the pass-through port 530 and the drop ports 540-1
through 540—N (eg. by way of l"iher—optic couplers as
depicted in FIG. 4A or 43). The second spectral monitor
receives optical signals tapped ol.’l' from the exiting port 570.
A servo-control system may be constructed accordingly for
monitoring and controlling the pass-through, drop and add
spectral channels. As such, the embodiment of FIG. 5
provides a versatile optical add-drop multiplexer in a simple
and low-cost assembly, while providing multiple physically
separate dropfadd ports in a dynamically reconfigurable
fashion.

[0064] FIG. 6 depicts an alternative embodiment of an
optical add-drop multiplexer {OADM) according to the
present invention. By way of example. OADM 600 com-
prises a lirst WSR-S apparatus 610 optically coupled to a
second WSR-S apparatus 650. Each WSR-S apparatus may
be in the embodiment of FIG. 4A or 4B. (A WSR apparatus
of the embodiment of FIG. 1A, 2A, 2B, or 3 may be
alternatively implemented.) The [irst WSR-S apparatus 619
includes an input port 620, a pass-through port 630, and one
or more drop ports 640-1 through 640-N (N3=’l). The
pass-through spectral channels from the pass-through port
630 are further coupled to the second WSR-S apparatus 650,
along with one or more add spectral channels emerging from
add ports 660-1 through 660-M (M21). in this exemplary
case, the pass-through port 630 and the add ports 660-1
through 660-M constitute the input ports for the second
WSR-S apparatus 650. By way ol‘ its constituent wave-
length-separator (eg, a diffraction grating) and channel
micromirrors (not shown in FIG. 6), the second WSR-S
apparatus 650 serves to multiplex the pass-through spectral
channeLs and the add spectral channels, and route the mul-
tiplexed optical signal into an exiting port 770 to provide an
output signal of the system.

[0065] in the embodiment ol‘ FIG. 6, one WSR-S appa-
ratus (e.g., the first WSR-S apparatus 619) etlectively per-
forms dynamic drop function, whereas the other WSR-S
apparatus {e.g., the second WSR-S apparatus 650) carries
out dynamic add function. And there are essentially no
fundamental restrictions on the wavelengths that can he
added or dropped (other than those imposed by the overall
communication system). Moreover, the underlying OADM
architecture thus presented is intrinsically scalable and can
be readily extended to any number of cascaded WSR-S (or
WSR} systems, if so desired for performing intricate add and
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drop functions. Additionally. the OADM of FIG. 6 may be
operated in reverse direction. by using the input ports as the
output ports, the drop ports as the add ports, and vice versa.

£0066] Those skilled in the art will recognize that the
aforementioned embodiments provide only two of many
embodiments of a dynamically reconligurahlc (JADM
according to the present invention. "Those skilled in the art
will also appreciate that various changes, substitutions, and
alternations can be made herein without departing from the
principles and the scope of the invention as dellned in the
appended claims. Accordingly, a skilled artisan can design
an OADM in accordance with the principles of the present
invention, to best suit a given application.

[0067] Although the present invention and its advantages
have been described in detail, it should be understood that
various changes, substitutions, and alternations can be made
herein without departing from the principles and the scope
of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of the present
invention should be determined by the following claims and
their legal equivalents.

What is claimed is:

l. A wavelength-separating-routing apparatus, compris-
ing:

a) multiple fiber eollirnators, providing an input port for
a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

la) a wavetengtt1—separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channets;

c) a ht,-arn—focuscr, for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots; and

:1} a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels. said channel micromirrors being
individually and continuously controllable to reflect
said spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports.

2. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 further comprising a servo control assembly, in commu-
nication with said channel rnicromirrors and said output
ports, for providing control of said channel micromirrors
and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling of each
reflecled spectral channel into one of said output ports.

3. The wavclcngth—separating—routing apparatus of claim
2 wherein said servo-control assembly comprises a spectral
monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral chan-
nels coupled into said output ports. and a processing unit
responsive to said power levels for providing control of said
channel micromirrors.

4. The wavetengtt1—separating—routing apparatus of claim
3 wherein said servo-control assembly maintains said power
levels at a predetermined value.

5. The wave|ength—separating—routing apparatus of claim
I further comprising an array of eoI|imator—a1ignn1ent mir-
rors, in optical communication with said wavelength-sepa-
rator and said fiber oollimators, for adjusting an alignment of
said multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port
and directing said reflected spectral channels into said output
ports.
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6. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
5 wherein each collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable
about one axis.

7. The wavelength—separating—routing apparatus ol‘ claim
5 wherein each eot1imator—alignment mirror is rotatable
about two axes.

8. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
5 further comprising first and second arrays of imaging
lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-
alignment mirrors and said fiber collimators.

9. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
I wherein each channel mieromirror is continuously pivot-
able about one axis.

ll}. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein each channel rnicromirror is pivotable about twoaxes.

11. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
10 wherein said fiber collimators are arranged in a two-
dimensional array.

12. The wavelenglh-separating—routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein each channel micromirror is El silicon microma-
chined mirror.

13. The wave]ength—separating—routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein said fiber eollimators are arranged in a one-
dimensional array.

14. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
I wherein said heam—[ocuser comprises a focusing lens
having first and second focal points.

15. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
14 wherein said wavelength-separator and said channel
micromirrors are placed respectively at said first and second
focal points of said focusing lens.

16. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein said beam-focuser comprises an assembly of
lenses.

17. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein said wavelength-separator comprises an element
selected from the group consisting of ruled diffraction
gratings, holographic dillraction gratings, echelle gratings,
curved dilfraction gratings, and dispersing prisms.

18. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 further comprising a quarter-wave plate optically inter-
posed between said wavelength-separator and said channel
micromirrors.

l9.Tl1e wavelength—separating—routing apparatus of claim
I wherein each output port carries a single one of said
spectral channels.

20. The wavelenglh-separating-routing apparatus of claim
[9 further comprising one or more optical sensors, optically
coupled to said output ports.

21. A servo-based optical apparatus comprising:

a} multiple fiber collimators, providing an input port for
a multi—wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

h) a wavelength—separator, tor separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c] a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channeLs into
corresponding spectral spots;

d) a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel micromirrors being
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individually controllable to rellecl said spectral chan-
nels into selected ones of said output ports; and

e) a servovcontrol assembly, in communication with said
channel micromirrors and said output ports. for main-
taining a predetermined coupling of each reflected
spectral channel into one of said output ports.

22. The servo—based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
said servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to
said power levels for providing control of said channel
micromirrors.

23. The se-rvo—bascd optical apparatus of claim 22 wherein
said st:t't-'o—<:ontrol asscmbty maintains said power levels at
a predetermined value.

24. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 further
comprising an array of collimator-alignment mirrors, in
optical communication with said wavelength-separator and
said fiber oollimators, for adjusting an alignment of said
multi~wavelength optical signal from said input port and
directing said rellectcd spectral channels into said output
ports.

25. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 24 further
comprising lirsl and second arrays of imaging lenses. in a
telecentric arrangement with said collimator-alignment mir-
rors and said fiber collimators.

26. The servo—based optical apparatus of claim 24 wherein
each coI1irnator—alignn1ent mirror is rotatable about at least
one axis.

27. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
each channel micromirror is continuously pivotable about at
least one axis.

28. The servo—based optical apparatus ot‘ claim 21 wherein
each channel rnicromirror is a silicon rnieromachined mirror.

29. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
said wavelength-separator comprises an element selected
from the group consisting of ntled diffraction gratings.
holographic dilfraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved
dilfraction gratings, and dispersing prisms.

3|). The servmbased optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
said beam-focuser comprises one or more lenses.

31. An optical apparatus comprising:

a) an array of fiber collimators, providing an input port for
a t‘nLtlti—wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c) a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots;

Cl) a spatial array ofchanncl micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel micromirrors being
individually controllable to rellect said spectral chan-
nels into selected ones of said output porLs; and

e) a one~dimensiona| array of collimator-alignment mir-
rors. for adjusting an alignment of said multi-wave-
length optical signal from said input port and directing
said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

32. The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising
a servo-control assembly, in communication with said chan-
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nel micromirrors. said collimator-alignment mirrors, and
said output ports. for providing control of said channel
micromirrors along with said collimator-alignment mirrors
and thereby maintaining a predctennined coupling of each
reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

33. The optical apparatus of claim 32 wherein said
servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to
said power levels for providing control of said channel
micromirrors and said collimator-alignment mirrors.

34. The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each
channel micromirror is continuously pivotable about at least
one axis.

35. The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each
co|limator—a1ignment mirror is rotatable about at least one
axis.

36. The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising
first and second arrays of imaging lenses. in a telecentric
arrangement with said colli mator—al ignment mirrors and said
fiber collimators.

37. An optical apparatus comprising:

a] an array of fiber colliuzators, providing an input port for
a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c] a beam-focuser. for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots;

(1) a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel micromirrors being
individually controllable to rellect said spectral chan~
nels into selected ones of said output ports; and

e) a two—dir‘t1et1sioI1al array of col1irnator—a|ignment mir-
rors, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-wave-
length optical signal from said input port and directing
said retlected spectral channels into said output ports.

33. The optical apparatus of claim 37 Eunher comprising
a servo-control assembly, in communication with said chan-
nel micrornirrors, said collimator-alignment mirrors, and
said output ports, for providing control of said channel
micromirrors along with said collimator-alignment mirrors
and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling of each
reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

39. The optical apparatus of claim 38 wherein said
servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels ooupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive lo
said power levels for providing control of said channel
micromirrors and said collimator-alignment mirrors.

4!]. The optical apparatus of claim 3? wherein each
collimator—a1ignment mirror is rotatable about at least one
axis.

41. The optical apparatus of claim 37 wherein each
channel micromirror is continuously pivotable about at least
one axis.

42. The optical apparatus of claim 41 wherein each
channel micromirrors is pivotable about two axes, and
wherein said fiber collimators are arranged in a two-dimer»
sional array.
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43. The optical apparatus of claim 37 further comprising
first and second arrays of imaging lenses. in a telecentric
arrangement with said collimator-alignment mirrors and said
Iiber collimators.

44. An optical system comprising a wavelength-separat-
ing-routing apparatus, wherein said wavelength-separating-
routing apparatus includes:

a) an array ol' liber collimators, providing an input port for
a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports including a pass-through port and one or
more drop ports;

h) a wavelength~separator. for separating said multi-
wavclength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c) a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels ittto
corresponding spectral spots; and

d) a spatial array of channel rnicrornirrors positioned such
that each channel rnieromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel micromirrors being
individually and continuously pivotahle to rellect said
spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports, whereby said pass-through port receives a subset
of said spectral channels.

45. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising a
servo-control assembly. in communication with said channel
micromirrors and said output ports, for providing control of
said channel micromirrors and thereby maintaining a pre-
determined coupling of each rellcctcd spectral channel into
one of said output ports.

46. The optical system of claim 45 wherein said servo-
coutrol assembly comprises a spectral monitor for monitor-
ing power levels of said spectral channels coupled into said
output ports, and a processing unit responsive to said power
levels for providing control of said channel micromirrors.

47. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an
array of collimator-alignment mirrors, in optical communi-
cation with said wavclength-separator and said fiber colli-
malors. for adjusting an alignment ofsaid rnul1i—wavelenglh
optical signal from said input port and directing said
rellected spectral channels into said output ports.

48. The optical system of claim 47 further comprising first
and second arrays of imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrange-
ment with said collimator-alignment mirrors and said fiber
collimators.

49. The optical system of claim 4'? wherein each colli-
mator-alignment mirror is rotatable about at least one axis.

50. The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel
micromirror is pivotablc about at least one axis.

51. The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel
micromirror is a silicon micromachined mirror.

52. The optical system of claim 44 wherein said beam-
focuser comprises a focusing lens having first and second
focal points, and wherein said wavelength-separator and
said channel micromirrors are placed respectively at said
first and second focal points.

53. The optical system of claim 44 wherein said wave-
length-separator comprises an element selected from the
group consisting of ruled dilfraction gratings, holographic
diffraction gratings, echelle gratings, Ct.LI‘V{:d diflraction grat-
ings, and dispersing prisms.
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54. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising a
quarter-wave plate optically interposed between said wave-
length-separator and said channel micromirrors.

55. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an
auxiliary wavelength-separating-routing apparatus, includ-
mg:

a) multiple auxiliary fiber collimators, providing a plu-
rality ol‘ auxiliary input ports and an exiting port;

b) an auxiliary wavelength-separator;

c) an auxiliary bearn—foeuser; and

d) a spatial array of auxiliary channel micromirrors;

wherein said subset of said spectral channels in said
pass-through port and one or more add spectral chan-
nels are directed into said auxiliary input ports, and
multiplexed into an output optical signal directed into
said exiting port by way of said auxiliary wavelength-
separator, said auxiliary heam—[oeuser and said auxil-
iary channel micromirrors.

S6. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary
channel micromirrors are individually pivotable.

57. The optical system ofclaim 55 wherein each auxiliary
channel micromirror is pivotable continuously about at least
one axis.

58. The optical system of claim 55 wherein each auxiliary
channel micromirror is a silicon microtnachined mirror.

59. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary
wavelength-separator comprises an element selected from
the group consisting of ruled diffraction gratings, holo-
graphic dilfraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved diffrac-
tion gratings. and dispersing prisms.

60. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said pass-
lhrough port constitutes one of said auxiliary input ports.

61. A method of performing dynamic wavelength sepa-
rating and routing, comprising:

a] receiving a multi-wavelength optical signal from an
input port;

b) separating said multi-wavelength optical signal into
multiple spectral channels;

c) focusing said spectral channels onto a spatial array of
corresponding beam-deflecting elements. whereby
each beam-deflecting element receives one of said
spectral channels; and

d) dynamically and continuously controlling said beam-
dellecting elements. thereby directing said spectral
channels into a plurality of output ports.

62. The method ofclaim 61 further comprising the step of
providing feedback control ol’ said l1eam—dcllecling cle-
mcnts. thereby maintaining a predetennining coupling of
each spectral channel directed into one of said output ports.

63. The method of claim 62 further comprising the step of
maintaining power levels of said spectral channels directed
into said output ports at a precleterntining value.

64. "the method of claim 61 wherein each spectral channel
is directed into a separate output port.
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65. The rncthod of claim 61 wherein a subsel of said

spectral channels is directed into one of said oulput porl.-3,
thereby providing one or more pass-lhrough speclral chan-
nels.

66. The rnclhod of claim 65 funher comprising lhc step of
multiplexing said pasévihrough spectral channels with one or
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more add spectral channels. so as to provide an oulpul
optical signal.

67. The method of claim 61 wherein said beam-deflccling
elcmcnls comprise an array ml" silicon rnicrumachined 1'r1ir~rurs.
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(57) ABSTRACT

'Il1is invention provides a novel wavelength-separating-
routing (WSR) apparatus that uses a diffraction grating to
separate a multi-wavelength optical signal by wavelength
into multiple spectral channels, which are then focused onto
an array of cor1'e:~;ponding channel rnicromirrors. The chan-
nel micromirrors are individually controllable and continu-
ously pivolablc to reliecl the spectral channels into selected
output ports. As such, the inventive WSR apparatus is
capable of routing the spectral channeLs on a channel-hy-
channel basis and coupling any spectral channel into any one
of the output ports. The WSR apparatus of the present
invention may be further equipped with servo—con1roI and
spectral power-management capabilities, thereby maintain-
ing the coupling efliciencies of the spectral channels into the
output ports at desired values. The WSR apparatus of the
present invention can be usetl to construct a novel class of
dynamically reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers
(()Al)Ms) for WIJM optical networking applications.
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REC()Nl*'IGURAlluL[*l ()l"I'lCAI. Al)I)-DROP
MUl.'l‘IPl.EXERS WITH SERVO CONTROL

AND DYNAMIC SPECTRAL POWER
MANAGEM ENT CAPABILITIES

CROSS-REFERENETE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority of U .S. Provisional Patent
Application No. t'atll277,2l't, filed Mar. [9, 2001 which is
incorporated herein by reference.

l'«'Il;‘LD or 'l't-It; tNVt2N'l‘ION

This invention relates generally to optical communication
systems. More specifically. it relates to a novel class of
dynamically reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers
{OADMs) for wavelength division multiplexed optical net-
working applications.

BACKGROUND

As fiber-optic communication networks rapidly spread
into every walk of modern life, there is a growing demand
for optical components and subsystems that enable the
liber—optic communications networks to be increasingly _
scalable. versatile. robust, and cost—elIective.

Contemporary liber—optic communications networks
commonly employ wavelength division multiplexing
{Wt)M), for it allows multiple int‘un-nation (or data) chan-
nels to be simultaneously transmitted on a single optical _
fiber by using different wavelengths and thereby signifi-
cantly enhances the information bandwidth of the fiber. 'll1e
prevalence ot‘WDM technology has made optical add-drop
multiplexers indispensable building blocks of modern liber-
optic communication networks. An optical add-drop multi- __
plexer (OADM) serves to selectively remove (or drop) one
or more wavelengths from a multiplicity of wavelengths on
an optical fiber, hence taking away one or more data
channels from the Iralfic stream on the fiber. It further adds

one or more wavelengths back onto the fiber, thereby
inserting new data channels in the same stream of traflic. As
such, an (JADM makes it possible to launch and retrieve
multiple data channels (each characterized by a distinct
wavelength) onto and from an optical liber respectively,
without disrupting the overall tratlic flow along the fiber.
Indeed, careful placement of the OADM5 can dramatically
improve an optical communication network‘s flexibility and
robustness, while providing significant cost advantages.

Conventional OADMS in the art typically employ
muitiplexersttlemultiplexers {e.g, waveguide grating routers .
or arrayed-waveguide gratings). tunable filters, optical
switches, and optical circulators in a parallel or serial
architecture to accomplish the add and drop functions. In the
parallel architecture, as exemplified in US. Pat. No. 5,974,
2ttT. a dcmuttiptexer (c.g., a waveguide grating router) first ..
separates a multi-wavelength signal into its constituent
spectral components. A wavelength switchingfrouting
means (eg, a combination of optical switches and optical
circulators} then serves to drop selective wavelengths and
add others. Finally, a multiplexer combines the remaining
{i.c.. the pass—through) wavelengths into an output multi-
wavelength optical signal. In the serial architecture, as
exemplified in U.S. Pat. No. 6,205,269, tunable filters (e.g.,
Bragg fiber gratings) in combination with optical circulators
are used to separate the drop wavelengths from the pass-
through wavelengths and subsequently launch the add chan-
nels into the pass-through path. And if multiple wavelengths

2

are to be added and dropped, additional multiplexers and
demultiplexers are required to demultiplex the drop wave-
lengths and multiplex the add wavelengths, respectively.
Irrespective of the underlying architecture, the OADMS
currently in the art are characteristically high in cost, and
prone to significant optical loss accumulation. Moreover. the
designs of these OADMS are such that it is inherently
difficult to reconfigure them in a dynamic fashion.

U.S. Pat. No. 6,204,946 to Askyuk et al. discloses an
OADM that makes use of l‘ree—space optics in a parallel
construction. In this case, a multi-wavelength optical signal
emerging from an input port is incident onto a ruled dif-
fraction grating. The constituent spectral channe-Ls thus sepa-
rated are then focused by a focusing lens onto a linear array
of binary micromachined mirrors. Each micromirror is con-
figured to operate between two discrete states, such that it
either retrorefiects its corresponding spectral channel back
into the input port as a pass-through channel, or directs its
spectral channel to an output port as a drop channel. As such,
the pass—ll'II‘oLtgh signal (ie, the combined ]7-3.55-lhl'()t.Igl1
channcts) shares the same input port as the input signal. An
optical circulator is therefore coupled to the input port, to
provide necessary routing of these two signals. Likewise, the
drop channels share the output port with the add channels.
An additional optical circulator is thereby coupled to the
output port, from which the drop channels exit and the add
channels are introduced into the output port. The add chan-
nels are subsequently combined with the pass—through signal
by way of the ditlraction grating and the binary microntir-rors.

Although the aforementioned OADM disclosed by
Askyuk et al. has the advantage of performing wavelength
separating and routing in free space and thereby incurring
less optical loss, it suflers a number of limitations. First, it
requires that the pass-through signal share the same port!
fiber as the input signal. An optical circulator therefore has
to be implemented, to provide necessary routing of these two
signals. Likewise, all the add and drop channels enter and
leave the OADM through the same output port. hence the
need for another optical circulator. Moreover, additional
means must be provided to multiplex the add channels
before entering the system and to demultiplex the drop
channels after exiting the system. This additional
rnultiplexingfdemultiplexing requirement adds more cost

_ and complexity that can restrict the versatility of the (JADM
thus-constructed. Second, the optical circulators imple-
menled in this OADM for various routing purposes intro-
duce additional optical losses, which can accumulate to a
substantial amount. Third, the constituent optical compo-
nents must be in a precise alignment, in order for the system
to achieve its intended purpose. There are, however, no
provisions provided for maintaining the requisite alignment;
and no mechanisms implemented for overcoming degrada-
tion in the alignment owing to environmental e[l"ecLs such as
thennal and mechanical disturbances over the course of

operation.
US. Pat. No. 5,906,133 to Tomlins-on discloses an

OADM that makes use of a design similar to that ol‘Aksyuk
et al. There are input, output, drop and add ports imple-
mented in this case. By positioning the four pot1s in a
specilic arrangement, each micromirror, notwithstanding
switchable between two discrete positions. either rcllects its
corresponding channel (coming from the input port} to the
output port, or concomitantly reflects its channel to the drop

'. port and an incident add channel to the output port. As such,
this ()A[)M is able to perform both the add and drop
functions without involving additional optical components
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[such as optical circulators used in the system of Aksyuk et
al.}. However, because a single drop port is designated for all
the drop channels and a single add port is designated for all
the add channels, the add channels would have to be
multiplexed before: entering the add port and the drop
channels likewise need to be demutiplxed upon exiting from
the drop port. Moreover, as in the case ofAsky1.Il{ et al., there
are no provisions provided for maintaining requisite optical
alignment in the system. and no mechanisms; implemented
for combating degradation in the alignment due to environ-
mental elfects over the course of operation.

As such, the prevailing drawbacks sulfered by the
()ADMs currently in the art are summarized as follows:

I) The wavelength routing is intrinsically static, rendering it
dilficult to dynamically reconfigure these OADMs_

2) Add andior drop channels often need to be multiplexed
andior demultiplexed, thereby imposing additional com-
plexity and cost.

3) Stringent fabrication tolerance and painstaking optical
alignment are required. Moreover, the optical alignment is
not actively maintained, rendering it susceptible to envi-
ronmental effects such as thermal and mechanical distur-

bances over the course of operation.
4) In an optical communication network, 0ADMs are typi-

cally in a ring or cascaded contlguration. In order to
mitigate the interference amongst ()A|)Ms, which often
adversely afi'ects the overall performance of the network,
it is essential that the power levels of spectral channels
entering and exiting each OADM be managed in a sys-
tematic way, for instance, by introducing power (or gain)
equalization at each stage. Such a power equalization
capability is also needed for compensating for nonuni-
form gain caused by optical amplifiers (c.g., erbium
doped fiber amplifiers) in the network. There lacks, --
however, a systematic and dynamic management of the
power levels of various spectral channels in these
OADMs.

S) The inherent high cost and heavy optical loss further
impede the wide application of these OADMS.

In view of the foregoing, there is an urgent need in the art
for optical add-drop multiplexers that overcome the afore-
mentioned shortcomings in a simple, effective, and eco-
nomical construction.

SUMMARY

The present invention provides a wavelength—separating—
routing (WSR) apparatus and method which employ an
array of fiber collimators serving as an input port and a _
plurality of output ports; a wavi.-lcng1h—scparator; a beam-
focuser; and an array of channel micromirrors.

In operation, a multi-wavelength optical signal emerges
from the input port. The wavelength—separator separates the
rnulti—wavclcngth optical signal into multiple spectral ..
channels, each characterized by a distinct center wavelength
and associated bandwidth. The beam-focuser focuses the

spectral channels into corresponding spectral spots. The
channel micromirrors are positioned such that each channel
micromirror receives one of the spectral channels. The
channel micromirrors are individually controllable and
movable. c.g.. continuotlsly pivotable (or rotatable), so as to
rellect the spectral channels into selected ones of the output
ports. As such, each channel micromirror is assigned to a
specific spectral channel, hence the name "channel micro-
mirror". And each output port may receive any number of
the reflected spectral channels.

4
A distinct feature of the channel micromirrors in the

present invention, in contrast to those used in the prior art,
is that the motion, e.g., pivoting (or rotation}, of each
channel micromirror is under analog control such that its
pivoting angle can be continuously adjusted. This enables
each channel rnicrornirror to scan its corresponding spectral
channel across; all possible output ports and thereby direct
the spectral channel to any desired output port.

In the WSR apparatus of the present invention, the
wavelengths.-parator may be provided by a 11.tlc(l diffraction
grating, a holographic ditlraction grating. an echcllc grating.
a curved dilfraction grating, a dispersing prism, or other
wavelength-separating means known in the art. The beam-
focuser may be a single lens, an assembly of lenses, or other
beam—focusing means known in the art. The channel micro-
mirrors may be provided by silicon micromachined mirrors,
reflective ribbons (or membranes), or other types of beam-
deflecting means known in the art. And each channel micro-
mirror may be pivotalrile about one or two axes. The fiber
collimators serving as the input and output ports may be
arranged in a one-dimensional or two~dimensional array. In
the latter case. the channel micromirrors must be pivotable
biaxially.

The WSR. apparatus of the present invention may l'ur1her
comprise an array of collimator-alignment mirrors, in opti-
cal communication with the wavelcnglhscparator and the
fiber collimators, for adjusting the alignment of the input
mu lti-wavelength signal and directing the spectral channels
into the selected output ports by way of angular control of
the collimated beams. Each collimator-alignment mirror
may be rotatable about one or two axes. The collimator-
alignment mirrors may be arranged in a one-dimensional or
two-dimensional array. First and second arrays of imaging
lenses may additionally be optically interposed between the
collimator-alignment mirrors and the fiber collimators in a
telecentric arrangement, thereby "imaging" the collimator-
alignment minors onto the corresponding liber collimators
to ensure an optimal alignment.

The WSR apparatus of the present invention may further
include a servo-control assembly, in communication with
the channel micromirrors and the output ports. The servo-
control assembly serves to monitor the power levels of the
spectral channels coupled into the output ports and funher
provide control of the channel micromirrors on an individual
basis, so as to maintain a predetcrrnined coupling efliciency

_ of each spectral channel in one of the output ports. As such,
the servo-control assembly provides dynamic control of the
coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output
ports and actively manages the power levels of the spectral
channels coupled into the output ports. (If the WSR appa-
ratus includes an array of collimator-alignment mirrors as
described above, the servo-control assembly may addition-
ally provide dynamic control of the collimator-alignment
mirrors.) Moreover, the utilization of such a servo-control
assembly effectively relaxes the requisite fabrication toler-
ances and the precision of optical alignment during assem-
bly ot' a ‘WSR apparatus of the present invention, and further
enables the system to correct for shift in optical alignment
over the course of operation. A WSR apparatus incorporat-
ing a servo-control assembly thus described is temied a
WSR-S apparatus, thercinafter in the present invention.

Accordingly, the WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus of the
present invention may be used to construct a variety of
optical devices, including a novel class of dynamically
reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (DA[)Ms), as

'_ exernplilied in the following embodiments.
{Jnc embodiment of an (JADM of the present invention

comprises an aforementioned WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus
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and an optical combiner. The output ports of the WSR-S
apparatus include a pass-through port and one or more drop
ports, each carrying any number of the spectral channels.
The optical combiner is coupled to the pass-through port,
serving to combine the pass-through channels with one or ‘
more add spectral channels. The combined optical signal
constitutes an output signal of the system. The optical
combiner may be an Nxl (N22) broadband liber-optic
coupler, for instance, which also serves the purpose of
multiplexing a multiplicity of add spectral channels to be
coupled into the system.

In another embodiment of an OADM of the present
invention, a first WE~il{—S {or WSR) apparatus is cascaded
with a second WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus. The output ports
of the first ‘WSR-S (or WSR) apparatus include a pass-
through port and one or more drop ports. The second WSR-S
[or WSR) apparatus includes a plurality ofinput ports and an
exiting port. The configuration is such that the pass-through
channels from the first WSR-S apparatus and one or more
add channels are directed into the input ports of the second
WSR—S apparatus, and consequently multiplexed into an
output multi-wavelength optical signal directed into the
exiting port of the second WSR-S apparatus. That is to say
that in this embodiment, one WSR-S apparatus {e.g., the first
one} elfectively performs a dynamic drop function, whereas .
the other WSR-S apparatus (e.g., the second one} carries out
a dynamic add function. And there are essentially no fun-
darnerttal restrictions on the wavelengths that can be added
or dropped, other than those imptztscd by the overall com-
munication system. Moreover, the underlying OADM archi-
tecture thus presented is intrinsically scalable and can be
readily extended to any number of the WSR-S {or WSR)
systems, if so desired for performing intricate add and drop
functions in a network environment.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that the aforemen- __
tioned embodiments provide only two of many embodi-
ments of a dynamically reconfigurable ()Al)M according to
the present invention. Various changes, substitutions, and
alternations can he made herein, without departing from the
principles and the scope of the invention. Accordingly, a
skilled artisan can design an OADM in accordance with the
present invention, to best suit a given application.

All in all, the OADMS of the present invention provide
many advantages over the prior art devices. notably:

I) By advantageously employing an array of channel micro-
mirrors that are individually and continuously
controllable, an (JADM of the present invention is
capable of routing the spectral channels on a channel-by-
channel basis and directing any spectral channel into any .
one of the output ports. As such. its underlying operation
is dynamically reconfigurable, and its underlying archi-
tecture is intrinsically scalable to a large number of
channel counts.

2) The add and drop spectral Channels need not he mutti— ..
plexed and demultiplexed before entering and after leav-
ing the OADM respectively. And there are not fundamen-
tal restrict ions on the wavelengths to be added or dropped.

3) The coupling of the spectral channels into the output ports
is dynamically controlled by a servo-control assembly,
rendering the OADM less susceptible to environmental
etfcets (such as thermal and mechanical disturbances} and
therefore more robust in performance. By maintaining an
optimal optical alignment, the optical losses incurred by
the spectral channels are also significantly reduced.

4) The power levels ofthe spectral channels coupled into the
output ports can be dynamically managed according to

6
demand, or maintained at desired values (e.g., equalized
at a predetermined value) by way of the servo-control
assembly. This spectral power-management capability as
an integral part of the OADM will be particularly desir-
able in WDM optical networking applications.

5} The use of t'ree—spaee optics provides a simple, low loss,
and cost-elfective construction. Moreover, the utilization
of the servo-control assembly effectively relaxes the req-
uisite fabrication tolerances and the precision of optical
alignment during initial assembly, enabling the ()ADM to
be simpler and more adaptable in structure, lower in cost
and optical loss.

6) The underlying OADM architecture allows a multiplicity
of the OADMS according to the present invention to be
readily assembled (e.g., cascaded} for WDM optical net-
working applications.

The novel features of this invention, as well as the
invention itself, will be best understood from the following
drawings and detailed description.

BRIE]-' [)I5.SCRlPTION OF THE I*'IGURI:‘.S

FIGS. IA-11) show a first embodiment of a wavelength-
separating-routing (WSR) apparatus according to the
present invention, and the modeling results demonstrating
the performance of the WSR apparatus;

FIGS. 2/\—2C depict second and third embodiments of a
WSR apparatus according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR apparatus
according to the present invention;

FIGS. 4A—4B show schematic illustrations of two

embodiments of a WSR-S apparatus comprising a WSR
apparatus and a servo-control assembly, according to the
present invention;

FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an optical
add-drop multiplexer (OADM) according to the present
invention; and

FIG. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of an OADM

according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In this specification and appending claims, a "spectral
_ channel" is characleri'/.ed by El distinct center wavelength

and associated bandwidth. Each spectral channel may carry
a unique information signal, as in WDM optical networking
applications.

FIG. IA depicts a first embodiment of a wavelength-
separating-routing (WSR) apparatus according to the
present invention. By way of example to illustrate the
general principles and the topological structure at‘ a
wavelength-separating-routing (WSR) apparatus of the
present invention, the WSR apparatus 100 comprises mul-
tiple inputroutput ports which may he in the form ofan array
of fiber collimators 110, providing an input port 110-l and
a plurality of output ports 110-2 through 110-N (N23); a
wave|ength—scparator which in one form may be a dilTrac—
lion grating 101; a bcam—focLt_ser in the fon11 of a focusing
lens 102; and an array of channel micromirrors 103.

In operation, a multi—wavelength optical signal emerges
from the input port 110-1. The diffraction grating It'll
angularly separates the multi-wavelength optical signal into
multiple spectral channels, which are in turn focused by the

'. focusing lens 102 into a spatial array of distinct spectral
spots (not shown in FIG. IA) in a one-to-one correspon-
dence. The channel micromirrors 103 are positioned in
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accordance with the spatial array formed by the spectral
spots, such that each channel micromirror receives one of
the spectral channels. The channel micromirrors 103 are
individually controllable and movable, e.g., pivotable (or
rotatable] under analog (or continuous) control, such that,
upon reflection, the spectral channels are directed into
selected ones of the output ports 110-2 through llD—N by
way of the focusing lens 102 and the diffraction grating 101.
As such, each channel micromirror is assigned to a specific
spectral channel, hence the name "channel micromirror".
Each output port may receive any number of the reflected
spectral channels.

For purposes of illustration and clarity, only a selective
few {e.g., three) of the spectral channels. along with the
input multi-wavelength optical signal, are graphically illus-
trated in FIG. IA antl the following figures. II should he
noted, however, that there can be any number of the spectral
channels in a WSR apparatus of the present invention (so
long as the number of spectral channels does not exceed the
number of channel mirrors employed in the system). It
should also he noted that the optical beams representing the
spectral channels shown in FIG. IA and the following
figures are provided for illustrative purpose only. That is,
their sizes and shapes may not be drawn according to scale.
For instance. the input beam and the corresponding dif-
fracted beams generally have difierent cross-sectional
shapes. so long as the angle of incidence upon the diffraction
grating is not equal to the angle of diffraction. as is known
to those skilled in the art.

In the embodiment of FIG. IA, it is preferable that the
diffraction grating 10] and the channel micromirrors 103 are
placed respectively at the first and second (i.e., the front and
back] focal points (on the opposing sides) of the focusing
lens I02. Such a telecentric arrangement allows the chief
rays of the focused beams to be parallel to each other and __
generally parallel to the optical axis. In this application, the
telecentric configuration further allows the reflected spectral
channels to be efiiciently coupled into the respective output
porLs, thereby minimizing various translational walk-oll‘
eflects that may otherwise arise. Moreover, the input multi-
wavelength optical signal is preferably eollimated and cir-
cular in cross-section. The corresponding spectral channels
dilfracted from the diffraction grating 101 are generally
elliptical in cross-section; they may he of the same size as
the input beam in one dimension and elongated in the other
dimension.

It is known that the diffraction efficiency of a diffraction
grating is generally polarization-dependent. That is, the
dilfraction eificiency of a grating in a standard mounting
configuration may be considerably higher for P-polarization .
that is perpendicular to the groove lines on the grating than
for S-polarization that is orthogonal to P-polarization, espe-
cially as the number of groove lines (per unit length)
increases. To mitigate such polari?.ation—scositive elfeets, a
quartepwave plate 104 may be optically interposed between . .
the diffraction grating 101 and the channel micromirrors
103, and preferably placed between the diffraction grating
101 and the focusing lens 102 asisshown in FIG. 1A. In this
way. each spectral channel experiences a total of approxi-
mately 90-degree rotation in polarization upon traversing the
quarter—wave plate 194 twice. (That is, if a beam of light has
P—poIari:r.ation when first encountering the ditTrae1ion
grating, it would have predominantly (if not all)
S-polarization upon the second encountering, and vice
versa.) This ensures that all the spectral channels incur
nearly the same amount of round-trip polarization dependent
loss.

8
In the WSR apparatus 100 of FIG. IA, the diffraction

grating [01, by way of example, is oriented such that the
focused spots of the spectral channels fall onto the channel
micromirrors 103 in a horizontal array, as illustrated in FIG.
1B.

Depicted in FIG. [B is a close-up view of the channel
micromirrors 103 shown in the embodiment of FIG. 1A. By
way of example, the channel micromirrors 103 are arranged
in a one~dimensional array along the x~a>tis {i.e.. the hori-
zontal direction in the figure). so as to receive the focused
spots of the spatially separated spectral channels in a one-
to-one correspondence. {As in the case of FIG. L/\, only
three spectral channels are illustrated, each represented by a
converging beam.) [El the retlcctive surface ofeach channel
micromirror lie in the x-y plane as defined in the figure and
be movable, e.g., pivotable [or tlellectable) about the x-axis
in an analog (or continuous} manner. Each spectral channel,
upon reflection, is dcflected in the y-direction (e.g.,
downward) relative to its incident direction, so to be directed
into one of the output ports llt)—2 through Il[I—N shown in
FIG. 1A.

As described above, a unique feature of the present
invention is that the motion of each channel micromirror is

individually and continuously controllable. such that its
position, e.g., pivoting angle. can be continuously adjusted.
This enables each channel micromirror to scan its corre-

sponding speclral channel across all possible output ports
and thereby direct the spectral channel to any desired output
port. To illustrate this capability, FIG. [C shows a plot of
coupling efiiciency as a function of a channel micromirror's
pivoting angle 3, provided by a ray—tracing model of a WSR
apparatus in the embodiment of FIG. 1A. As used herein, the
cottpling elficiency for a spectral channel is defined as the
ratio of the amount of optical power coupled into the fiber
core in an output port to the total amount of optical power
incident upon the entrance surface of the fiber (associated
with the fiber collimator serving as the output port). In the
ray-tracing model, the input optical signal is incident upon
a diffraction grating with T00 lines per millimeter at a
grazing angle of 85 degrees, where the grating is blazed to
optimize the diffraction elliciency for the "-1" order. The
focusing lens has a focal length of 100 mm. Each output port
is provided by a quarter-pitch GRIN lens(2 mm in diameter)
coupled to an optical fiber (see FIG. 11)). As displayed in
FIG. 1C, the coupling efficiertcy varies with the pivoting
angle 0, and it requires about a 0.2-degree change in E] for
the coupling elliciency to become practically negligible in
this exemplary case. As such, each spectral channel may
practically acquire any coupling etfficlency value by way of
controlling the pivoting angle of its corresponding channel
micromirror. This is also to say that variable optical attenu-
ation at the granularity of a single wavelength can be
obtained in a WSR apparatus of the present invention. FIG.
ID provides ray-tracing illustrations of two extreme points
on the coupling efficiency vs. 8 curve of FIG. 1C: on-axis
coupling corresponding to 8-D, where the coupling elli-
ciertcy is maximum; and ofi‘-axis coupling corresponding to
B=(t.2 degrees, where the representative coltimatcd heam
(representing an exemplary spectral channel) undergoes a
significant translational walk-off and renders the coupling
elficiency practically negligible. All in all, the exemplary
modeling results thus described demonstrate the unique
capabilities of the W811 apparatus of the present invention.

FIG. IA provides one of many embodiments of a WSR
apparatus according to the present invention. In general, the
wavelength-separator is a wavelength-separating means that
may be a ruled difl’raction grating, a holographic diffraction
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grating, an echelle grating, a dispersing prism, or other types
of spectral-separating means known in the art. The beam-
focuser may be a focusing lens, an assembly of lenses, or
other beam-focusing means known in the art. The focusing
function may also be accomplished by using a curved
diffraction grating as the wavelength-separator. ‘the channel
micromirrors may he provided by silicon mierornachined
mirrors, refiective ribbons (or membranes), or other types of
beam-deflecting elements known in the art. And each micro-
mirror may be pivoted about one or two axes. What is
important is that the pivoting {or rotational} motion of each
channel micromirror be individually controllable in an ana-
log manner, whereby the pivoting angle can be continuously
adjusted so as to enable the channel micromirror to scan a
spectral channel across all possible output ports. 'lhe under-
lying fabrication techniques for micromachined minors and
associated actuation mechanisms are well documented in the

an, see US. Pat. No. 5,fi29,?'9(l for example. Moreover, a
fiber collimator is typically in the form of a collimating lens
(such as a GRIN lens) and a ferrule-mounted liber packaged
together in a mechanically rigid stainless steel (or glass)
tube. The fiber collimators serving as the input and output
ports may be arranged in a one-dirnensional array, a two-
dimensional array, or other desired spatial pattern. For
instance, they may be conveniently mounted in a linear array
along a V-groove fabricated on a substrate made of silicon,
plastic, or ceramic, as commonly practiced in the art. It
should be noted, however, that the input port and the output
pons need not necessarily be in close spatial proximity with
each other, such as in an array configuration (although a _
close packing would reduce the rotational range required for
each channel micromirrer). Those skilled in the art will
know how to design a WSR apparatus according to the
present invention, to best suit a given application.

A WSR apparatus of the present invention may further __
comprise an array of collimator-alignment mirrors, for
adjusting the alignment of the input multi—wavelength opti-
cal signal and facilitating the coupling of the spectral
channels into the respective output ports, as shown in FIGS.
2A—2B and 3.

Dcpictcd in FIG. 2A is a second embodiment of a WSR
apparatus according to the present invention. By way of
example, WSR apparatus 200 is built upon and hence shares
a number of the elements used in the embodiment of FIG.

IA, as identified by those labeled with identical numerahs.
Moreover, a one-dimensional array 220 of collimator-
alignment minors 220-1 through 220~N is optically inter-
posed between the dillractiori grating 101 and the fiber
collimator array 110. The collimator-alignment mirror 220-]
is designated to correspond with the input port 110-1, for _
adjusting the alignment of the input rnulti—wavelcngth opti-
cal signal and therefore ensuring that the spectral channels
impinge onto the corresponding channel micromirrors. The
collimator-alignment mirrors 220-2 through 220-N are des-
ignated to the output ports 110-2 through 110-N in a one- ,_
to-one correspondence, serving to provide angular control of
the collimated beams of the reflected spectral channels and
thereby facilitating the coupling of the spectral channels into
the respective output ports according to desired coupling
etlieiencies. Each collimator-alignment mirror may be rotat-
able about one axis, or two axes.

The embodiment of FIG. 2A is attractive in applications
where the fiber collimators (sewing as the input and output
ports) are desired to be placed in close proximity to the
collimator-alignment mirror array 220. To best facilitate the
coupling of the spectral channels into the output ports, arrays
of imaging lenses may be implemented between the

10
collimator-alignment mirror array 220 and the fiber colli-
mator array l10. as depicted in FIG. 2B. By way of example,
WSR apparatus 250 of FIG. 2B is built upon and hence
shares many of the elements used in the embodiment of FIG.
2A, as identified by those labeled with identical numerals.
Additionally, first and second arrays 268, 270 of imaging
lenses are placed in a 4-f telecentric arrangement with
respect to the collimator-alignment mirror array 220 and the
fiber collimator array 110. The dashed box 280 shown in
FIG. 2C provides a top view of such a telecentric arrange-
ment. In this case, the imaging lenses in the first and second
arrays 260, 270 all have the same focal length f. The
collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 2.20~N are
placed at the respective Iirst (or from) focal points of the
imaging lenses in the first array 260. Likewise, the fiber
collimators 110-1 through 110-N are placed at the respective
second (or back} focal points of the imaging lenses in the
second array 270. And the separation between the first and
second arrays 260, 270 of imaging lenses is 2f. In this way,
the collimator-alignment mirrors 220-1 through 220-N are
elfectively imaged onto the respective entrance surfaces
{i.e., the front focal planes) of the GRIN lenses in the
corresponding fiber collimators 110-1 through 110-N. Such
a telecentric imaging system substantially eliminates trans-
lational walk—otl‘ of the eollimated beams at the output ports
that may otherwise occur as the mirror angles change.

FIG. 3 shows a fourth embodiment of a WSR apparatus
according to the present invention. By way of example,
WSR apparatus 300 is built upon and hence shares a number
of the elements used in the embodiment of FIG. 213, as
identilied by those labeled with identical numerals. In this
case, the one-dimensional fiber collintator array 110 of FIG.
21-} is replaced by a two-dimensional array 350 of fiber
collimators. providing for an input-port and a plurality of
output ports. Accordingly, the one-dimensional collimator-
alignment mirror array 220 of FIG. 2B is replaced by a
two-dimensional array 320 of col]intator—alignrnent mirrors,
and first and second one—tiimensionat arrays 260, 2'10 of
imaging lenses of FIG. 2B are likewise replaced by first and
second two-dimensional arrays 360, 370 of imagining lenses
respectively. As in the case of the embodiment of FIG. 21-},
the first and second two-dimensional arrays 360, 370 of
imaging lenses are placed in a 4-f telecentric arrangement
with respect to the two-dimensional coIIintator—alignment
mirror array 320 and the two—dimt:rt:iional fiber collimator
array 350. The channel micromirtors 103 must be pivotable
biaxially in this case (in order to direct its corresponding
spectral channel to any one of the output pens). As such, the
WSR apparatus 300 is equipped to support a greater number
of the output ports.

In addition to facilitating the coupling of the spectral
channels into the respective output ports as described above,
the collimator-alignment mirrors in the above embodiments
also serve to compensate for misalignment (eg. due to
fabrication and assembly errors} in the fiber collimators that
provide for the input and output ports. For instance, relative
misalignment between the fiber cores and their respective
collimating lenses in the fiber collimators can lead to point-
ing errors in the collimated beams, which may bc corrected
for by the collimator-alignment mirrors. For these reasons,
the collimator-alignment mirrors are preferably rotatable
about two axes. They may be silicon micromachined
mirrors, for East rotational speeds. They may also be other
types of mirrors or beam-deflecting elements known in theart.

It) optimize the coupling of the spectral channels into the
output ports and funher maintain the optimal optical align-
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ment against environmental eilccts such as temperature
variations and mechanical instabilities over the course of

operation. a WSR apparatus of the present invention may
incorporate a servo-control assembly, for providing dynamic
control of the coupling of the spectral channels into the
respective output porn; on a channel-by-channel basis. A
WSR apparatus incorporating a servo—conlrol assc1‘l'1l1ly is
termed a WSR-S apparatus, lhereinafter in this specification.

FIG. 4A depicts a schematic illustration of a lirst embodi-
ment of a WSRS apparatus according to the present inven-
tion. The WSR-S apparatus 400 comprises a WSR apparatus
410 and a servo-control assembly 440. The WSR 410 may
be in the embodiment (if FIG. IA. or any other embodiment
in accordance with the present invention. The servo-control
assembly 440 includes a spectral monitor 460, for monitor-
ing the power levels of the spectral channels coupled into the
output ports 420-1 through 420~N of the WSR apparatus
410. By way of example. the spectral monitor 460 is coupled
to the output ports 420-1 through 420-N by way of fiber-
optic couplers 420—l—C.‘ through 42tI—N-C, wherein each
llber-optic coupler serves to tap olT;i predetermined fraction
of the optical signal in the corresponding output port. Tl1e
servo-control assembly 440 further includes a processing
unit 470, in communication with the spectral monitor 460

S

and the channel micromirrors 430 of the WSR apparatus .
410. The processing unit 470 uses the power measurements
from the spectral monitor 460 to provide Feedback control of
the channel rnicromirrors 430 on an individual basis. :90 as
to maintain a desired coupling elticicncy for each spectral
channel into a selected output port. As such, the servo- _
control assembly 440 provides dynamic control of the
coupling of the spectral channels into the respective output
ports on a channel-by-channel basis and thereby manages
the power levels of the spectral channels coupled into the
output ports. The power levels of the spectral channels in the __
output ports may be dynamically managed according to
demand, or maintained at desired values (e.g., equalized at
a predetermined value) in the present invention. Such a
spectral power-management capability is essential in WDM
optical networking applications, as discussed above.

FIG. 4B depicts a schematic illustration of a second
embodiment of a WSR-S apparatus according to the present
invention. The WSR-S apparatus 450 comprises a WSR
apparatus 480 and a servo-control assembly 490. In addition
to the channel micromirrors 430 (and other elements iden-
tified by the same numerals as those used in FIG. 4A). the
WSR apparatus 480 further includes a plurality of
co1lima1or—alignn'1enl mirrors 485, and may be conligured
according to the embodiment of FIGS. 2A, 2B. 3, or any
other embodiment in accordance with the present invention. _
By way cl‘ example, the servo-control assembly 490
includes the spectral monitor 460 as described in the
embodiment of FIG. «IA, and a processing unit 495. In this
case, the processing unit 495 is in communication with the
channel micromirrors 439 and the collimator—a|ignrnent mir- , _
rors 485 of the WSR apparatus 480, as well as the spectral
monitor 460. The processing unit 495 uses the power
measurements from the spectral rnonitor 460 to provide
dynamic control of the channel micromirrors 430 along with
the collimator-alignment mirrors 485, so to maintain the
coupling efliciencies of the spectral channels into the output
porLs at desired values.

In the embodiment of FIG. 4A or 4B, the spectral monitor
460 may be one of spectral power monitoring devices
known in the art that is capable of detecting the power levels
of spectral components in a multi-wavelength optical signal.
Such devices are typically in the form of :1 wavelength-
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separating means (e.g., a diilraction grating) that spatially
separates a multi-wavelength optical signal by wavelength
into constituent spectral components, and one or more
optical sensors (c.g.. an array of photodiodes) that are
configured such to detect the power levels of these spectral
components. The processing unit 470 in FIG. 4A (or the
pron.-.«;sing unit 495 in FIG. 4B) typically includes electrical
circuits and signal processing programs for processing the
power measurements received from the spectral monitor 460
and generating appropriate control signals to he applied to
the channel rnicromirrors 430 (and the colliI'nator—alignt'ncnt
mirrors 485 in the case of FIG. 43}, so to maintain the
coupling efliciencies of the spectral channels into the output
ports at desired values. The electronic circuitry and the
associated signal processing algorithmfsoftware for such
processing unit in a servo-control system are known in the
art. Askilled artisan will know how to implement a suitable
:~;p-ectral monitor along with an appropriate processing unit to
provide a servo—cont.rol assembly in a WSILS apparatus
according to the present invention, for a given application.

The incorporation of a servo—conlrol assembly provides
additional advantages of eficctively relaxing the requisite
fabrication tolerances and the precision of optical alignment
during initial assembly of a WSR apparatus of the present
invention, and further enabling the system to correct for shift
in the alignment over the course of operation. By maintain-
ing an optimal optical alignment, the optical losses incurred
by the spectral channels are also signilicantly reduced. As
such. the WSR-S apparatus thus constructed is simpler and
more adaptable in slnrcture, more robust in performance,
and lower in cost and optical loss. Accordingly. the WSR-S
(or WSR) apparatus of the present invention may be used to
construct a variety of optical devices and utilized in many
applications.

For instance, by directing the spectral channels into the
output ports in a one-channel-per-port fashion and coupling
the output ports of a WSR—S (or WSR) apparatus to an array
of optical sensors (c.g., photodiodes), or a single optical
sensor that is capable of scanning across the output ports, a
dynamic and versatile spectral power monitor [or channel
analyzer} is provided, which would be highly dcsimd in
WDM optical networking applications. Moreover. a novel
class of optical add-drop multiplexers (OAIJMS) may be
built upon the WSR—S (or WSR) apparatus of the present

_ invention, as exemplified in the following embodiments.
FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary embodiment of an optical

add-drop multiplexer (OADM) according to the present
invention. By way of example, OADM 509 comprises a
WSR-S {or WSR] apparatus 510 and an optical combiner
550. An input port 520 of the WSR-S apparatus 510 trans-
rnit.-; a mu1ti—vvavelength optical signal. The constituent
spectral channels are subsequently separated and routed into
a plurality of output ports, including a pass-through port 531}
and one or more drop ports 540-1 through 540-N (N21).
The pass-through port 530 may receive any number of the
spectral channels (i.e.. the pass-through spectral channels).
l:'.ach drop port may also receive any number of the spectral
channels (i.e., the drop spectral channels). The pasvrthrough
port 530 is optically coupled to the optical combiner 550,
which serves to combine the pa.«-is-through spectral channels
with one or more add spectral channels provided by one or
more add ports 560-1 through 560-M (M31). The combined
optical signal is then routed into an existing port 5'30,
providing an output multi-wavelength optical signal.

In the above embodiment. the optical combiner 550 may
be a Kxl (K22) broadband fiber-optic coupler, wherein
there are K input-ends and one output-end. The pass-through
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spectral channels and the add spectral channels are fed into
the K input-ends (c.g., in a one-to-one correspondence) and
the combined optical signal exits from the output-cod of the
Kxl fiber-optic coupler as the output mulli-wavelength
optical signal of the system. Such a multiple-input coupler ‘
also serves the purpose of multiplexing a multiplicity of add
spectral channels to be coupled into the OADM 500. If the
power levels of the spectral channels in the output multi-
wavelength optical signal are desired to be actively
managed, such as being equalized at a predetermined value,
two spectral monitors may be utilized. As a way of example.
the first spectral monitor may receive optical signals tapped
oil from the pass-through port 530 and the drop ports 540-1
through 54tl—N (e_g_. by way of |iher—optic couplers as
depicted in FIG. 4A or 4B). The second spectral monitor
receives optical signals tapped off from the exiting port 570.
A servo-control system may be constructed accordingly for
monitoring and controlling the pass-through, drop and add
spectral channels. As such, the embodiment of FIG. 5
provides a versatile optical add-drop multiplexer in <'t simple
and low-cost assembly, while providing multiple physically
separate dropfadd ports in a dynamically reconfigurable
fashion.

FIG. 6 depicts an alternative embodiment of an optical
add-drop multiplexer (OADM) according to the present .
invention. By way of example, (JADM 600 comprises a first
WSR—S apparatus 610 optically coupled to a second WSR—S
apparatus 659. Each WSR~S apparatus may he in the
embodiment of FIG. 4A or 4B. (A WSR apparatus of the
embodiment of FIG. 1A, 2A, 2B, or 3 may be alternatively
implemented.) The ftrst WSR-S apparatus 610 includes an
input port 620. a pass-through port 630, and one or more
drop ports 640-1 through 640-N (N21). The pass-through
spectral channels from the pass-through port 630 are further
coupled to the second WSR-S apparatus 650, along with one __
or more add spectral channels emerging from add ports
660-1 through 66D—M (M31). In this exemplary case, the
pass—through port 630 and the add ports 660-1 through
660-M constitute the input ports for the second WSR-S
apparatus 650. By way of its constituent wavelength-
separator {e.g.. a ditfraction grating) and channel micromir-
rorstnot shown in F [(1. 6), the second WSR-S apparatus 650
serves to multiplex the pass-through spectral channels and
the add spectral channels. and route the multiplexed optical
signal into an exiting port 7'l'fl to provide an output signal of
the system.

In the embodiment of FIG. 6, one WSR-S apparatus (eg.,
the first WSR—S apparatus 610) eilectivcly performs
dynamic drop function, whereas the other WSR-S apparatus
(e.g., the second WSR-S apparatus 650) carries out dynamic _
add function. And there are essentially no fundamental
restrictions on the wavelengths that can be added or dropped
{other than those imposed by the overall communication
system). Moreover, the underlying OADM architecture thus
presented is intrinsically scalable and can be readily ,_
extended to any number of cascaded WSR-S (or WSR)
systems, if so desired for performing intricate add and drop
functions. Additionally. the OADM of FIG. 6 may be
operated in reverse direction. by using the input ports as the
output ports, the drop ports as the add ports, and vice versa.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that the aforemen-
tioned embodiments provide only two of many ernhodi—
merits of a dynamically reconfigurable OADM according to
the present invention. Those skilled in the art will also
appreciate that various changes, substitutions. and alterna-
tions can be made herein without departing from the prin-
ciples and the scope of the invention as defined in the
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appended claims. Accordingly, a skilled artisan can design
an UADM in accordance with the principles of the present
invention, to best suit a given application.

Although the present invention and its advantages have
been described in detail, it should be understood that various
changes, substitutions, and alternations can be made herein
without departing from the principles and the scope of the
invention. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention
should be determined by the following claims and their legal
equivalents.

What is claimed is:

1. A wavelength-separating-routing apparatus, compris-
ing:

a] multiple fiber collimators, providing an input port for
a rrtulti-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output porLs;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c} a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots; and

d) a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral chanrteLs. said channel micromirrors being
individually and continuously controllable to reflect
said spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports.

2. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 further comprising a servo-control assembly. in commu-
nication with said channel micromirrors and said output
ports, for providing control of said channel micromirror.-;
and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling of each
reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

3. The wave]ength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
2 wherein said servo-control assembly comprises a spectral
monitor for monitoring power levels of said spectral chan-
nels couplcd into said output ports, and a processing unit
responsive to said power levels for providing control of said
channel micromirrors.

4. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
3 wherein said servo-control assembly maintains said power
levels at a predetermined value.

5. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
I further comprising an array of collimator-alignment
mirrors. in optical communication with said wavelength-

. separator and said fiber collimators. for adjusting an align-
ment of said rnulti-wavelength optical signal from said input
port and directing said relleeted spectral channels into said
output ports.

6. The wavelenglh-separating-routing apparatus of claim
5 wherein each collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable
about one axis.

7. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of c aim
5 wherein each collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable
about two axes.

8. The wave]cI1g1h—scpat‘ating—t‘(‘ll.tt ing apparatus of c aim
5 further comprising first and second arrays of imaging
lenses, in a telecentric arrangement with said collimator-
alignment mirrors and said fiber collimators.

9. The wave]ength-separating-routing apparatus of c aim
1 wherein each channel micromirror is continuously pivot-
able about one axis.

1tl.Thc wave]::rrglh—scparating-routing apparatus of c.aim
I wherein each channel micromirror is pivotable about twoaxes.

11. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of c.aim
10 wherein said fiber collimators are arranged in a two-
dimensional array.
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12. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus ofclaim

1 wherein each channel micromirror is a silicon microma-
chined mirror.

13. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of claim
1 wherein said fiber collirnators are arranged in a one-
dimensional array.

14. Tlte wavetcngth—separating—routing apparatus at claim
1 wherein said beam-foeuser comprises a focusing lens
having first and second focal points.

15. The waveIcngth—separa1ing—routing apparatus oiclairn
14 wherein said waveleng1h—scparalor and said channel
micromirrors are placed respectively at said first and second
focal points ofsaid focusing lens.

16. The wavulength-separatingrouting apparatus of claim
1 wherein said hearn—t'ocuser comprises an assembly of
lenses.

1'7. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus of cla im
1 wherein said wavelength-separator comprises an element
selected from the group consisting of ruled dilfraction
gratings, holographic ditfraction gratings, echelle gratings,
curved ditfraction gratings, and dispersing prisms.

18. The wavelerigtl1—s<:parating—routing apparatus at" claim
1 further comprising a quarter—wave plate optically inter-
posed between said wavelength-separator and said channel
micromirrors.

19. The wavelength-separating-routing apparatus ofclaim
1 wherein each output port carries a single one of said
spectral channels.

20. The wavelength—separating—routing apparatus of claim
19 further comprising one or more optical sensors, optically
coupled to said output ports.

21. A servo-based optical apparatus comprising:
a) multiple fiber collimators. providing an input port for

a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, [or separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c) a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots;

d) a spatial array of channel rnicmrnirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel rnicromirrors being
individually controllable to reflect said spectral chan-
nels into selected ones of said output ports; and

e) a servo-control assembly, in communication with said
channel micromirrors and said output porLs. for main-
taining a predetermined coupling of each relleeted
spectral channel into one of said output ports.

22. The servo-based optical apparatusofclaim 21 wherein .
said servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to
said power levels for providing control of said channel
micmmirrors.

23. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 22 wherein
said servo-control assembly maintains said power levels at
a predetermined value.

24. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 further
comprising an array of collimator-alignment mirrors, in
optical corrtmunication with said wavelength-separator and
said fiber oollitnators, for adjusting an alignment of said
multi-wavelength optical signal from said input port and
directing said rellected spectral channels into said output
ports.

25. The servo-|Jased optical apparatus of claim 24 further
comprising first and second arrays of imaging lenses, in a
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teleccntric arrangement with said collimator-alignment mir-
rors and said fiber collimators.

26. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 24 wherein
each collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable about at leastone axis.

27."[t1c servo—based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
each channel micromirror is continuously pivotahle about at
least one axis.

28. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
each channel micrornirror is a silicon micrornachined mirror.

29. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
said wavelength-separator comprises an element selected
from the group consisting of ruled dilfraction gratings,
holographic dilfraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved
diffraction gratings, and dispersing prisms.

30. The servo-based optical apparatus of claim 21 wherein
said beam-focuser comprises one or more lenses.

31. An optical apparatus comprising:
a) an array ol’ fiber collimators. providing an input port for

a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

h) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelcngth optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c) a beam—focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots;

d) a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channeLs, said channel micromirrors being
individually and continuously controllable to reflect
said spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports; and

e) a one-dimensional array of collimator-alignment
mirrors, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port and
directing said reflected spectral channels into said out-
put ports.

32. The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising
a servo-control assembly, in communication with said chan-
nel microntirrors, said collimator-alignment mirrors, and
said output ports, for providing control of said channel
micromirrors along with said collimator-alignment mirrors
and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling of each
reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

33. The optical apparatus of claim 32 wherein said
servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to
said power levels for providing control of said channel
micromirrors and said collimator-alignment mirrors.

34. The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each
channel micromirror is continuously [:Ii\-"t.)IEll‘1lC about at least
one axis.

35. The optical apparatus of claim 31 wherein each
collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable about at least oneaxis.

36. The optical apparatus of claim 31 further comprising
first and second arrays of imaging lenses, in a teleccntric
arrangement with said collimatorval ignmcnl mirrors and said
fiber collimators.

37. An optical apparatus comprising:
a] an array of fiber collimators, providing an input port for

a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;
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c) a beam-focuser, for focusing said spectral channels into

corresponding spectral spots;
d} a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such

that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels, said channel micromirrors being
individually and continuously controllable to rcflect
said spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports; and

e) a two—dimensional array of collimatopalignment
mirrors, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port and
directing said reflected spectral channels into said out-
put pens.

38. The optical apparatus of claim 37 further comprising
a servo-control assembly, in communication with said chan-
nel micromirrors. said collimator-alignment mirrors. and
said output ports. for providing control of said channel
micromirrors along with said co]lintator—alignment mirrors
and thereby maintaining a predetermined coupling of each
reflected spectral channel into one of said output ports.

39. The optical apparatus of claim 38 wherein said
servo-control assembly comprises a spectral monitor for
monitoring power levels of said spectral channels coupled
into said output ports, and a processing unit responsive to
said power levels for providing control of said channel
rnicrornirrors and said collirnator—alignment rrtirrors.

40. The optical apparatus of claim 37 wherein each
collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable about at least oneEXIS.

41. The optical apparatus of claim 3'? wherein each
channel micromirror is continuously pivotable about at least
one axis.

4-2. The optical apparatus of claim 41 wherein each
channel micromirrors is pivotable about two axes, and
wherein said fiber collimators are arranged in a two-
dimensional array.

43. The optical apparatus of claim 37 further comprising
tirst and second arrays of imaging lenses. in a tclecentric
arrangement with said collimator-alignment mirrors and said
fiber collimators.

44. An optical system comprising a wavelength-
separaling—routing apparatus, wherein said wavelength-
separating-routing apparatus includes:

a) an array of liber collimators, providing an input port for
a multi-wavelength optical signal and a plurality of
output ports including a pass-through port and one or
more drop ports;

b) a wavelength-separator, for separating said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port into
multiple spectral channels;

c) a heam—focuser. for focusing said spectral channels into
corresponding spectral spots; and

d} a spatial array of channel micromirrors positioned such
that each channel micromirror receives one of said

spectral channels. said channel micromirrors being ._
individually and continuously pivotable to rellect said
spectral channels into selected ones of said output
ports, whereby said pass-through port receives a subset
of said spectral channels.

45. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising a
servo—conlrol assembly, in communication with said channel
I't1it:rornirrot's and said output ports, for providing control of
said channel micromirrors and thereby maintaining a pre-
determined coupling of each reflected spectral channel into
one of said output ports.

46. The optical system of claim 45 wherein said servo-
control assembly comprises at spectral monitor for monitor-
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ing power levels of said spectral channels coupled into said
output ports. and a processing unit responsive to said power
levels for providing control of said channel micromirrors.

47. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an
array of mllimator—alignmcnt mirrors. in optical communi-
cation with said wavclength—separator and said fiber
collimators, for adjusting an alignment of said multi-
wavelength optical signal from said input port and directing
said reflected spectral channels into said output ports.

48. The optical system of claim 47 further comprising first
and second arrays of imaging lenses, in a telecentric arrange-
ment with said collitt'Iator—aligttrrtet'tl minors and said tiber
r.:ollin'tattJrs_

49. The optical system of claim 47 wherein each
collimator-alignment mirror is rotatable about at least oneaxis.

50. The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel
micromirror is pivotable about at least one axis.

51. The optical system of claim 44 wherein each channel
micromirror is a silicon micro-machined mirror.

52. The optical system of claim 44 wherein said beam-
focuser comprises a focusing lens having first and second
focal points, and wherein said wavelength—scparator and
said channel micromirrors are placed respectively at said
first and second focal points.

53. The optical system of claim 44 wherein said
wavclength~scparator Comprises an element selected from
the group consisting of ruled diffraction gratings. holo-
graphic rlilfraction gratings, echelle gratings, curved diffrac-
tion gratings, and dispersing prisms.

54. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising a
quarter-wave plate optically interposed between said
wavelength-separator and said channel micromirrors.

55. The optical system of claim 44 further comprising an
auxiliary wavelength-separating-routing apparatus, includ-
ing:

a) multiple auxiliary fiber collimators, providing a plu-
rality oi‘ auxiliary input ports and an exiting port;

b) an auxiliary wavelength-separator;
c] an auxiliary beam-focuser; and
d) a spatial array of auxiliary channel micromirrors;
wherein said subset of said spectral channels in said

pass—thrt)tlgh port and one or I‘:‘I()rt: add spectral chan-
nels are directed into said auxiliary input ports. and
multiplexed into an output optical signal directed into
said exiting port by way of said auxiliary wavelength-
separator, said auxiliary beam-focuser and said auxil-
iary channel micromirrors.

56. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary
channel micromirrors are individually pivotable.

5?. The optical system of claim 55 wherein each auxiliary
channel micromirror is pivotable continuously about at least
one axis.

53. The optical system of claim 55 wherein each auxiliary
channel micromirror is a silicon micromachined mirror.

59. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said auxiliary
wave|ength—separator comprises an element selected from
the group consisting of ruled diliraction gratings, holo-
graphic dilfraction gratings. echelle gratings, curved diffrac-
tion gratings, and dispersing prisms.

60. The optical system of claim 55 wherein said pass-
through port constitutes one of said auxiliary input ports.

61. A method of performing dynamic wavelength sepa-
rating and routing, comprising:

a) receiving a multi-wavelength optical signal from an
input port;
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h) separating said multi-wavelength optical signal into
multiple spectral channels;

e) focusing said spectral channels onto a spatial array of
corresponding bearmdellecting elements. whereby
each beam-deflecting element receives one of said -
spectral channels; and

d) dynamically and continuously controlling said beam-
deflecting elements, thereby directing said spectral
channels into a plurality of output ports.

62. The method of claim 61 furl her comprising the step of
providing feedback control of said heam-deflecting
elements. thereby maintaining a predeterrnining coupling of
each spectral channel directed into one of said output ports.

63. The method ofclairrt 62 further comprising the step of
maintaining power levels of said spectral channels directed '5
into said output ports at a predetermining value.
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64. The method of claim 61 wherein each spectral channel

is directed into a separate output port.
65. The method of claim 61 wherein a subset of said

spectral channels is directed into one 01' said output ports,
thereby providing one or more pass-through spectral chan-
nels.

66. The method of claim 65 further comprising, the step of
multiplexing said pass-through spectral channels with one or
more add spectral channels, so as to provide an output
optical signal.

67. The method of claim 61 wherein said lneam-deflecting
elements comprise an array of silicon micromachined mir-rors.


